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As anticipated, Central Statistical Organisation 

(CSO) announced on 31st August that the Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) in Quarter ending June 

2020 shrunk by 23.9% compared to the same period 

in previous Financial Year. All sectors of the 

economy except Agriculture show massive decline - 

construction -50%, Manufacturing -39.3%, Services 

-20%, Electricity -7%, Trade & Hotels -47%. This 

level of negative growth is the worst among all big 

economies of the world as all G7 economies have 

shown better performance than India. Shocking as 

these figures are for many bourgeois analysts who 

were expecting a shrinkage of less than 20%, these 

figures are quite an underestimate if we examine the 

methodology of the GDP calculation as, to state only 

one among many reasons for this underestimation, 

the rate of decline in informal sector is assumed to 

be the same as that of the formal sector of economy 

since the real data for informal sector is collected 

only once in 5 years. However, as anyone having 

some idea of real economy knows the impact of 

lockdown has been far more severe and brutal on the 

informal sector. According to former chief 

statistician Pronab Sen, real negative GDP growth 

rate might be of the order of 35%. 

There should be nothing surprising in this data as the 

corporate results had already indicated it. In a 

sample of 1549 companies for which results are 

available for Q1 sales declined by 27.1%, Profit 

Before tax (PBT) declined by 50.6% and Net profit 

declined by 63%. This lower level of activity is also 

reflected in the wage bill of the companies. CMIE 

analysed the wage-bill of 1,560 listed companies in 

Q1. It went up by less than 3 percent, which is the 

lowest increase in 18 years. But even this small hike 

hides the fact that in most sectors the wage-bill went 

down, instead of rising. If you take out banking, 

brokerages and telecom companies – all of which did 

well during the lockdown – the wage-bill of listed 

companies shrunk in every other sector. The worst 

hit was the tourism industry, where expenses on 

wages dropped by 30 percent. Textiles saw a 29 

percent drop, leather was down by over 22 percent, 

auto-ancillaries down 21 percent, automobile 

companies saw a 19 percent drop in their wages, 

road & transport companies cut their wage-expenses 

by 28 percent as did education businesses. The real 

estate sector saw a wage-bill decline of 21 percent, 

which is almost the same as the cuts in the hotels and 

restaurants sector.  

However, the Modi government and it drum beaters 

in the media were trying to paint a rosy picture all 

along by pointing towards trade surplus and increase 

in foreign exchange reserves. Between 27 March and 

14 August this year, foreign exchange reserves rose 

12.6% to $535.25 billion whereas during a similar 

period in 2019, forex reserves rose by just 4.5% to 

$430.5 billion. Clearly, there has been a very rapid 

increase in the country’s foreign exchange reserves 

since March-end, after the negative economic 

impact of the coronavirus pandemic was first felt. 

Some economic and political commentators have 

tried to pass this increase as evidence of 

improvement in the overall state of the economy. Let 

us look a little deeper into that. 

Goods imports between April and July fell 46.7% to 

$88.9 billion meaning lesser reserves have been used 

to pay for imports. This essentially shows a slump in 

economic activity since the onset of lockdown. India 

imports a large part of the crude oil that it consumes. 

During the first four months of the current fiscal 

year, the country imported around 82% of the total 

oil it has consumed. Nevertheless, the total oil and 

petroleum products imports have fallen by 55.9% to 

$19.6 billion, a clear impact of the lockdown. While 

imports fell by 46.7% in the first four months to 

$88.9 billion, goods exports fell by 30.3% to $74.9 

billion. Hence, trade deficit, the difference between 

imports and exports, fell by 76.5% to $14 billion as 

against $59.4 billion last year. This difference of $14 

billion was more than made up for through other 

sources, pushing up the reserves. 

EDITORIAL 
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Besides reduced imports, there are other arithmetical 

factors that have pushed forex reserves up. As the 

price of gold has increased, between 27 March and 

14 August, the value of gold held by the Reserve 

Bank of India (RBI) has jumped by 21.7% to $37.6 

billion. Clearly, not just individuals have benefited 

from owning gold as it has rallied, RBI forex 

reserves have gained too. Over and above this, with 

people not leaving India for holidays, business trips 

or education, the demand for foreign exchange while 

travelling abroad, has taken a beating. Foreign 

institutional investors (FIIs) bring money primarily 

in dollars. These dollars need to be exchanged for 

rupees before they can be invested. Between 1 April 

and 24 August, FIIs have net-invested ₹77,779 crore 

in Indian stocks. Assuming one dollar to be worth 

₹75, this means that FIIs have brought in more than 

$10 billion this year into India and this has ended up 

with RBI as foreign exchange reserves. Hence, 

increase in foreign exchange reserves has either no 

bearing on real economy or is on account of 

slowdown in economic activity. 

This slump in real economic activity was bound to 

have impact on employment position. There has 

been widespread loss of jobs, substantial pay cuts, 

and disruptions in education and training 

programmes. A recent survey published by the 

Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy states that 

1.89 crore salaried Indian workers have lost their 

jobs during the period between April and July this 

year. The estimate was based on a survey conducted 

across 1.74 lakh households. Many of these salaried 

workers are in the informal sector, which has been 

affected adversely. Micro businesses, street vendors, 

self-employed workers, daily wage earners, such as 

construction workers and household help, have lost 

their incomes and jobs. Another report published 

jointly by the International Labour Organization and 

the Asian Development Bank claims that 41 lakh 

Indian youths in the age group of 15-24 lost their 

jobs during the pandemic. About two-thirds of firm 

apprenticeships were lost, as were three-fourths of 

all industry internships.  

According to labour market experts, the employment 

situation is unlikely to improve before 2022-23. 

Even the Reserve Bank of India has claimed that 

economic recovery will only start in the second half 

of 2021. But two things must be remembered in this 

context. First, there was a backlog of unemployment 

from 2019. Last year, there were 16 crore youths 

who were not in employment, education or training. 

While the adult unemployment rate was 3 per cent, 

the youth unemployment rate was 13.8 per cent. 

Second, this drag on unemployment will increase 

even further as 10 million young Indians finish some 

sort of education programme or training every year. 

Hence, by 2022, the absolute volume of unemployed 

youth is likely to be alarmingly high.  The 

government, however, does not seem to be bothered 

by it. The official thinking is that everyone will 

acquire skills and become successful entrepreneurs 

as if by some magic. 

Result of the creation of this humongous reserve 

army of unemployed workers is falling wages in all 

sectors of the economy, shrinking aggregate demand 

and excess industrial capacity leading to very low 

capacity utilisation and falling rate of cash 

generation and profit. Hence, investment in fixed 

capital formation is also falling. Therefore, Gross 

bank credit has fallen sharply since the lockdown. 

The credit squeeze has hit all the sectors. Credit for 

agricultural, MSME sector, education, consumer 

durables and housing are all down. The only one 

exception is "Large" industry.  Nearly 90% of 

deposits raised by banks since end March have been 

invested in government bonds. 
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Without going into details, it is apparent from above 

that large number of businesses are incapable to 

service their loans taken from financial capitalists 

and large number of these loans are likely to have 

become Non Performing Assets (NPA). But we 

don’t know the reality as banks have been allowed 

to relax NPA recognition norms and even the 

operation of Insolvency procedures brought as the 

biggest economic reform by this government has 

been suspended. Many estimates have come from 

analysts. However, the only real number available to 

us at present is the moratorium allowed to borrowers 

after lockdown was imposed. The 6 month window 

of loan moratorium ends on August 31st and it has 

been reported in financial press that almost 31 

percent of the banking system’s loans are under 

moratorium. Now RBI has allowed repayment of 

these loans to be restructured. It is to be remarked 

that for the first time Retail loans have been allowed 

to be restructured in addition to the Corporate Loans. 

That is enough evidence that RBI understands that 

crisis is severe and even the middle class households 

taking housing, car and other personal consumer 

loans are in severe liquidity crunch. However, no 

restructuring can resolve this problem. It is only a 

measure to kick the can down the road. Even the 

agriculture sector is facing huge upsurge in NPAs 

and Banks have turned wary in the face of growing 

farm NPA’s, and are not extending farm loans, 

which is forcing farmers to borrow from private 

moneylenders, who charged 24-36% interest in the 

past, but are now asking for 48-60%. This will 

further intensify the process of bankruptcy and 

dispossession of small landowners. 

Former Chief Economic Adviser Kaushik Basu says 

India is not just slowing down, it is dropping rank in 

all global charts. Consider the 42 major economies 

in the world for which The Economist provides data 

every week. Till six or seven years ago India was, 

for several years, among the three or four fastest-

growing economies. For 2020, it has dropped to 35th 

among the 42 nations. Second, while the pandemic 

has made the situation much worse, the slowdown 

cannot be put down entirely to covid-19. It began 

well before that. In fact, from 2016, India’s economy 

has moved as though it was walking down one of the 

many historic stepwells one sees all over India, with 

each year’s growth rate lower than the previous 

years. 

Still much problem lies with disastrous management 

of the pandemic. When the lockdown was 

announced on 24 March, a lot of naïve people got 

hope from this early action. But within days, it 

became clear that no supporting policy action and 

relief measures that such a major, sudden lockdown 

needs had been readied. While our cities, factories 

and transport, and therefore the economy, were 

totally locked down, it was evident that no plan had 

been made for the tens of millions of migrant 

workers who were suddenly left with the stark 

choice of remaining locked down and perishing or 

trudging hundreds of miles across the nation, just to 

go home. Leaving aside the lack of empathy and 

compassion that this policy signalled, it achieved the 

very opposite of what a lockdown should do. Some 

4 or 5% of India’s population were literally sent off 

like sprinklers across the nation. No matter how one 

cuts and splices the covid-19 data, it is clear that 

India’s ‘lockdown-and-scatter’ has caused the virus 

to spread and also hurt global confidence in India, 

which is fuelling the economic slowdown. 

The fact that India has become the third-most 

infected nation in the world and is expected to 

overtake Brazil and be second within a month, 

behind only the United States, is not the big worry. 

India is the world’s second-most populous country 

and there is no surprise that it will tend to have more 

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/15-ways-to-define-india-s-slowdown-1565715613762.html
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absolute numbers of people testing positive for 

covid-19. It is important to normalize using the 

population as a base. So, we should look at the data 

on cases of covid-19 per one million population and 

number of deaths caused by this virus per one 

million population. The latter is referred to as the 

Crude Mortality Rate (CMR). 

Once we do this, it becomes clear that India’s 

performance is very poor, even correcting for 

population. Over the last few weeks, India has 

overtaken first Pakistan and now Afghanistan to 

become the nation with the highest CMR in South 

Asia. For every million population, there have been 

47 coronavirus deaths in India. The number for 

Afghanistan is 36, Pakistan is 28, Bangladesh 24, 

Nepal 6, Sri Lanka 0.6. The contrast becomes clear 

just by looking at the graphs of daily new cases (3-

day moving average) in three neighbouring 

countries: India, Bangladesh and Pakistan. At the 

end of March, all three were roughly similar. After 

the severe and sudden lockdown in India, for some 

weeks, the three nations looked similar, with India 

looking slightly better than Bangladesh and 

Pakistan. But then, the flattening of the curve that 

was expected did not happen in the case of India. The 

lockdown had clearly backfired. 

The lockdown froze a large part of the economy, but 

inhuman treatment of workers did exactly the 

opposite of what a lockdown does. What we are 

seeing now is the outcome of this lockdown-and-

scatter approach. India is seeing one of the worst 

spreads of the virus. Moreover, economic growth 

has plummeted, and unemployment has shot up. 

Even from the bourgeois analysts and investors’ 

point of view, the poor management of the virus, 

visible all over the world, has shaken up all trust in 

Indian institutions. This added speed to the growth 

slowdown which was already underway and has 

taken India further down the stepwell. One of the 

most important drivers of long-run growth is the 

investment rate—the share of the national income 

that is invested in machines, factories, infrastructure, 

human capital and research. India’s investment, or 

gross capital formation, as a percentage of GDP was 

at 38.1% in 2008 and 39% in 2011. Then, it started 

falling, slowly initially, and rapidly thereafter, and 

was standing at 30.2% even before the pandemic. 

The result is that Indian government is in deep 

financial crisis. Federal fiscal deficit in the four 

months to end July stood at Rs 8.21 trillion or 

103.1% of the budgeted target for the current fiscal 

year. Net tax receipts were Rs 2.03 trillion, while 

total expenditure was Rs 10.5 trillion. Central 

Government fiscal deficit is expected to reach 7.5% 

as against the budgeted 3.5%. The result is the fracas 

on GST compensation between the centre and states 

of which we will not go into detail here except that 

the economic slowdown started several years ago, 

and the non-payment of GST dues began more than 

a year back, well before the virus. GST is a crisis 

made by this govt, not by Covid alone.  

What we are concerned here is how the government 

is financing this deficit. The entire financial savings 

of India's household sector are down to 7% of GDP, 

and government borrowing is much more than that. 

Hence despite all efforts by RBI and government and 

immense pressure by industrial capitalists, interest 

rates have not been subdued and keep rising again 

and again persistently. Even after lot of ‘Twist and 

Roll’, and reverse twist at that, by RBI to inject 

liquidity, interest rates on 10 year government 

securities have again rose above 6% in last week of 

August.  

Then how is this deficit to be financed? The only 

way out is monetisation, also popularly known as 

printing of currency notes, though these days it can 

be easily done only through few clicks on computer. 

RBI has not announced but it is known in financial 

circles and remarked upon in financial press that RBI 

is already doing this indirectly by buying up 

securities from Primary Dealers who initially 

subscribe to the issue. Effectively the finance to the 

government is coming from RBI and that means 

monetisation of the deficit by expanding money 

supply. The new proposal from central government 

on GST that states should borrow from RBI, to be 

repaid by collection of Cess on GST, will also mean 

the same – expansion of money supply.  

However, in an economy where real commodity 

production is not growing, expansion of money 
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supply means rising inflation. That is already 

happening. RBI said in its annual report for 2019-20 

that headline inflation picked up strongly during the 

closing months of 2019-20 and the short-term 

outlook for food inflation has turned uncertain, 

"Disruptions in food and manufactured items' supply 

chains could amplify sectoral price pressures, thus 

posing an upside risk to headline inflation. 

Heightened volatility in financial markets could also 

have a bearing on inflation". All of these may 

influence inflation expectations of households, 

which are adaptive in nature, and show significant 

sensitivity to shocks to food and fuel prices, the 

report said. Monetary policy, therefore, has to keep 

a constant vigil on price movements, especially as 

they can translate into generalised inflation. 

According to government data, retail inflation rose 

to 6.93 per cent in July, mainly driven by rising 

prices of food items like vegetables, pulses, meat and 

fish. In its monetary policy review earlier this month, 

RBI had said that the retail inflation is expected to 

be at elevated levels during the second quarter but 

may ease in the second half of the current fiscal year. 

But inflation is, in fact, a tax on the people. It means 

fall in real income as they can buy less of the 

commodities required for sustenance for the same 

amount of wages. But in India nominal wages itself 

are decreasing. So, this expected rising rate of 

inflation will be a double whammy on the working 

people, large number of whom have also lost their 

jobs. It can only mean further indigence, acute 

poverty, hunger and malnutrition. To put it into 

context State of Food Security and Nutrition in the 

World report has already said that the number of 

Indians living with food insecurity rose by more than 

60 million between 2014 and 2019. Now this will 

further speed up. 

Hence, what is the result of this all? Fact is inflation, 

unemployment, indirect taxes, usurious interest rates 

for small peasantry all mean only one thing – though 

the crisis is caused by capitalist class, its back 

breaking and crushing burden is to be put on the 

workers, poor peasants and lower middle class 

people. And it will further dehumanize them if they 

do not become conscious, get organized and rise up 

against it.  

REMEMBERING FIDEL CASTRO 

ON HIS 94TH

 BIRTH ANNIVERSARY 

Our country does not drop bombs on other 
people; nor does it send thousands of planes 
to bomb cities. Our country does not have 
nuclear weapons! Our country does not have 
chemical weapons! Our country does not 
have biological weapons! The tens of 
thousands of scientists and doctors in our 
country keenly understand that when ones 
calling is to save lives, it would be absolutely 
contradictory for a scientist or a doctor to 
produce substances like bacteria or viruses 
that are capable of causing human death. … 
Tens of thousands of Cuban doctors have 
taken their services internationally into the 
most remote and inhospitable places. One 
day I said, that we could never, and would 
never carry out surprise attacks against any 
lost corner of the world, but instead, our 
country will send the necessary doctors to 
those most lost corners of the world. 

Doctors not bombs! 

Doctors, not smart weapons that hit their 
target, because after all, a weapon that kills 
by treachery is absolutely not an intelligent 
weapon! 

(Excerpt from Fidel Castro’s speech at University 
of Buenos Aires in 2003) 
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As Bihar Assembly election is approximating, the 

political atmosphere has been warming up for quite 

some time. Immediately with this, the first thing we 

come to hear is that the Parliamentary Left and even 

some Revolutionary Left demands the postponement 

of election due to continuing spread of Covid-19. 

They criticized the Nitish Kumar government for its 

callousness to untimely concentrate more on election 

than on the safety of the people from Covid-19. This 

was when Covid-19 still instilled a lot of fear among 

party leaders and election momentum hadn't also 

begun to pick up. However, as the election 

momentum began picking up, public talk on election 

started gathering some heat and as the election 

murmur got prominent day by day with public mood 

also generating political heat on election, all the left 

parties, without any exception, jumped into it like 

anything. They even didn't bother that just the 

previous day they were demanding postponement of 

election so that Government could have more time 

to first ensure the safety of people from Covid-19.  

Ultimately what we see now is a mad rush for 

election alliances. This is how the old sores of the 

Left are again out in the open in a manner even worse 

and more despicable than earlier. Now, when they 

have jumped into the election right away, they still 

don't feel it their duty or responsibility to clearly 

announce that they now withdraw their earlier 

demand of postponement of election, let alone 

honestly explain the change in circumstances that 

forced them to make this U-turn.  

This is quite picturesque. From demanding 

postponement of election to jumping band and 

wagon into forming pre-poll alliance with RJD and 

Congress even before coming to any general 

understanding among the Left as a whole, the 

political theatre of the Left in Bihar now-a-days 

abounds in too many interesting theatrics and 

somersaults. Parliamentary cretinism along with 

political opportunism is in a state of full display, 

whereas the question of forming a solid and compact 

Left Block in Bihar election, even if it consisted of 

parliamentary left parties only, to successfully lead 

the fight against fascism in election and based on that 

utilize the contradictions of the bourgeois camp as 

well as neutralize the vacillations of such parties as 

RJD and Congress on the other, the kernel of any real 

left politics today even in its narrowest sense, has 

taken a back seat again, as usual. Naturally, the 

possibility of independent left campaign (it is 

however expecting moon from them) against the 

ideology and politics of fascism on the widest 

possible scale is completely doomed and, similarly, 

an election alliance with the bourgeois parties, if at 

all it is felt necessary, on the terms beneficial for the 

masses and the left politics in future is going to be a 

serious casualty this time, too, though seat sharing 

opportunist politics may flourish whose real benefit 

will however go to the bourgeois parties. Common 

people as well as the rank and file of the Left will be 

befooled, cheated and politically blackmailed once 

again in the name of need of alliance for the sake of 

defeating BJP-JDU combine.  

 

With this, the possibility of a future broader Left-led 

mass upsurge in Bihar against the bourgeois rule in 

general and against the Modi's fascist rule in 

particular, whose chances are now brighter than any 

time in the past, will thus again be tamed by the 

treacherous role of the parliamentary left parties yet 

BIHAR ELECTIONS AMIDST THREAT OF COVID & FASCISM* 
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again. The result is obvious. Even if the Left captures 

some more seats or RJD-led alliance wins in the 

election, it will not be useful in the long run in 

cornering, isolating or defeating the politics and 

ideology of fascism. The 'Left' politics of 

hobnobbing with the bourgeoisie and their parties 

without consolidating the left block is proving once 

again the biggest hurdle of people's movement 

against fascism. 

BOURGEOIS ALLIANCE IS THE MAIN MANTRA. OLD 

WINE IN OLD BOTTLE  

Bourgeois election alliance has emerged as the main 

Mantra of the Left in the fight against the threat of 

fascism. The 'main' left parties (CPI, CPM and CPI-

ML - liberation) have just plainly offered 

themselves for a pre-poll alliance with bourgeois 

parties i.e. RJD and Congress. Have the left parties 

thrust upon RJD any debate on the need of fighting 

against fascism? No. Not at all. Even this minimum 

idea hasn't been injected into the public mood and 

atmosphere. In this situation, such an alliance will 

bring no adverse impact on the spread of fascist 

ideology. This is certain, as the only debate is about 

seat sharing. Its political connotation in public is 

largely negative and will be portrayed as alliance of 

convenience as there is just no other issue on which 

'fighting on the negotiating table' is going on. This is 

a shame on all of us.  

People can see, there is obviously too much haste 

this time. Progressive people are asking why is there 

so much haste? Why are the political agenda not 

being put in the front? Do they feel confident that if 

they manage to win some more seats with the help 

of alliance or RJD led alliance wins, which is most 

unlikely in the given circumstances, the threat of 

fascism will vanish and 'democracy' will triumph? 

Do they ever think that such an 'apolitical' alliance 

i.e. the alliance of convenience will deliver on the 

people's aspirations, even if it wins? Even if such an 

alliance gets majority to rule for five years, it will 

not be able to deliver on their own promises. It will 

not only bring discredit to the 'left', owing to 

renewed and vigorous growth of mass discontent as 

result of un-fulfillment of the people's aspirations, 

but also create new conditions for not only its re-

emergence but also for the emergence of a second 

new wave of a more ferocious fascist upsurge and 

triumph. Additionally, it will also prove to be a 

prelude to a complete face loss of the Left. This will 

further erode the Left base and cause irreparable 

damage to the cause of people.  

We have seen in History that by forging such an 

opportunist alliance with RJD, the CPI and CPM 

have not only lost their credibility and face but also 

their mass base and ideological-political appeal. 

This time, 'Liberation' faction of CPI-ML may be the 

long term sufferer of this alliance. This is the old 

bottle and also the old wine. Only the manufacturing 

and expiry tag is new.     

WHY WASTE TIME IN DISCUSSING POLITICS IS THE 

MOOD WITHIN THE LEFT 

Why waste 'precious' time in discussing political 

issues is the feeling that reigns supreme in the minds 

of the leaders of the Left now a days. This shows the 

level of desperation. No policy discussion is taking 

place. If only seat sharing and winning as many 

alliance seats as possible is taken as the prime 

method and motive of fighting against the fascists, it 

is then no surprise that such a mood exists from top 

to bottom in the Left circle. Discussing too much 

politics will spoil the chances of alliance, they feel. 

It is correct, too. Unless the Left rise on the crest of 

mass upsurge resulting from the deep seated anger 

that is accumulating, there is no chance of the Left 

dictating the terms of the alliance with the bourgeois. 

Yes, if the whole Left from Right to Left had united 

under a common program against fascism, there was 

a chance that together they might have played a 

bigger role. But, in absence of both of them, they are 

behaving like beggars. There is no option, too. The 

Left seems to have committed to this alliance well in 

advance. The whole rank and file have lost faith in 

the Left assertion unless there is an alliance with the 

RJD and Congress. Seeing the onward march of 

fascists, a wide spread feeling of desperation 

prevails and the following mad rush is the result of 

only this. The crux of this is that the Left leadership 

and to some extent the whole chunk of cadres, in 
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absence of any anti-fascist front taking shape, have 

lost faith in their own independent assertions. Cadres 

are also happy that alliance has been achieved. The 

general mood is that we shouldn't spoil it by 

discussing too much politics or placing 'undue' 

emphasis on independent assertion of Left in this 

alliance. We (The Truth) will discuss this again 

when by the mid of the next month, when the picture 

is clearer and clouds are all cleared.       

It is true and certainly not a secret that there is an all 

round feeling that anyhow winning seats matters the 

most. What does it mean? Does it mean that the Left 

pursued any revolutionary politics in the past, before 

this alliance? No. It only means that as it has gone in 

a plain alliance with RJD-led coalition, even its 

parliamentary revisionist politics also won't find 

much space. The reason is not difficult to 

understand. Revisionism means playing to the 

people's gallery bourgeois politics under the cloak of 

being adherents of communism. So at least some 

verbal anti-bourgeois discourse is taken up by them 

in elections. This time, given the kind of alliance 

they have chosen to go for, even this is not going to 

be possible. They know discussing even revisionist 

politics other than what is deemed necessary and 

required to keep the alliance going will harm their 

aim of getting support of RJD and Congress. Just the 

anti-BJP bourgeois chatter will be allowed. This is 

as clear as day light.   

There is thus a feeling of total disregard even for 

pursuing their own political line in the election 

campaign. Whatever they have been writing in their 

magazines about fascism will be all forgotten for the 

sake of seat sharing and maintenance of this alliance. 

Just think, will they openly and boldly say what they 

used to say when they were not in alliance? Will they 

be able to point out and even mildly mention or call 

out the bourgeois politics of RJD and Congress and 

their limitations in fighting against BJP-led fascism, 

let alone pointing out their corruption? Obviously 

not.   

QUESTION OF LEFT BLOCK AGAINST FASCISM IS 

THROWN INTO WINDS  

Naturally, for the Left, the most 'precious' thing in 

Bihar as of now is the alliance with RJD-Congress 

and not the formation of a solid broad Left Block, 

either consisting of only parliamentary left or a 

broader Left Block consisting of Revolutionary Left 

also. Putting up an independent left assertion is just 

a slogan for these parties. However, this is badly 

needed. The core of this would have been putting an 

alternative before the masses and not just winning 

seats. Based on this strength, the alliance with RJD 

would have been certainly formed on better terms 

i.e. on those terms which would have been beneficial 

for the future course of independent left politics as 

well as for the general interests of the masses. But 

unfortunately this is totally absent. Winning seats by 

sacrificing independent assertion is the guiding 

factor for most of the Left. 'Who can defeat BJP in 

election' or 'With whom we can ally in the election' 

so that more seats could be grabbed is the corner 

stone of 'left' politics today. Earlier, we know, the 

corner stone was 'who can defeat Congress' and aim 

was to ally with all except Congress, even with BJP. 

This is an old thesis of CPM-led Left Front that we 

all very well know.  

Putting before the masses any real alternative to the 

bourgeois system is thus naturally considered an 

obstacle in the path of winning seats with the help of 

alliance or otherwise. All sorts of opportunism are 
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attempted. It is widely accepted among the Left 

circles that if fascism is the main danger, then we 

must shun communism and must not assert too much 

or show 'leftism' as it will act as an obstacle in the 

path of achieving bourgeois alliance which is 

supposed to be the most necessary or even the only 

tool for defeating fascist BJP. And unfortunately, 

this view is echoed even in some of the revolutionary 

left circles.  

WITHER THE REVOLUTIONARY LEFT?  

As the election murmur started, like the Left, 

Revolutionary Left (except CPIML PRC and ND) 

has also demanded postponement of elections for 6 

months or 1 year i.e. till sometime in the next year. 

The plea was the same as that of the Left. They also 

said that the people of the state are still in the throes 

of the Covid-19 pandemic and the Government's 

attention must be solely towards ensuring the safety 

of life of the people. To add some more weight to 

their logic, some 'revolutionary' enthusiasts of this 

demand also mention the situation of flood in North 

Bihar, but, the main argument is of course, about 

Covid-19. They argue that the hospital facilities are 

far below satisfactory mark and the overall situation 

of public well being in medical care (in Bihar) is in 

complete mess and hence the government must first 

of all concentrate on ensuring adequate health care 

to deal with the threat of Covid-19 pandemic before 

it opts to gear up machinery and gather men as well 

as material for holding elections.  

If we carefully analyze this, it smacks of a very 

dangerous, though an interesting trend. They mean 

to say that politics can wait till people get all 

facilities from the State and the bourgeois 

Government! If people are dying of diseases or a 

pandemic, it is no time for doing politics, they would 

say. Some other would say, politics is done when 

people are free for doing politics. Great logic indeed! 

According to these revolutionaries, if they (people) 

are suffering from a pandemic as well as the 

government apathy in the time of a pandemic, it is 

no time for people to be engaged in politics till 

everything is set right in favor of the people by the 

government. They would further say, if the people 

are coming out in spite of a surging pandemic in 

search of daily jobs for the bread and butter of their 

families, let us not talk politics with them. Let us 

wait till they come out for doing politics after 6 

months or when anti-Covid vaccine is available! 

This is how the present day revolutionaries discuss 

on election in the time of Covid-19 pandemic.  

If we extend this logic to some extra length, it means 

according to them, revolution is a peace time task 

when everything is in apple pie order, when people 

are well fed, well treated, being well taken care of by 

the bourgeois state and are in good health. If any 

medical crisis exists, revolution must wait till such 

crises are tamed and won over by the bourgeoisie 

and their State so that people are at ease and without 

any fear while talking or doing politics! This is how 

they think and discuss. According to them, Russian 

revolutions of February and October in 1917 must 

have been postponed as the people were in great 

distress due to war, loss of jobs, lack of breads and 

because of no land in their possession. But the above 

mentioned revolution arose, broke out and became 

successful only on the question of bread, peace and 

land. How can they explain this? Also remember the 

timing of the Spanish Flu. It struck the world 

towards the end of the first world war when the 

October Revolution was still going on and facing 

joint attacks of the capitalist-imperialist countries 

and their combined armies. But according to our 

revolutionaries of Bihar, Lenin must have waited till 

some vaccine had arrived. strange!     

When reminded that the postponement of election 

will provide back door entry of direct Modi's rule in 

Bihar, then they hush up this threat saying no other 

distinguished or special danger or threat would come 

if president rule arrives. Really, this shows them 

being super revolutionaries!       

It is true that even in Patna, the Capital of Bihar, 

situation of health care is very grim and from this 

one can imagine the situation in districts towns or in 

block level towns. But it requires an explanation as 

to on what basis do our revolutionaries expect that 

the medical facilities will be upgraded and safety of 

the people from Covid-19 ensured if the elections are 

postponed for 6 months. If they say that the 

atmosphere is not congenial and suitable for political 
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activities or campaign as the masses are in the 

situation of utmost panic, it amounts to a farce 

statement than any logic. Common toiling masses 

are not in panic. They can't be. Hunger is the most 

dreaded virus for them. Even middle class people are 

engaged in their routine work in spite of Covid-19. 

People at large are everywhere gathering and going 

in search of their livelihood. Apart from this, if we 

say that people are scared and in this situation 

political campaign is in no way possible, then it is 

like falling in the ditch dug for us by the bourgeois 

government which is also saying the same thing that 

it is no time for doing politics. We must have rather 

told the opposite, that if the government is not 

providing jobs and source of livelihood, and also not 

taking care of people by providing sufficient heath 

care against Covid-19, we must openly make all 

necessary preparations for doing politics. We must 

rather criticize ourselves if we are not being able to 

do politics in these difficult times of the people. And, 

irrespective of what we say and discuss, so far as 

common toiling masses are concerned, they have 

come out in protest and participated in struggles 

wherever efforts have been made. People, 

particularly workers in the whole country, are 

fighting all the way through, even without any 

political leadership. This is a fact that no one can 

deny. Even in advanced capitalist countries of 

Europe and America, tens of thousands of people are 

coming out in political protests against the 

government inactions and apathy.  

Some would say, there is a probability of finding 

anti-Covid1-19 vaccine in six months or one year. 

Yes, it is possible. Anything is possible in this 21st 

century. But, even if there is a cent-percent 

probability of finding the vaccine in six months, how 

can one expect that the people will also get the 

vaccine in just 6 months or one year?  

WHOSE SAFETY IS IN MIND, REALLY? 

Clearly, so far as the question of safety of people is 

concerned, this cannot be a valid reason to be given 

for the postponement of Bihar election. Poor and 

working people are already going outside in huge 

numbers and have been moving here and there for 

months now. They are visiting different places in 

towns and cities i.e. everywhere seeking work and 

job as the very survival of their families is at stake. 

They get exposed to Covid-19 contraction every day 

in many ways. They don't have proper sanitation 

facilities, too. Nor can they have as this is 

economically unaffordable for most of them. For 

them hunger is the most dreaded virus. So election 

or no election, they are already facing the Covid-19 

threat and health risks associated with this. Election 

or no election, there is no escape from this danger for 

them. So the question of safety is really not the issue 

for them.  

If this issue really exists at all, it exists as the 

question of safety of Party leaders. This is haunting 

all the parties whether of left of right. Here the point 

is not whether the Covid-related fear is correct or 

not. Normally, the fear is true and it must be 

addressed. The main point here under discussion is 

that to raise the question of safety of masses instead 

of the issue of safety of the leaders as the basis of 

demand of postponement of election is unfounded 

and without substance. It doesn't reflect the real 

picture on the ground. It is the party leaders whose 

safety is in mind while they are demanding the 

postponement of election. It is not the masses but the 

party leaders who will be at risk if they go for 

extensive election mass campaign. People are 

already at risks. What other risks they will have to 

bear if they participate in rallies and meetings or 

engage in politics? Certainly, none. Even the cadres 

who are already active among masses despite Covid-

19 are already in the risk zone since the very 

beginning. 

OTHER STRONG LOGIC  

The one very strong logic is that the whole 

machinery will be geared up for elections and thus 

whatever minimum state machinery is engaged and 

active in fighting Covid-19 will also be deviated or 

distracted and thus people's lives will be completely 

at risk for at least a couple of months during the time 

elections will be held. This logic has some 

substance. But to overstate this point will not and 

doesn't help. The State presides over a lot of men and 

material resources. If State wants it can manage. 

What lacks is political will. Otherwise, not many 
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government agencies or departments are engaged in 

public welfare work as of now. Not much is being 

done on the medical front that involves a lot of men 

and material. Even higher officials aren't much busy 

for people. One may go to any office, there is none 

that one can find. No DMs, no ADMs or other junior 

and senior officers are present in their offices. No 

many people's work or welfare is being done in any 

of the offices. Schools and colleges are already 

closed. Government offices are in inactive mode.  

DEMANDING POSTPONEMENT WITH A CALL TO 

MASS ACTION 

So, in the given circumstances, demanding 

postponement of elections along with a call of mass 

actions and adopting the tactics of building up a mass 

movement against the Government's apathy for the 

people would have been certainly a better tactics, but 

simply demanding postponement of elections and 

calling this a tactic of putting and exerting pressure 

on a fascist government is just beyond anyone's 

understanding to call it a pressure tactics. 

Parliamentary left is known for such fancies and silly 

things, and it has not surprised anyone when they 

demanded postponement of election. But when the 

revolutionary section of Left also does the same 

thing, it is really unfortunate. So demanding election 

postponement without any plan of mass movement 

is the worst tactics. If elections are held, the 

government, as a normal practice, is morally forced 

to do something for the masses to woo them and their 

votes. In this narrow sense, too, holding election will 

bring some relief plan to the people of Bihar than 

what they are being provided now and even more 

than what will be provided if election is postponed. 

If we take into our consideration even this small 

thing, then also the bankruptcy inherent in the idea 

of postponement of elections will be quite clear. The 

demand of Postponement of election without any 

call of mass movement for building pressure on the 

government is something akin to a complete lack of 

political will of the revolutionary camp. It is sad that 

we are a living witness to this. 

(to be continued in the next issue)   

*The Writer is an inside observer.  

REMEMBERING 

PERIYAR E. V. RAMASAMY 

ON HIS 141ST

 BIRTH ANNIVERSARY 

Periyar E V Ramasamy, a social activist 
and politician, was well-known for starting 
the Self-Respect Movement and Dravidar 
Kazhagam. His work against the caste and 
gender inequality was progressive and 
way ahead of his time. He continuously 
voiced his protests against child marriage, 
Brahmanical oppression, dowry system, 
superstition and priests; he stood for self-
respect, equality among men and women, 
rational thinking among other things. 
Periyar’s philosophy on the question of 
religion, caste and women have assumed 
great importance in the era of rampant 
sexism and communalism being 
propagated by the present fascistic 
regime. 
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After the historic press conference on 12th January 

2018 by the four senior-most judges of the Supreme 

Court who came out saying that “democracy is at 

stake”, the latest suo moto contempt case against 

SC’s Senior Advocate Prashant Bhushan further 

brought out into the open the questionable state of 

Indian judiciary. As is well known, a three-judge 

bench headed by Justice Arun Mishra held Bhushan 

guilty of criminal contempt under the Contempt of 

Court Act which states that 

“Criminal contempt means the publication (whether 

by words, spoken or written, or by signs, or by visible 

representation, or otherwise) of any matter or the 

doing of any other act whatsoever which 

i. scandalizes or tends to scandalize, or 

lowers or tends to lower the authority of, 

any court; or 

ii. prejudices, or interferes or tends to 

interfere with, the due course of any 

judicial proceeding; or 

iii. interferes or tends to interfere with, or 

obstructs or tends to obstruct, the 

administration of justice in any other 

manner.” 

FACTS OF THE CASE 

Prashant Bhushan has two cases of contempt filed 

against him. One was regarding his interview with 

Tehelka magazine in 2009 filed by Harish Salve and 

another was the abovementioned case which was 

taken up suo moto by the Supreme Court based on 

two tweets posted by Bhushan on 27th and 29th June 

2020. The 27th June tweet reads, “When historians in 

future look back at the last 6 years to see how 

democracy has been destroyed in India even without 

a formal Emergency, they will particularly mark the 

role of the Supreme Court in this destruction, & 

more particularly the role of the last 4 CJIs.” The 

second tweet on 29th June contained a photo of CJI 

S.A. Bobde riding an expensive Harley Davidson 

motorcycle owned by a BJP MLA’s son, which took 

the internet by storm and has been making rounds of 

social media ever since, said, “CJI rides a 50 lakh 

motorcycle belonging to a BJP leader at Raj Bhavan, 

Nagpur, without a mask or helmet, at a time when he 

keeps the SC in Lockdown mode denying citizens 

their fundamental right to access Justice!” Prashant 

Bhushan replied with a 134-page affidavit in which 

he stated his position on his second tweet that it was 

a result of his anguish over the “non physical 

functioning of the Supreme Court for the last more 

than three months, as a result of which fundamental 

rights of citizens, such as those in detention, those 

destitute and poor, and others facing serious and 

urgent grievances were not being addressed or taken 

up for redressal” and so, this comment expressing 

his anguish over the existing situation and stating of 

genuine facts cannot be regarded as contempt or else 

it’ll constitute a case of curtailment of his right to 

free speech. The analysis of the first tweet also 

brings about interesting conclusions. The tweet 

mentions “the role of the Supreme Court” in 

destroying the democracy over the past 6 years, 

PRASHANT BHUSHAN CONTEMPT CASE 

AIMING BEYOND THE LIMITED BOURGEOIS 

DEMOCRATIC HORIZON 
A Priya 
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however, the judgement written by the bench 

mentions the “vital” role of the Supreme Court in 

destroying the democracy over the past 6 years. It’s 

as if the spaces left blank by Bhushan was filled up 

by the guilt conscience of the Supreme Court 

Justices themselves! 

Even after finding him guilty of “serious contempt” 

on 14th August 2020, the apex court reserved its 

judgement on his punishment till 31st August 2020, 

which finally entailed a fine of Re.1, the non-

payment of which would attract 3 months of 

imprisonment and debarment from practicing law 

for three years. The fine was duly paid by Bhushan 

on the same day. 

Since the leveling of charges earlier this month to the 

pronouncement of punishment, the world saw the 

apex court incessantly requesting and coaxing an 

apology out of Bhushan which he denied time and 

again saying that his tweets were bona fide facts 

which express his anguish over the current 

deviations of the judiciary and hence, apologizing 

would be a “contempt of my conscience and of an 

institution that I hold in highest esteem”. He has 

reiterated his faith in the judiciary and is thereby 

ready (was ready from the very beginning) to receive 

any punishment as the court may deem fit, which he 

did in the form of paying Re.1 fine, and on the other 

hand, also saved himself from the punishment of 

serving a three month term and a 3-year-long 

debarment from law practice. One wonders as to 

what other fate of this fight could have been. Is he a 

revolutionary? Was this confrontation not restricted 

by the limitations of a bourgeois democrat like 

Prashant Bhushan? But yes, this confrontation has 

certainly brought to the surface the rot in the judicial 

system. More than that, this has shown how the 

judiciary has been subverted from within and finally 

made into an amenable system or tool of the fascist 

regime at the Centre.  

Naturally there is a debate on whether he should 

have accepted the punishment or not. Some would 

say, the acceptance of punishment (Re.1 fine) even 

after stating again and again that his tweets should 

not amount to contempt in the eyes of law and not 

calling out the anti-democratic judgement of the 

judiciary which ultimately punishes a person for 

dissenting and is intolerant towards stating of facts 

about the shortcomings of the judicial system shows 

the tactical submission of a bourgeois liberal like 

Bhushan in front of the judiciary. And this is true 

given the abovementioned ideological-political 

boundary or limitations of this tussle. Although he 

has stated that he “reserve(s) the right to seek a 

review of the conviction and sentencing”, will he 

actually go for this option and will he accept the 

same fate as the current one, it is too soon to say 

anything. For now, all we know is that the sentence 

has been pronounced against raising the question of 

justice within the judiciary, the token punishment for 

safeguarding democracy has been “cheerfully” 

accepted and the fight has ceased right after it began.            

PRASHANT BHUSHAN AND THE LEFT - SOME 

PERTINENT QUESTIONS 

There are various aspects of looking at this event 

which flared up an array of protest demonstrations 

across the country. The stifling of democratic voices 

by the judiciary, the whole institution becoming a 

weapon in the hands of the vested interests of the 

present open dictatorial regime for incarceration and 

punishment of voices that dare to go against the 

interest of the State and the big capitalists are few 

aspects which have made their way into the public 

discussions and flared up debates questioning the 

impartiality and sanctity of the apex court. This 

discussion has found its place among the left and the 

communist revolutionary sections along with the 

liberal sections as well. The fight taken up by 

Prashant Bhushan, from his own purview, is one 

which has challenged the Supreme Court that has 

turned amenable to a draconian State and has 

conveniently swayed away from its duty prescribed 

within a bourgeois democratic framework. For this 

reason, he has been hailed as a hero within the liberal 

sections, which, given the limitation of the people's 

liberal perceptions, he must be. But the reaction of 

the left sections, from the revisionists to the 

communist revolutionaries, has been nothing but 

troubling. 

The left section has by and large divided itself into 

two camps; one which is of the opinion that even 
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acknowledging the confrontation that erupted within 

the system as a crisis within the system and 

recognizing the courage of Prashant Bhushan 

involved in this is equivalent to hailing him as a 

"hero" and amounts to joining the liberal 

bandwagon. They fail to see such events for what 

they really are, that is, an opportunity to expose the 

bourgeois institutions hiding behind the veil of 

“democracy” and thereby they fail to formulate 

immediate tasks from this and end up taking the line 

of no activity whatsoever or keeping mum. They are 

also those who raise questions like “Where was 

Prashant Bhushan when other democratic voices 

were being stifled in the past, where was he when 

other injustices were meted out to people?” This type 

of whining comes from an unscientific and apolitical 

analysis of the present situation and the failure in 

understanding the limitations of a bourgeois 

democrat. For they expect Bhushan to assume a 

revolutionary role and call out the judiciary for what 

it actually is, that is, an institution which from its 

inception has been tilted towards the propertied class 

along with enabling and facilitating the State to 

continue the exploitation of the toiling masses under 

the cloak of “justice for all”. But what this camp fails 

to see is that Bhushan is himself a part of this 

bourgeois order. The basis of the tussle between him 

and the Supreme Court is that the judiciary under the 

current fascist rule, like all bourgeois institutions, 

has assumed the role that go contrary to "itself" and 

is moving towards shedding the abovementioned 

cloak and is preparing to explicitly serve the interest 

of the big bourgeoisie and the fascists; and Bhushan 

has challenged this new development within the 

judiciary with his noble thought in favour of a 

bourgeois democratic judicial system. For this too, 

courage is required. And we must encourage such 

steps even if it is being carried out by a liberal or a 

person from within the system.  

Bhushan is a good-intentioned person for the old 

bourgeois model of judiciary. He is a soldier and a 

protector of the bourgeois democracy and the 

judicial system based on it. He acts as a “safety 

valve” for the bourgeois democratic rule. He has 

seen the veil of democracy being shed away slowly 

but steadily and knows that once this is 

accomplished it’ll no longer be able to pacify the 

enraged masses as earlier with the old and worn out 

"promises of justice". There will be nothing to befool 

the masses and nothing to pin their "last hopes" 

upon. With the illusion of a saviour in the form of 

judiciary being obliterated, the masses may rise 

against the present regime thanks to the perilous and 

outrageous living conditions meted out to them by 

the fascists. And this, per se, won’t be acceptable to 

the bourgeois democrats as the danger inherent in 

this is that the impending mass upsurge in the wake 

of fascist loot may sweep away the much loved (by 

liberals like Bhushan) bourgeois democracy, too. 

Herein lies the source of courage and commitment 

of Mr. Bhushan which is also of our use in exposing 

the bourgeois democracy’s fragility in the period of 

acute and permanent economic crisis leading to 

emergence of strong fascist tendencies from within. 

Bhushan wants the judiciary to assume the pre-2014 

role, which is not possible. He cannot believe it, 

given his liberal attitude. He cannot believe that 

what has happened to the Judiciary is irreversible 

until a proletarian led peoples’ revolution intervenes 

to make a new society free from the shackles of 

capital. What he fails to understand, or what is 

beyond his capacity to understand as a bourgeois 

democrat is that under the current fascist regime 

such a “safety valve” is no longer needed. Nor is 

there any need of liberal personalities who would be 

called to rouse the best inner souls of the rulers. 

People like Bhushan thinks that his courageous fight 

would change the situation. In the ongoing 

permanent global economic crisis, which has been 

further deepened by the covid-19 pandemic, it is not 

possible for the bourgeoisie to continue their loot 

and plunder if they do it from behind the curtain of 

democracy which anyway puts a lot of restrain and 

constraints by way of respecting the "rule of law" 

which also means respecting the fundamental rights 

of the citizens. While maintaining this shred of 

democracy for the masses, they cannot go for open 

loot as they are going now. This has led to bourgeois 

democracies all over the world give rise to fascism 

and propping fascistic rulers under which the 

bourgeois democratic institutions have assumed 

roles that go against themselves to fulfil the fascist 

agenda of the big bourgeoisie. Even the illusion of 
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democratic rights and institutions maintaining the 

check and balance of power under the bourgeois 

democratic rule was a hindrance to the big capitalist 

class in their quest to take over all the resources 

belonging to and built by the masses. Hence, this 

transformation came naturally to the bourgeois 

democratic rule which was never and can never be 

truly democratic to begin with. The need for 

unfettered loot created the need of breeding ground 

for the rise of fascism and fascistic tendencies. This 

natural course of the constricted bourgeois 

democracy transforming to fascism is unfathomable 

to the likes of Mr. Bhushan, who saw the earlier 

democratic setup as true, flawless and the only 

solution to the problems faced by the oppressed 

masses rather than seeing them as a tool actually 

used to oppress them. And hence, as of now, those 

who fail to see his allegiance and expect him to forgo 

his class interest and go beyond the horizon or 

limitation of bourgeois democracy are destined to err 

in their analysis of the present situation.     

On the other hand, the other camp, comprising of the 

mainstream and parliamentary left had long 

abandoned their position as the vanguard of the 

working class and toiling masses and so naturally got 

completely enchanted and enamoured by the 

courage of Mr. Bhushan and just "faithfully" rallied 

behind him, a bourgeois democrat. In him, this 

stream of left finds its own image and a co-traveler. 

Naturally, this Left has utterly failed in assessing 

their own role in the current situation. Their age old 

and very long derailment from the path of 

revolution, and the communist revolutionaries’ 

inhibition and inability to take up the correct path of 

fighting the fascist forces, have led to a situation 

where to hail and follow Bhushan unconditionally 

looks like their fate. The ability of critically 

assessing his position without falling in the ditch on 

either side of the road is impossible in this condition 

of desperation and disappointment. For them support 

means turning a blind eye to his limitations and 

surrendering the leadership position of the 

proletarian movement before him. Similarly, the 

tendencies to keep aloof from such revolts from 

within just because they are from within is just the 

other side of the same sad story of our movement 

suffering from extremities. Both the camps proved 

equally incapable in deriving well defined tasks.  

ROLE OF THE COMMUNIST FORCES AND THE WAY 

AHEAD 

History has shown that communists have stood 

against any attack on the democratic rights or any 

kind of oppression and exploitation meted out to the 

masses of all sections. The struggle for the right to 

dissent and freedom of speech has always been 

shouldered by the communists and it is they who will 

stay shouldering them till the very end. The 

limitations lie with the likes of Prashant Bhushan 

who, as explained above, cease to fight beyond a 

limit, the horizon of bourgeois democracy. But the 

problem with the left is that they, due to their 

weaknesses discussed above, hand over the reins to 

these bourgeois liberals and rally behind them, thus 

limiting the extent of the fight just to the threshold 

of bourgeois democracy. What is required to fulfil 

the agenda of ‘justice for all’, to establish a true 

democracy free from all forms of exploitation and 

oppression, to truly ensure the rights of every citizen 

and their power to exercise that right, is the end of 

the present fascist order and also of the previously 

existing bourgeois democracy that curtails 

democracy when it comes to be realized by the 

toiling masses. For the masses, there is no way of 

going back into the pre-2014 democracy as dreamt 

of by the bourgeois democrats like Prashant 

Bhushan. So, when the oppressed and exploited 

masses take up their fight for true democracy and 

justice, for employment, food and healthcare, for 

respect and equality, the bourgeois democrats like 

Bhushan will see it as an act of “unnecessary 

defiance” and instead of shouldering the fight of the 

poor, marginalized and toiling masses, he will 

choose to side with the state to put an end to the 

struggle of “rebels who are taking matters in their 

own hands” and not waiting for the Supreme Court, 

“(the) last bastion of hope, particularly for the weak 

and oppressed” (as described by Bhushan in his 

statement in response to the sentencing order) to 

bestow its divine justice upon them. Then in the fight 

between a new world order and the status quo, he 

may side with the latter. And due to this affinity for 

bourgeois status quo, when battle lines are drawn, 
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we should not be shocked if we find him in the ranks 

of the Modi government as well. 

But for now, we must realize that supporting all 

these democratic struggles, even if they’re limited to 

the horizon of tattered bourgeois democracy, is 

important because it is our duty and in favour of the 

downtrodden to stay in support and, if possible, try 

to lead such struggles so that they can be carried to 

the very end and taken beyond their limited horizon 

and joined together with the struggles of the working 

class and the toiling masses for a new society on the 

ruins of the present one. It is imperative for the 

communist forces to stay clear of both the left and 

right deviations while dealing with such situations 

and, assessing such bourgeois liberals and the 

struggles led by them and for whom they really are 

so that we can make the most out of these struggles 

and accelerate or decelerate the gear as per our need 

as well as according to the cracks and contradictions 

appearing as a result of such internal revolts. This 

can only be done by riding on the crest of such 

struggles. We must learn this without falling prey to 

deviations. By completely relinquishing our 

leadership of such struggles to the bourgeois liberals, 

we actually abandon and forget this art which is in 

essence the true condition for the success of our 

struggles aimed at establishing a truly democratic 

society which will be devoid of all forms of 

exploitation, where oppression of one man by 

another will be impossible and inequality, injustice 

and discrimination will become a matter of the past 

history.  

REMEMBERING AYYANKALI 

ON HIS 157TH BIRTH ANNIVERSARY 

Ayyankali (28th August 1863 – 18th June 1914), born 
in Kerala, was a leader of the lower castes and 
Dalits. With his efforts, Dalits got the freedom to 
walk on public roads, and Dalit children were allowed 
to join schools. 

He formed Sadhu Jana Paripalana Sangham 
(SJPS) to work for low castes. 

His efforts to organise the “depressed classes” and 
particularly the untouchable castes predated the 
nationalist movement, having begun in the second 
half of the nineteenth century.  
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Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change 

(MoEFCC) issued a draft notification, 

Environmental Impact Assessment Notification 

(hereinafter called EIA Notification 2020) on April 

11, 2020 for 60 day’s mandatory Public Notice 

Period that ended on June 10, 2020. Under Rule 5 

(3) of the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986, 60-

day public notice period comes into effect “from the 

date on which copies of the Gazette containing this 

notification are made available to the public.” The 

draft EIA notification sent to the government press 

on March 23, was published only on April 11 due to 

“shortage of manpower in the light of lockdown”. 

TO remove the jargons and put the matter straight, 

Modi government intends to amend the procedure 

required to be undertaken by any industrialist before 

establishing any industry or expending capacity of 

the existing industry to get the environment 

clearance from competent authority with regards to 

the impact that the proposed unit will have on 

environment in the vicinity. Since any such 

amendment is mandated to obtain reactions from the 

public at large as per several court orders, 

notification is brought in public domain for 

minimum required period of 60 days to get public 

mandate in favor of intended amendments. 

Timing speaks volumes: Before going into details 

of the notification which are, of course, very serious, 

attention is drawn by the timing of this exercise. 

Janata Curfew was imposed on 22nd March 2020 and 

then strict country-wide lock down was imposed on 

24th March due to unprecedented deadly pandemic 

of novel Covid-19 virus, effectively locking down 

135 crore people in their houses with instructions to 

draw Lakshman Rekha and not to cross that which 

is, in fact, still continuing.  What a better timing, 

therefore, would there be to seek public opinion on 

such a serious issue than on April 11!! First round of 

lockdown was extended just a day before on April 

10!! Modi Government has taken its pet slogan 

‘Opportunity in Calamity’ to new heights, indeed! 

Mandatory period of 60 days available to public to 

respond was stipulated to end on June 10. The farce, 

however, got exposed by government’s own 

admission. As reported by Indian Express, official 

records show that Ministry officials proposed that 

the 60-day notice period be extended by another 60 

days to August 10. The draft EIA notification, sent 

to the government press on March 23, was published 

only on April 11 due to “shortage of manpower in 

light of the lockdown.” It confirms two points; one, 

by extending deadline only up to June 30 and not up 

to August 10, Prakash Javadekar was overruling 

even his own ministry opinion and secondly, when 

the Ministry having so much resources at its disposal 

could not get the notification published for good 19 

days because of lockdown, how would the poor, 

destitute and scared public will read, understand and 

get the comments/ observations acknowledged 

within stipulated period of 60 days during strict 

lockdown. The motive behind ‘Opportunity in 

Calamity’ trick to befool and hoodwink the masses 

got exposed one more time during this exercise. If a 

government is even the least sensitive towards its 

poor than it is, certainly, not a fascist government.  

Overwhelming response from the masses: The 

design was well thought out and executed that 

people are under lockdown, Corona Pandemic is 

playing havoc, they are dying on the road, who will 

bother for the issue of environment? ‘Whatever 

legislative hindrances are there for the Corporate to 

rape the natural resources mercilessly without caring 

for environment, will be diluted and no one will 

come to know because of strict lockdown’ scheme’s 

cover was tore down by the exemplary public 

response that this issue received from the public 

leaving the minister and his ministry red faced. 

Notification got published on April 11 and within a 

span of 9 days, ministry received 1190 mails. Of 

these 46 offered suggestion and 1144 requested 

extension of the deadline due to the pandemic. Till 

August 21, over 4000 written representations have 

EIA 2020 IS DISASTROUS FOR ENVIRONMENT 
S V Singh 

http://environmentclearance.nic.in/writereaddata/Draft_EIA_2020.pdf
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been received underlining the level of public 

sensitivity on this subject. Delhi High Court was 

moved by environmental conservationist Vikrant 

Tongad who had sought extension of the period for 

receiving public opinion regarding the draft 

notification due to the coronavirus pandemic. 

Responding to this, the Bench comprising chief 

justice of Delhi high court D. N. Patel & Justice 

Prateek Jalan, commented, “What is the urgency in 

finalizing this? The Centre’s response does not deal 

with the ambiguity at all... It is mentioned on the 

notification that the last date is June 30, this is an 

error apparent on the face of record”.  The High 

Court further asked the center, “Why only two 

languages (English and Hindi) ... Will you be in (a) 

position to publish in other languages,” the Bench 

remarked during the hearing on a petition by 

Advocate Gopal Sankaranarayanan, appearing for 

Mr. Tongad. Court also directed for publication of 

the draft EIA in multiple languages. “Let every 

citizen of this country know what is happening to 

them. This is a fundamental rights issue. It affects 

tribal. It should be in multiple languages.” The 

ASG, however, said it was “beyond practices” to 

publish such notification in all vernacular languages. 

Government has received over 17 lakh comments 

from citizens till August 10, reports The Mint. The 

way this issue has aroused public awakening and the 

way people have not only responded by e mails, 

written representations but have also come out on 

road in a joint and coordinated manner, it is clear that 

the government was expected to extend deadline to 

seek public responses further beyond August 10 but 

that did not happen. People are, however, sending e 

mails but these are now returned with the reason, “e 

mail address not found”.   

SALIENT POINTS OF THE EIA NOTIFICATION/ 

REASONS WHY EIA REQUIRES TO BE OPPOSED 

TILL ITS COMPLETE ROLL BACK 

1) Reduction of Public Response Time and 

Public Hearing 

Corporates, true to their character, driven 

exclusively as they are by lust of profit and their 

government, both know that any other authority in 

the line can be ‘managed’ to get the environment 

clearance but managing the masses at large in a 

public hearing is the most difficult job. Hence this 

process of public hearing is under primary attack. 

Normally, under the Environment Impact 

Assessment (EIA) Notification, public consultation 

process takes place in the open meeting, where 

objections can be heard from project affected people. 

Environment Assessment Committee (EAC) can, 

then, make a final appraisal of the project and 

forward the same to the regulatory authority. The 

new Draft EIA Notification reduces the time period 

of receiving public response from stipulated 30 to 

20 days under the excuse ‘streamlining the process’. 

However, it may just leave the locals with even 

lesser time to raise objections as the draft 

notification also provides that the whole process of 

public hearing itself shall be reduced from 45 days 

to 40 days. Motive for this ‘streamlining’ is crystal 

clear. For project-affected people, who are 

frequently forest dwellers, tribal or otherwise, do not 

have access to information and technology. This will 

make it harder to put forth representations quickly. 

Supreme Court has said in several judgments over 

the years, time given for consultation should be 

adequate and, if it is not provided then it is a 

violation of the principles of natural justice. This 

may also be against Principle 10 of the Rio 

Declaration which deals with promoting public 

consultation and awareness regarding industrial 

projects that may harm local environment, and India 

is party to the Rio Declaration. Reducing the time 

provided for public discourse is aimed at scuttling 

this noble process in order to submit before the 

corporates. This fact is, now, no more disguised. 

2) Exemption of certain Projects from Public 

Consultation: 

file:///C:/Users/rajsi/Desktop/TT5/Government%20has%20received%2017%20lakh%20comments%20from%20public%20till%20August%2010,%20reported%20The%20Mint
file:///C:/Users/rajsi/Desktop/TT5/Government%20has%20received%2017%20lakh%20comments%20from%20public%20till%20August%2010,%20reported%20The%20Mint
https://www.thenewsminute.com/article/day-eia-2020-deadline-ends-users-say-govt-s-feedback-email-id-not-working-130464
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Section 14 of the Draft EIA Notification exempts a 

long list of projects from public consultation. For 

example, linear projects such as roads and pipelines 

in border areas will not require any public hearing. 

The ‘border area’ is defined as “area falling within 

100 kilometers aerial distance from the Line of 

Actual Control with bordering countries of India.” 

That would cover much of the Northeast, which is a 

repository of one of the country’s richest 

biodiversity. Besides that, section 26 of the EIA 

provides a list of projects that would not attract 

environment clearance or permission including coal 

mining and seismic surveys for oil, methane and 

shale gas on some lands. Further, it retains the clause 

that if a public agency or authority considers the 

local situation not conducive to participation by 

citizens, the public consultation need not include a 

public hearing. There are, therefore, all 

arrangements in place by which this most important 

measure of public hearing against wanton 

devastation of environment can be circumvented. 

EIA notification draft also ignores health and 

welfare aspect of the effected people. In April, 

obviously, in the thick of pandemic and lockdown, 

Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar used a 

virtual conference to ensure that the National Board 

for Wildlife’s Standing Committee stamped its 

approval on several projects, with serious 

implications for conservation. He now wants to 

hurriedly make a fundamental change to the process 

of project approvals by introducing a new EIA 

Notification.   

3) Post-Facto Clearance Route Allowed: 

It allows projects that are in violation of the 

Environment Protection Act (EPA) 1986 to apply for 

clearance, thus in a way legalizing projects that have 

already been operating without approvals from the 

EIA. Where an EIA clearance was never sought or 

granted, and the construction of the project took 

place regardless, the project proponent can enter an 

assessment procedure and seek a waiver by paying 

some fines for the violation. Where such ex-post-

facto clearances were being granted previously, the 

courts cracked down on them as being unsustainable 

and illegal. (Recent Supreme Court decision dated 

April 01, 2020 in Alembic Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. 

Rohit Prajapati & Ors. speaks for itself). This 

waiver clause raises questions on several existing 

projects that are running without EIA clearances. 

Some examples are as follows: 

• The LG Polymer Plant in Vishakhapatnam, 

where the styrene gas leak happened on May 

7. It was revealed that the plant had been 

running for over two decades without 

clearances. Minimum 29 people lost their life 

in this gas leak disaster. Such occurrences are 

not uncommon in our country.  

• A similar incident was reported on May 27, 

where due to poor adherence of environment 

norms, the natural gas of Oil India Limited in 

eastern Assam’s Tinsukia district had a 

blowout and caught fire. This caused severe 

damage to the livelihoods in the region rich 

with biodiversity. The State Pollution Board, 

Assam, had reported that the oil plant had 

been operating for over 15 years without 

obtaining prior consent from the board. 

4) Self -Monitoring allowed and reporting 

period doubled: 

The draft EIA notification halves the frequency of 

reporting requirements from every six months to 

once a year in critical sectors such as mining. This 

allows for more leeway and a dilution of 

environmental details. During this period, certain 

irreversible environmental, social or health 

consequences of the project could go unnoticed 

because of the extended reporting time. Further, the 

monitoring mechanism requires the compliance 

report to be filed by the project proponents 

themselves. This may create a lot of room for 

discrepancies. These self –assessment reports by 

project proponents will never be accurate and no 

expert is required to know, why. 

5) Validity period extended in critical sectors 

such as mining and other heavy industries: 

Increased validity of the environment clearances for 

mining projects (50 years vs 30 years) and river 

valley projects (15 years vs 10 years), thus 

increasing the risk of irreversible environmental, 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/135723482/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/135723482/
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social and health consequences on account of the 

project remaining unnoticed for long. 

6) Risk to Protected Areas: 

The new EIA Notification allows several red and 

orange toxic industries to operate as close as 0-5 Km 

from a Protected Area, which may risk the protection 

of diversity of the country’s forests and our source 

of water. According to critics and environmentalists, 

the radius chosen is arbitrary and too less, and 

suitable scientific methods should be adopted to 

determine the appropriate distance from a Protected 

Area. 

7) Exemption of several large industries from 

public hearings (B2 category) 

The EIA regime in India broadly divides the projects 

which require Environmental Clearance into 

Category A, Category B1 and Category B2 based on 

their presumed impact. Category A projects, which 

include capital-intensive projects such as thermal 

power projects and airports, have the highest impact 

and are to be assessed by the Central Government 

represented by the MoEFCC. Category B1 projects 

are assumed to have lesser impact and Category B2 

projects the least impact. They are to be adjudged by 

the State Government represented by the State-level 

Environment Impact Assessment Authorities. 

Further, industries that previously fell under the 

categories that required a full assessment have now 

been downgraded. The construction industry will be 

one such beneficiary, where only the largest projects 

will be scrutinized fully. Effectively, many of these 

projects are meant for the public from whom this 

information will be hidden. Several red and orange 

industries have been moved from Category A (which 

needs expert appraisal) to Category B1 or B2 which 

have lesser EIA processes and B2 industries do not 

need public consultation or EAC reports. A non-

exhaustive list includes: 

• Chemical manufacturing and petroleum 

products 

• Modernization of irrigation 

• Buildings, construction and area 

development 

• Inland waterways 

• Expansion or widening of national highways 

• All projects concerning national defence and 

security 

• Projects involving ‘other strategic 

considerations’ as determined by the central 

government 

• Offshore projects located beyond 12 nautical 

miles (onshore or offshore oil and gas drilling 

etc.) 

• Large scale renewable energy projects like 

dams 

This is against international environmental law and 

agreements like the Stockholm Declaration 1972, 

the Rio Declaration 1992 and COP 25, to which 

India is party. Earlier, the Defence and national 

security installations were under the exempted 

category. The new EIA proposes a vague new 

category of projects “involving other strategic 

considerations” which will also now be free from 

public consultation requirements. It is not clear what 

will be included under this category, showing lack of 

transparency. Ambiguity left is not without purpose. 

Anything, the authorities desire can be 

accommodated under this provision. 

8) Exemption of Public Hearing in 

‘Economically Sensitive Areas’ 

The new Notification proposes declaration of some 

areas as ‘Economically Sensitive Areas’ without a 

public hearing or comments from stakeholders, 

which is against democratic principles. No trouble is 

taken to explain how this ‘sensitivity’ will be 

ascertained first or how this will be measured. This 

opening too is, obviously, provided intentionally. 

9) Second part of EIA Notification:  

Secretary, MoEFCC, Mr. R.P. Gupta has hinted in 

one press conference on August 14 that there is 

going to be the second part of EIA Notification 2020 

although he did not elaborate details but it can very 

well be discerned, when he says that in case an 

industry has been set up without any assessment of 

its impact on environment, it also has to be approved 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/retrospective-approvals-not-in-draft-eia-norms/articleshow/77556387.cms
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on merit. It makes government’s intentions 

absolutely clear that post-facto approvals are going 

to be the order of the day. In the name of providing 

‘ease of doing business’ government is going to 

facilitate circumvention of provision of criminal 

punishment of The Environment Protection Act, 

1986 as it provides under section 15 (1&2) by which 

the violator of environment protection mandatory 

guidelines can be jailed up to a maximum period of 

7 years along with fine.    

SEVERITY OF ENVIRONMENT DEVASTATION IN OUR 

COUNTRY 

A – GROUND WATER POLLUTION: 

Ground water pollution in our country has reached 

hazardous levels thanks to unrestricted pollution by 

way of chemicals flowing out of chemical industries, 

excessive and unscientific use of deadly pesticides 

and fertilizers. It is causing deadly disease all 

around. Cancer which was not known in villages 

until a few years ago is now taking a very heavy toll 

of life and money. A train that runs from Punjab to 

Bikaner in Rajasthan is ignominiously called as 

‘Cancer Express’. Three main culprits of ground 

water pollution are; polluting industrial 

development, ambitious, unplanned and unscientific 

use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides in 

agricultural production, and grave hydrological 

mismanagement. The very same trends in thousands 

of rural communities have produced an economic 

and environmental crisis that is now turned into a 

permanent endemic in our country. 

From the rice paddies and sugar cane fields of 

Punjab, in northwest India, to the coconut groves and 

rice paddies in Tamil Nadu, the country’s 

southernmost state, and to almost every state in 

between, water pollution and the effect it has on 

water supply have combined to produce a freshwater 

calamity. Ground water contamination has reached 

extremely severe levels and it is literally killing us in 

following manner. 

• The contamination of groundwater affects 

the quality of drinking water in places 

dependent on groundwater for consumption. 

Arsenic poisoning can lead to skin diseases, 

gastrointestinal problems, and even cancer. 

• Similarly, the contamination of 

groundwater with mercury can result in 

cancer and other dangerous diseases. 

Fluoride contamination is the primary cause 

for damaged joints, bone deformities, and 

fluorosis. 

• People living in rural areas experience nitrate 

contamination due to excessive use of 

fertilizers. This pollution can cause cancer 

and the Blue Baby syndrome in new-born 

babies. 

• Consuming sewage-contaminated water can 

lead to viral and bacterial diseases. 

 

B – RIVER WATER POLLUTION 

River Water pollution is another killer that has 

reached catastrophic proportions. We call our rivers 

as mother and worship these. We also boast of 

worshipping women as per our self- proclaimed and 

self-boasted ‘glorious ancient culture’ and, then, 

pounce upon them like hungry wolves!! Similarly 

we enjoy polluting our rivers day in and day out. The 

main sewer outlet in every big city along the bank of 

these rivers, opens into the rivers, converting them 

into drains with flowing stinking poisonous water.  

Urbanization in our country means intensification of 

toxins in environment, air and water. Over 70% of 

the surface water is unfit for consumption. Every 

https://www.google.com/search?q=ground+water+pollution+in+india&rlz=1C1CHBF_hiIN808IN808&sxsrf=ALeKk00f0OnhIv4azMtl6HYaCVXbNLtq5A:1598095318209&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=uSFRffcfZ6R55M%252Cnf482ppRWi1gWM%252C_&vet=1&usg=AI4_-kSxYw06XiGKA-FmngJufxjmHNP4Sw&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjL_Ij-2K7rAhWUSH0KHfCAC90Q9QEwAHoECAQQAw#imgrc=bw7ldc0nIW1nMM
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/10/water-pollution-in-india-data-tech-solution/
https://www.adriindia.org/adri/india_water_facts
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day, almost 40 million liters of waste water (sewer 

water or chemical mixed water) enters rivers and 

other water bodies with negligible provision for 

treatment. There is no estimate how many of us are 

dying every year by consuming contaminated water. 

We really envy or refuse to believe seeing rivers 

flowing into the mega cities of European countries. 

River water animals have disappeared long back. 

C – AIR POLLUTION: WE CAN’T BREATHE:  

Level of air pollution in our country is such that 

during entire winter season, India can’t breathe. “A 

quarter of India’s population is exposed to [air] 

pollution levels not seen in any other country, with 

248 million residents of northern India—including 

the mega cities of Delhi and Kolkata—on track to 

lose more than eight years of life expectancy if 2018 

concentrations persist.” This is the finding of the 

Air Quality Life Index (AQLI) report, done by the 

University of Chicago's The Energy Policy 

Institute. The study, which has analyzed data till 

2018, concludes that Bangladesh tops the world in 

terms of air pollution, followed closely by India on 

the second slot. In fact, of the five worst polluted air 

countries, four are neighbors—Bangladesh, India, 

Pakistan and Nepal—and the other is Singapore.  

D – MAJESTIC HIMALAYAS ARE UNDER 

DANGER AS GLACIERS ARE MELTING 

FAST: 

According to a report by Stephen Leathy published 

in National Geographic on June 19, 2019,  the 

Himalayan Mountains are home to the highest peak 

in Mount Everest at 29,029 feet, but also to the third 

largest deposit of ice and snow in the world, after 

Antarctica and the Arctic. Now the first complete 

study of this remote region reveals that its glaciers 

lost billions of tons of ice—equivalent to more than 

a vertical foot and half of ice each year—from 2000 

to 2016. That’s double the amount of melting that 

took place from 1975 to 2000, revealing that the ice 

loss is accelerating with rising temperatures. It’s also 

threatening water supplies for hundreds of millions 

of people downstream across much of Asia. This is 

the first comprehensive look at what’s happened to 

glaciers in the Himalaya over a 40-year time span, 

said lead author Joshua Maurer at Columbia 

University's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory. 

The study was published in Science Advances. 

 As our major rivers originate from Himalayas, a 

total 800 million people depend on Himalayan 

waters.  Some 800 million people depend in part on 

seasonal flow of water from Himalayan glaciers for 

irrigation, hydropower, and drinking water. The 

accelerated melting appears so far to be swelling 

water flows during warm seasons, and the glaciers 

are also losing mass.  

 

MASSIVE NATION-WIDE AGITATIONS AGAINST EIA 

Corporates’ insatiable lust for profit, more profit, 

maximum profit at any cost has contaminated the 

environment to the extent that the very survival of 

the sub-continent is in danger. If a government turns 

a blind eye to the stark reality, the question of life 

and death of the masses and proposes to ease 

whatever constraints are there for the corporates to 

think of environment before all out plunder of the 

natural resources, people are duty bound to resist 

those sinister moves. People have, indeed, risen to 

the occasion over this issue and government is 

finding the going really tuff. 

North-East India: Section 14 of the draft EIA 

provides that any project within a 100 kilometer 

aerial distance from the international border will be 

exempted from public hearing. All our 7 north 

eastern states are surrounded by international 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/adventure/everest/reference/climbing-mount-everest/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/adventure/everest/reference/climbing-mount-everest/
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/00000144-0a27-d3cb-a96c-7b2f40b60000
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/02/himalaya-mountain-climate-change-report/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/02/himalaya-mountain-climate-change-report/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/big-thaw/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/big-thaw/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/06/himalayan-glaciers-melting-alarming-rate-spy-satellites-show/#:~:text=Running%20out%20of%20water,as%20the%20glaciers%20lose%20mass.
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/06/himalayan-glaciers-melting-alarming-rate-spy-satellites-show/#:~:text=Running%20out%20of%20water,as%20the%20glaciers%20lose%20mass.
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borders with China, Myanmar & Bangladesh. 

Almost entire area of north east does, thus, fall under 

this exemption. This has caused immense unrest in 

north east in general and Assam in particular.  

According to a report published in The Wire, Aug 

18, 2020, thousands of youth came out on road at 

Gauhati braving Pandemic restrictions. They were 

protesting both NPR/NRC & EIA. Anti –citizenship 

law protests and Anti-EIA protests have merged 

together. Students have formed a joint front Asom 

Jatiyatabadi Yuva Chhatra Parishad and called the 

masses to join them against this atrocious draft EIA 

Notification 2020 along with anti people 

amendments to citizenship laws.  “We will not stop 

till the CAA and EIA are repealed. It is also 

unfortunate how this government has vindictively 

kept Akhil Gogoi inside jail just to derail the anti-

CAA movement,” said AJYCP’s Guwahati unit 

president Pradip Kalita, while taking part in a human 

chain in the Narengi area. 

 

Uttarakhand: State of Uttarakhand has a glorious 

legacy of ‘Chipko Andolan’ led by Sundar Lal 

Bahuguna to save forests even at the cost of their life. 

Most concerted and coordinated opposition to this 

proposed disastrous onslaught on environment came 

from Uttarakhand, quite understandable as any 

further loss to the majestic Himalayas could prove 

too costly to us. Total 52 groups have decided to 

fight jointly against the proposed EIA under the 

leadership of Ravi Chopra, a renowned 

environmentalist. "The Himalayan region today is in 

the most vulnerable position with massive climate-

induced disasters, increasing deforestation, loss of 

biodiversity, soil erosion, drying of rivers, death of 

groundwater sources, melting glaciers, hollowing of 

the mountains, solid and hazardous waste-related 

pollution. Amending environmental norms will 

accelerate the ecological crisis in the Himalayas" 

Another significant development is that 

representatives of all the states along the Himalayas 

from Assam, Nagaland, Manipur, Meghalaya, 

Arunachal Pradesh, to Uttarakhand, Kashmir, 

Himachal and Ladakh signed a joint declaration 

demanding immediate scrapping of the 2020 draft 

amendments. A joint statement titled ‘Stop 

Accelerating Ecosystems Distress in the Himalayas’ 

and ‘Withdraw Draft Environment Impact 

Assessment (EIA) Notification 2020’ was issued 

stating that amending environmental norms will 

accelerate an ecological crisis in the Himalayas.  

Tamilnadu: More than 75 youth groups in 

Tamilnadu alone under the banner All Progressive 

Movement, Coimbatore have urged the government 

to withdraw the EIA forthwith. Members of 

Dravidar Viduthalai Kazhagam, Dravida Tamilar 

Katchi, Aathi Tamizhar Peravai, Thanthai Periyar 

Dravida Kazhagam and a few other outfits that form 

a part of the Movement, staged an agitation to 

register their protest against the draft. Dravidar 

Viduthalai Kazhagam’s Coimbatore urban unit 

president M. Nehru Das said that the draft, as 

released by the government, is anti-people, anti-

environment and anti-democratic. The government 

should withdraw the draft failing which the 

Movement would intensify its protest, he added.  

Let me breathe: A series of nationwide online 

digital protests have been going on backed by 

student unions, environmentalists, and other 

stakeholders, condemning the stance of the 

government on environmental sustainability. All 

these questions are answered by Neha Sinha 

(Conservation biologist and author), Manju Menon 

(Senior Fellow, Centre for Policy Research) 

Agitation against EIA and CAA by AJYCP: 

Jorhat, Assam (17 Aug 2020) 

https://thewire.in/rights/thousands-of-protesters-take-to-streets-as-anti-caa-anti-eia-agitations-erupt-in-assam
https://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/2020/jul/29/withdraw-eia-notification-52-groups-activists-from-himalayan-region-write-to-environment-ministry-2176289.html
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Coimbatore/protest-against-eia-draft/article32251555.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Coimbatore/protest-against-eia-draft/article32251555.ece
https://letmebreathe.in/2020/06/28/understanding-eia-concerns/
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and Sandeep Anirudhan (Founder, Aikyam 

Community). #LetindiaBreathe hashtag is a 

collective campaigning on environmental 

issues.  Displaying its intolerance to any dissent on 

any issue once again, the website was blocked by the 

National Internet Exchange of India (NiXi), a public 

sector company controlled by Modi Government. 

World Wide Webinar: On June 5, the World 

Environment Day, 10 World Wide Webinars were 

organized and these were attended by Medha Patkar, 

well known organizer of Narmado Bachao Andolan,  

Sunita Narain, the director general of the advocacy 

organisation Centre for Science and Environment; 

and Kanchi Kohli, an established environmental 

researcher and writer. Each webinar was attended by 

an average of 5,000-6,000 people. 

Virtual Human Chains:  One of the most 

innovative campaigns on the line-up was a virtual 

human chain, a form of dissent where people link 

their hands together in a show of solidarity. While 

people from the south Indian state of Kerala 

famously resisted the controversial Citizenship 

Amendment Act by forming a 385-mile long human 

chain in January 2020, EIA 2020 protestors were 

urged to follow in their footsteps and send in photos 

of themselves standing with arms extended on either 

side. The hashtag #humanchainforeia was used to 

consolidate the photos in a common place, quickly 

gaining clout by virtue of its inventiveness. 

Any person interested in making any objections or 

suggestions on the proposal contained in the draft 

notification may forward the same in writing for 

consideration of the Central Government within 

the period so specified to the Secretary, Ministry of 

Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Indira 

Paryavaran Bhawan, Jor Bagh Road, Aliganj, New 

Delhi 110 003, or send it to the e-mail address 

at eia2020-moefcc@gov.in 

SOCIALISM OR COMPLETE DEVASTATION OF 

PLANET EARTH 

Unsolvable systemic crisis of moribund capitalism 

has reached a stage where it is no more hidden even 

to a layman that any government in bourgeois 

democracy works as a management committee of the 

bourgeoisie. Moreover, the governments themselves 

are not bothered now even if this hard reality gets 

explicitly known to everyone. They are, themselves, 

tearing apart the cover of pretensions. It’s now the 

final desperate battle for survival of capitalism 

whatever the cost may be and whatever the means 

may be. It’s a do or die battle quite literally. As per 

the paramount rule of capitalism, the sole motive of 

production always is maximum profit having 

absolutely no concern for needs of the society 

whatsoever. Falling rate of profit owing to huge rise 

in organic composition of capital has further pushed 

the bourgeoisie to the brink to earn profit ‘somehow’ 

or perish. If production of poison fetches more 

profit, corporates will produce poison in abundance. 

Profit can now be maximized only when the 

government facilitates production by removing all 

constraints. Respecting labor laws, concern for 

environmental disaster or Corporate Social 

Responsibility are now classified as hindrances/ 

constraints. Governments are, naturally, leaving no 

stone unturned to remove these hindrances in the 

name of providing ‘ease of doing business’ to the 

corporates. Even if, millions of people die of 

breathlessness, drinking poisonous water or the 

majestic Himalayas are turned into barren land by a 

project but it fetches millions of dollars in profit to 

the corporates then that project has to be 

commissioned without any delay. Government’s job 

is, then, to befool the masses by juicy jumlas 

delivered by high performance of face-hand 

movements, to tell thousand lies without blinking the 

eye to hoodwink the gullible masses. Do any 

shameless somersault, employ any trick of the trade 

required but ensure smooth sailing for that project is 

the responsibility of the government. Since present 

Modi government plays the bluff most efficiently 

and they are matchless in that art and skill that is why 

they are and will remain in the government. Even 

sky is not the limit to corporate lust for profit. 

Similarly, there is no limit to which a fascist 

government can stoop to serve their master, the 

blood thirsty corporates. In another fully blown case 

of fascism in the world today, Brazil’s Jair 

Bolsonaro, has put entire massive forest of Amazon 

(having forest area of 5.5 million square kilometer), 

known as ‘lungs of the earth’, on sale. It’s not 

https://www.france24.com/en/20200127-385-mile-human-chain-indians-line-up-to-protest-citizenship-law
https://www.france24.com/en/20200127-385-mile-human-chain-indians-line-up-to-protest-citizenship-law
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/humanchainforeia/?hl=en
mailto:eia2020-moefcc@gov.in
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surprising, therefore, that he was our guest of honor, 

this Independence Day!! Our rivers are turned into 

gutters by poisonous water, we are dying of 

breathlessness in every mega city, our ground water 

is contaminated to the extent that people are dying 

of cancer, nervous breakdown; our mountains look 

devastated in the first look itself but Modi 

government is playing every trick to do away with 

Corporate Environment Responsibility. How ironic 

it sounds when we have this headline in every 

newspaper during November every year, “Delhi air 

has improved to the very dangerous level’!! Modi 

government is facilitating environmental disaster in 

the garb of EIA Notification 2020.  From 1992 to the 

present, there have been three Notifications; the last 

of these, the 2006 Notification has been amended 

more than 50 times and clarified more than 200 times 

through circulars since it came into force. Even the 

Congress government was also circumventing 

environment guidelines, diluting the restrictions 

consistently and was submitting unconditionally to 

corporate interest but Modi government is doing this 

in more brazen way, more recklessly than Congress 

that is why capitalists ensure that the BJP 

government faces no financial constraints in any 

election or in post -election trading of the legislators.  

 

Another distinct paradigm shift is there in polity now 

which the toiling, exploited masses and their 

vanguard political parties seem to ignore or avoid to 

notice. The days when token protest movements 

used to make governments roll back the anti- people 

decisions are now over, never to come back. In its 

last, artificially stretched life span, capitalism 

drowned in perpetual crisis till its nose, has thrown 

away all pretensions of being welfare state, sensitive 

to public feelings. It can no more afford that. It has 

now turned into its ugliest form of fascism because 

stake is too high, it is the question of life and death. 

Though protest movements against the proposed 

amendments by way of EIA Notification 2020 are 

intensifying all over India as these changes will 

certainly lead to environmental disaster but to think 

that this is sufficient to force the ruling dispensation 

to re-think or roll back this notification will be a 

naivety, a wishful thinking. The need of the hour is 

to combine Anti-CAA, Anti-EIA, Anti-NEP, Anti-

UAPA, Anti-Sedition law and protests against 

crippling of dissenting voices and wanton arrests of 

innocent people on cooked up frivolous charges, into 

one Anti-Fascist Joint Movement at all India level. 

That is, however, not possible without having an All 

India Platform of Revolutionary Left. No bourgeois 

party can be an ally in this battle as bourgeois 

interests can now be served this way only. These 

parties have no difference on the vital questions of 

the masses. “If BJP is for Ram temple in Ayodhya, 

we are for installing tallest statues of Parasuram”, 

this is the difference between BJP and SP-BSP-

Congress as the shameful drama is being enacted in 

UP. Bourgeois parties have only this much 

difference. All India Front Against Fascism is not 

materializing because the revolutionary forces 

claiming to be vanguard of the proletariat are content 

among themselves even though operating in 3-4 

districts of 3-4 states. Their pursuit of excellence in 

Marxism-Leninism seems academic to prove 

themselves more revolutionary than their rivals and 

not to use Marxism-Leninism as a scientific tool to 

lead the exploited masses to emancipation from yolk 

of capitalist exploitation. Of course, there can be no 

revolutionary movement without revolutionary 

theory. This invincible weapon is to be used as a 

guide to action and not as an academic pursuit of 

excellence as if to submit a thesis. The sole 

emphasis, however, seems to be to prove all others 

‘Mensheviks’. The toiling masses, in extremely dire 

state are dying on the roads, in quarantine centers but 

are not thronging to any of these self- proclaimed 

vanguards as they are also seeing through the game 

going on. Ranks of the proletariat are increasing by 
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leaps and bounds because the thick layer of middle 

class is melting fast and pouring into the ocean of the 

proletariat and rate of melting is certainly going to 

increase immensely but the ranks of these 

revolutionary organizations are depleting. There is 

no growth in the rank of these revolutionary 

organizations whatever may be their claims. It is a 

very painful reality though one needs to have 

courage to accept this. The cadre is feeling restless 

and will surely rebel against their own leadership if 

the same trend is not broken. The ruling bourgeois 

class is very well organized centrally as regional 

capital is dying in face of gigantic monopolistic 

imperialist cartels at national level. GST regime has 

throttled the regional capital completely. Against 

this reality, the exploited class ranks are in disarray 

leading to an atmosphere of hopelessness and gloom. 

To combat the present fascist juggernaut, if all 

revolutionary forces working in the country, manage 

to forge a national platform in all 739 districts of the 

country having district committees and action 

committees at local level, the toiling masses will 

rally behind them like a strong waves in such a huge 

number that the scenario of doom and despair will 

turn into hope and enthusiasm. The revolution that 

looks so blurred and too distant now will come closer 

and clear and it will further enthuse the masses with 

revolutionary energy which will, eventually, turn 

into a tsunami that will wipe away the stinking filth 

of exploitation, hunger and destitution accumulated 

from ages. Capitalist infrastructure will crumble and 

will find place in the big hall at National Museum. 

This historical turn will overturn the fundamental 

rule of production and wipe away those sitting on the 

mountains of capital i.e. unpaid labor of the 

proletariat. Anarchy in production will go along with 

capitalism. Production relations will change and all 

the production will, then, be based on social needs 

where social production will have social not 

individual appropriation, having top most regards, 

naturally, for conservation of environment. A new 

sun will, then, rise in the east ushering in a new era 

of SOCIALISM. There is no third option, choice is 

now between SOCIALISM and complete 

destruction of this planet EARTH.  

 

COMMEMORATING 156TH
 FOUNDATION DAY OF 

FIRST INTERNATIONAL 

[28TH
 SEPT 1864-1876] 

(INTERNATIONAL WORKINGMEN’S ASSOCIATION) 

Delegates at the founding meeting of the First International in Saint Martin’s Hall, London 
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113th birth anniversary of Bhagat Singh (Sept 28), 

the great revolutionary fighter of Indian freedom 

struggle is falling at a time when different 

ideological groups including the extreme right-wing 

RSS is trying to claim and usurp his legacy. The 

popularity and respect he got in the Indian psyche is 

evident from that. Bhagat Singh was not only 

superfluously influenced by the Russian revolution 

but thoroughly defended the concept of dictatorship 

of the proletariat. In the last days of his life he urged 

his followers to form a communist party in India to 

lead the worker’s revolution and establish 

dictatorship of the proletariat. Thus, he is one of the 

early Marxist thinkers and ideologues of our soil. 

Bhagat Singh had been usually valorised for his 

martyrdom. But usually most of us forget his 

contributions as an intellectual and a thinker. He not 

only sacrificed his life, as many did before him and 

also after him, but he also had a vision of 

independent India. In his short but intense 

revolutionary life Bhagat Singh has passed through 

continuous development in his ideas and 

contemplation. He started with revolutionary 

freedom struggle and later embraced anarchism and 

then to revolutionary ideas, finally reaching 

Marxism. 

'By Revolution we mean that the present order of 

things, which is based on manifest injustice must 

change. Producers or labourers, in spite of being the 

most necessary element of society, are robbed by 

their exploiters of their labour and deprived of their 

elementary rights. The peasant who grows corn for 

all, starves with his family; the weaver who supplies 

the world market with textile fabrics, has not enough 

to cover his own and his children's bodies; masons, 

smiths and carpenters who raise magnificent 

palaces, live like pariahs in the slums. The capitalists 

and exploiters, the parasites of society, squander 

millions on their whims.' 

They argued that a 'radical change' was necessary 

'and it is the duty of those who realise it to reorganise 

society on the socialistic basis'. For this purpose, the 

'establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat' 

was necessary (ed. Shiv Verma, Selected Writings of 

Shaheed Bhagat Singh, New Delhi, 1986, pp. 74-

75). 

Bhagat Singh and his comrades in arms transformed 

to conceptualizing a socialist revolution in India is 

further evident from the slogans raised by them in 

the Lahore Conspiracy Case on January 21, 1930. 

The accused appeared in court wearing red scarves. 

As soon as the magistrate took the chair, they raised 

the following slogans: 'Long Live Socialist 

Revolution', 'Long Live the Communist 

THE LEGACY OF BHAGAT SINGH 
Prasad V 

“The days of capitalist and imperialist 

exploitation are numbered. The war neither 

began with us nor is it going to end with 

our lives.” 
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International', 'Long live the people', 'Lenin's name 

will never die', and 'Down with Imperialism.' Bhagat 

Singh then read the text of the following telegram in 

the court and asked the Magistrate to transmit it to 

the Third International: 

'On Lenin Day we send hearty greetings to all who 

are doing something for carrying forward the ideas 

of the great Lenin, we wish success to the great 

experiment Russia is carrying out. We join our voice 

to that of the International working-class movement. 

The proletariat will win. Capitalism will be defeated. 

Death to Imperialism'. (Ibid., p. 82) 

Bhagat Singh was critical to the then prevalent trend 

of individual terrorism among the revolutionary 

youth of India. He realised the necessity of mass 

mobilization and organising workers and peasants. 

He argued in his final writings that the communist 

party has to organise the workers and the peasantry. 

He advocated for organising labour unions and 

taking up economic demands and sustained struggle 

as the means to educate the workers and ordinary 

people. He stated: 'I am not a terrorist and I never 

was, except perhaps in the beginning of my 

revolutionary career. And I am convinced that we 

cannot gain anything through these methods. One 

can easily judge it from the history of the Hindustan 

Socialist Republican Association. All our activities 

were directed towards an aim, i.e., identifying 

ourselves with the great movement as its military 

wing. If anybody has misunderstood me, let him 

amend his ideas. I do not mean that bombs and 

pistols are useless, rather the contrary. But I mean to 

say that mere bomb throwing is not only useless but 

sometimes harmful. The military department of the 

party should always keep ready all the war-material 

it can command for any emergency. It should back 

the political work of the party. It cannot and should 

not work independently' (Ibid. p. 138). 

LIFE STRUGGLE 

The family of Bhagat Singh has a revolutionary 

heritage more than the nationalist background. His 

father, Sardar Kishan Singh, and his uncles, Sardar 

Ajit Singh and Sardar Swaran Singh, were all 

connected with the Bharat Mata Samiti, the oldest 

revolutionary organisation in Punjab. Ajit Singh, 

who was initially exiled to Burma in 1907, had to 

escape from his motherland to Iran, Turkey, 

Germany, and ultimately to Brazil. To young Bhagat 

Singh, Kartar Singh Sarava, the Ghadar Party leader, 

was like a mythical hero. In 1916 young Sarava had 

become a martyr at an even younger age than Bhagat 

Singh. So in his formative years, his family and 

environment had left a deep nationalist and 

revolutionary impact on Bhagat Singh. 

In 1924 Bhagat Singh went to Kanpur and was 

introduced to Batukeshwar Dutta, Bejoy Kumar 

Sinha, Jogesh Chattopadhyay and other 

revolutionaries by Ganesh Shankar Vidyarthi, the 

famous Congress leader of UP. There he became a 

member of the Hindustan Republican Association 

(HRA). The constitution of that revolutionary group 

declared - the aim of the organisation was to 

establish a federal republican form of government in 

India through armed revolution…. The fundamental 

principles of this Republic would be establishing 

universal suffrage and eradicating the social system 

in which there is exploitation. 

He returned to Lahore early in 1925 and worked for 

some time on the editorial staff of ‘Kiriti’, edited by 

Sohan Singh Josh. In March 1926, he established a 

young revolutionary group known as the ‘Naujawan 

Bharat Sabha’ which went ahead of the HRA and 

declared that its objective was to establish “a 

completely independent Republic of Workers and 

Peasants in India”. In August-September 1928, at a 

meeting in Delhi’s Ferozeshah Kotla Ground the 

Hindustan Republican Association (HRA) was 

transformed into the Hindustan Socialist Republican 

Association (HSRA). This happened in the natural 

process of ideological development of Bhagat Singh. 

Prior to this Bhagat Singh had read a number of 

books and articles on the October Revolution. Lenin 

became his hero. Familiar with the writings of Marx 

and Bakunin, he critiqued nationalism, anarchism, 

non-violence, terrorism, religion, theism and 
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communalism relentlessly. “criticism” and 

“independent thinking” were the “indispensable 

qualities of a revolutionary” according to him. 

Bhagat Singh became an atheist at a time when most 

Indian revolutionaries were deeply religious. He 

rejected religion in favour of dialectical materialism 

with a passionate approach to knowledge. This 

remarkable tract demonstrates the true 

revolutionary’s ability to self-interrogate and arrive 

at rational solutions to the problems of belief and 

ideology. 

COMMUNISTS MUST ORIENT THEIR HISTORICAL 

ROOTS TO BHAGAT SINGH 

History of the working-class Movement in any 

country has a continuity with previous revolutionary 

movements. But continuity with a Break. Because 

the content of both the movements are different. Still 

Indian working-class movement has its origin at the 

time of its nationalist movement and linked with it. 

The process of formation of a nation through the 

unification of all the nationalities of India started 

centring round the anti- imperialist independence 

struggle. But the nationalist movement was not free 

from the influence of religion and casteism. 

This happened mainly because the Indian national 

bourgeoisie was in the leadership of the struggle. 

Further the development of capitalism and the 

growth of national independence struggle took place 

when world capitalism had lost all its progressive 

character due to development of Imperialism. For 

that reason, our freedom movement divided into two 

opposite trends - one compromising with 

imperialism and feudalism and the other an 

uncompromising trend. The first trend was dominant 

throughout our freedom struggle. Due to this, Indian 

nationalism became religion-oriented and quite 

naturally it became Hindu nationalism. Because that 

trend stood for a compromise between the concepts 

of democracy and religious and social prejudices. 

The Hindu nationalism has created its own reactions 

among other sections of the population. As a result, 

the Muslim community formed a different trend 

resulting the division of the country and the death of 

multi lakhs in communal riots followed. The evil of 

casteism was also deep rooted and the struggle 

against that was heavily compromised. As a reaction 

to that the Scheduled Caste Federation was born. 

When capitalism had reached the stage of 

imperialism internationally, the bourgeois 

revolution had lost its revolutionary character and 

turned reactionary. Further it had become a 

hindrance to progress, restricted scientific outlook 

and advancement. From then onwards the 

revolutionary bourgeois humanism of the past 

started to compromise with religion and all sorts of 

prejudices. At such a juncture of world capitalism 

the Indian nationalism developed. Naturally, we find 

two parallel trends in Indian nationalism. The Indian 

working-class movement is a continuation of the 

revolutionary trend in Indian independence 

movement; but with a break. 

Bhagat Singh wrote an article titled Achhoot 

Samasya (Problem of Untouchability) at the early 

age of 16 in 1928. Muhammad Ali Jinnah proposed 

in 1923 to divide the untouchables amongst Hindu 

and Muslim missionary organizations in the 

Congress meeting. Bhagat Singh wrote in the 

backdrop of that. He sensitively put forward the 

situation of untouchables in those times and offered 

some solutions. Thus, Bhagat Singh was above any 

such feelings and fought such evils 

uncompromisingly. 

The communists should be thankful that history has 

given us such a leader about whom the right-wing 

forces also are pushed to express their respect. So 

long as this trend and its supreme idol Bhagat Singh 

who has reached to the level of communist values 

and philosophical outlook at a tender age is not 

adequately respected and the deserving position is 

not given, we cannot organise the communist 

movement in our country on the right footing.  
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The National Education Policy 2020 (NEP)* was 

passed by the Union Cabinet of the BJP Government 

on 29th July 2020. After the first National Policy on 

Education that was passed by the Indira Gandhi 

Government in 1968 and the 2nd policy passed by the 

Rajiv Gandhi Government in 1986, which in turn 

paved the way for entry of private capital in 

education sector and further commodification 

through the 1992 reform on the lines of the 

neoliberal agenda, the NEP 2020 is the third national 

policy on education for the country which replaces 

the last policy of 1986. Expectedly, the NEP has 

been much touted about by the mainstream media 

and the social media cells of the BJP-RSS, while the 

Prime Minister has termed the policy as one which 

lays down the foundation for a ‘New India’. Apart 

from them, even a section of the liberal critics of the 

Modi Government has offered praise for the NEP 

2020. However, in order to concretely analyze the 

NEP 2020 as a policy document and its 

repercussions as well as the intentions of the 

Government behind releasing it, we must go beyond 

the high-sounding and abstruse wordings and 

phrases to undertake a closer reading and read 

between the lines of the NEP 2020. 

That the Policy was passed unilaterally by the Union 

Cabinet bypassing the Parliament portrays only the 

undemocratic manner in which a nationwide policy 

on education, which is a Concurrent List subject as 

per the Constitution of India, was passed 

undermining the federal structure of the Union of 

India. Apart from this, the NEP 2020 aims for the 

commercialization, privatization, informalization, 

Saffronization and over-centralization of education 

 
* Final Draft of NEP 2020 as uploaded on the MHRD’s Website can be read by clicking here. 

in India which is utterly on the lines of the incumbent 

fascist dispensation’s ideology. 

AUTHORITARIAN CONTROL AND OVER 

CENTRALIZATION 

One of the most sweeping reforms proposed by the 

NEP is the setting up of the Higher Education 

Commission of India (HECI) which will take over 

the role of UGC, AICTE, NAAC and other related 

bodies with the exception of medical and legal 

education. The HECI will have a 12-member body 

which will be appointed by the Central Government, 

out of which only 2 would be academicians. This 

new body would take up the roles of awarding grants 

(through Higher Education Grants Council), 

regulation (through National Higher Education 

Regulatory Council), accreditation (through 

National Accreditation Council), and framing 

outcome standards (through General Education 

Council). Therefore, the HECI under the direct 

control of the Central Government will become 

single all-encompassing and all-powerful body for 

higher education in India. (para 18, NEP 2020) 

The NEP also proposes the formation of ‘Board of 

Governors’ (BoG) for all educational institutions. 

This is a long-term plan of the Government through 

which it aims to set up ‘independent’ BoG for each 

institution by 2035 through a “system of graded 

accreditation and graded autonomy” which will 

govern the institutions free from all external 

interferences. The fact that a board of governor was 

hitherto a corporate entity which governed 

companies and corporate firms, throws light on the 

intent of the government to completely 

commercialize the education sector through the 

NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY 2020 

ROADMAP TO THE DEMOLITION OF EDUCATION 
S Raj 

https://www.mhrd.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/NEP_Final_English_0.pdf
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introduction of these BoG in all educational 

institutions. Apart from this, such would be the 

extent of control with the BoG that overarching 

legislations would be formulated in order to enforce 

their authority which will supersede existing 

legislations. Given the track record of the BJP 

Government in taking over all institutions from 

within through strategic placement of their pawns in 

the topmost bodies, the profiles of those selected to 

be a part of these all-powerful BoG becomes amply 

clear. (para 19, NEP) 

For funding and ‘facilitation’ of research across the 

country, a National Research Foundation (NRF) 

has been proposed to be constituted. The NRF would 

be governed through its Board of Governor which 

would be nominated by the Central Government. 

Such a formation would ensure that only those 

‘research’ would receive funding and be allowed 

which would be approved by the overarching NRF. 

Given the evident hatred and repulsion of fascist 

forces from intellectual growth and critical thought, 

what repercussions would such a formation of a 

controlled research funding body would have on the 

education and research across the country can well 

be predicted. (para 17) 

COMMODIFICATION THROUGH A PRIVATE 

EDUCATION MODEL 

The NEP proposes a target of 6% of GDP for 

expenditure on education which has been heavily 

propagated by the government and even praised by 

some critics. Although the fact which has not been 

brought on the surface is that this aim of 6% GDP 

spending on education was highlighted way back in 

the Kothari Commission Report of 1966 based on 

which the first National Policy on Education 1968 

was formulated. Since then, this target of 6% has 

remained only a hollow promise of all governments 

and a distant dream for the citizens. Those who are 

hopeful of the Modi Government ought to know its 

track record on education spending since it came to 

power in 2014. According to Economic Survey of 

India Reports, the average spending on education by 

the Modi Government from 2014-15 to 2018-19 has 

been 2.88% of the GDP. This is even lower than the 

abysmal record of the UPA-2 Government which 

had an average of 3.19%. Given the government’s 

https://www.indiatoday.in/diu/story/how-successive-govts-flunking-education-budgets-nda-worse-1641826-2020-01-31
https://www.indiatoday.in/diu/story/how-successive-govts-flunking-education-budgets-nda-worse-1641826-2020-01-31
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interest in funding education, the unfortunately 

ambitious target seems nothing more than a pipe 

dream. 

Rather than promoting government spending, the 

NEP promotes exactly the opposite. By using 

abstruse and fancy words, it basically provides for a 

model of privately funded education completely 

driven by market conditions with negligible 

responsibility on the State. Autonomy has been 

cited numerous times in the draft as a progressive 

measure for education in India. Autonomy, in 

reality, would not be lesser of independence for the 

institutions and more of independence of the State 

from its responsibility to maintain a public education 

system. As per the UGC’s Graded Autonomy 

Regulations 2018, the dimensions of autonomy 

indicate towards a model where any autonomy 

would be guaranteed on the condition of financial 

autonomy, that is, any freedom of starting a course, 

awarding degrees, opening campuses, undertaking 

research etc. would be conditional on freedom being 

‘granted’ to the State to distance itself from funding 

these institutions. Therefore, the imposition of 

autonomy on institutions would mean more 

privatization, higher fees, relaxed regulations and 

norms and the commercialization of education. 

Private-Philanthropic funding and efforts as well as 

the model of ‘Public Philanthropic Partnership’ 

has been promoted aggressively for both school-

level and higher education as well as mentioned 

numerous times in the NEP. ‘Philanthropic’ is 

another fancy term used to replace the rather riskier 

term ‘corporate’, since all major philanthropic 

institutions are organs of corporates and big capital. 

This model proposes a forced and strategic 

alternative from public-funded education to be 

adopted by the educational institutions in order to 

move towards corporate funding, thereby putting in 

a solid structure of privatization of education and 

destruction of the public education model. 

The measures in NEP to establish a private education 

model are an extension of the measures already 

undertaken by the previous governments, that have 

been boosted on unprecedented level and scale. In 

2017, the Higher Education Financing Agency 

(HEFA) was formed by this Government whose task 

was to provide loans to the educational institutions 

in place of grants, which naturally had to be paid 

back by the institutions through their own sources. 

Naturally, in order to pay back such loan amounts, 

either the fees were raised, or the wages and benefits 

of employees were cut. The failure of this model was 

evident by the fact that out of the allocated ₹2750 

crores to HEFA, the actual spend was merely ₹250 

crore which is less than 10% of the allocated amount. 

Already 78% of the colleges are running in the 

private sector and 2/3rd of the total college 

enrolment is in private colleges, according to 

MHRD’s AISHE Report 2018-19. Even though the 

public universities account for more than 4/5th of 

total university enrolment, the recent trends are quite 

worrying. Between 2014-15 and 2018-19, out of the 

total increase in university enrolment, 55% was in 

private universities and another 33% was in public 

OPEN universities. Therefore, in the recent past five 

years, only 12% of the total enrolment have taken 

place in regular public universities. Even in schools, 

enrolment ratio has increased rapidly with 45% of all 

school admissions are taking place in the private 

sector, as per MHRD’s 2018 Report. This indicates 

a rapid shift towards complete replacement of a 

public education model with a private one. 

NOT-SO-HIDDEN AGENDA OF SAFFRONIZATION 

When the current fascist dispensation has made 

rapid, and mostly successful, attempts at taking over 

all institutions and ultimately taking over the 

democracy from within, the educational institutions 

can’t remain independent for long. Through the 

various aforementioned measures of over 

centralization, the BJP-RSS aims to gain 

authoritarian control over the educational 

institutions. However, the idea of control is not only 

administrative, but also ideological. The NEP has 

https://www.ugc.ac.in/pdfnews/1435338_182728.pdf
https://www.ugc.ac.in/pdfnews/1435338_182728.pdf
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/archive/nation/only-3-3-per-cent-of-budget-for-education-722343
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/archive/nation/only-3-3-per-cent-of-budget-for-education-722343
http://aishe.nic.in/aishe/viewDocument.action?documentId=262
https://www.mhrd.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/statistics-new/ESAG-2018.pdf
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been carefully designed to take this campaign 

forward steadily. 

Secularism has not been mentioned even once. Same 

is the case with the affirmative actions based on 

social justice, like Reservations. There has been 

special attention given to the vaguely defined 

“Indian Knowledge Systems” and the need of 

looking back towards ancient Indian knowledge and 

practices has been highlighted (para 4.27). Sanskrit 

has been termed as the origin point of almost all 

major Indian languages, thereby completely 

ignoring Dravidian, Adivasi and North-Eastern 

languages. (para 4.16). Special attention has also 

been given to Sanskrit language with the proposal of 

promoting the language through the education 

system. (para 4.17) While Pali, Prakrit, Persian and 

other classical languages have been mentioned in the 

NEP along with Sanskrit as those languages having 

rich culture and literature, there is no mention of 

Urdu in the NEP at all. (para 4.18) 

Even before the arrival of NEP, the BJP-RSS have 

continuously undertaken such ideological 

imposition through changes in the syllabi, 

particularly in history books to present distorted 

versions of history catering to the anti-scientific and 

irrational doctrines of the fascist dispensation. The 

unscientific and outrageous claims made in the 

various annual sessions of the Indian Science 

Congress by the RSS-backed ‘intellectuals’ just goes 

on to prove this point further. Such instances only 

highlight the already vividly evident intention of the 

BJP-RSS to impose their world view and the idea of 

a Hindu Rashtra based on fascist, xenophobic and 

patriarchal doctrines. 

HINDI IMPOSITION AND THE LANGUAGE 

CONUNDRUM 

The NEP talks of continuing the controversial 

Three-Language Formula which was first 

mentioned in the NPE 1968 and was heavily 

encouraged even in the NPE 1986/1992. According 

Image Source: Saikat Bandyopadhyay 

https://www.facebook.com/bsaikat/posts/10158386344332534
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to the formula, while the study of Hindi and English 

would be mandatory in all states, the Hindi-speaking 

states would include the study of a modern Indian 

language, preferably one of the southern languages, 

and the non-Hindi states would include the study of 

the regional language. This clearly enables Hindi to 

be given an advantage over other non-English 

languages. Given the RSS-BJP’s outlook of seeing 

Hindi (and Sanskrit) as a superior language and the 

principal language for Hindu Rashtra, the NEP 

through the Three-Language Formula dangerously 

provides ammunition for the imposition of Hindi 

throughout the country. (para 4.13) 

Additionally, there have been high sounding talks of 

Multilingualism in the NEP which proposes the 

medium of instruction to be in the mother 

tongue/regional language at least till Class 5 but 

preferably till Class 8 and beyond. However, it is 

also mentioned that such an arrangement would be 

done “wherever possible”. So, a closer reading 

makes it clear that beyond the grandiloquent claims, 

in reality, the dual-education system would prevail 

divided on the basis of English and non-English 

medium education. Since a world capitalist market 

oriented education system rewards those with 

exposure and fluency in English, the upper classes 

and privileged groups who have access to the 

expensive English-medium quality education would 

be rewarded and a vast majority comprising the 

toiling and marginalized masses who have no access 

or exposure to such education would be doomed to 

lead a life of toil and penury. (para 4.11) 

TOWARDS INFORMALIZATION AND EXCLUSION 

The NEP 2020 in its desperate attempts to decrease 

the abysmal dropout rates proposes for band-aid 

solutions which instead of solving the problem, 

gives birth to new and serious ones. It proposes that 

the dropout students would be included in 

alternative and innovative education centres rather 

than efforts to retain them in the public education 

system itself. (para 3.2) Additionally, the Open and 

Distance Learning Programmes (ODL) offered by 

the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) and 

State Open Schools would be expanded and 

strengthened for the disadvantaged students in place 

of the regular courses and schooling. (para 3.5) ODL 

is also portrayed as a natural path to increase access 

to quality higher education. (para 12.5) The NEP 

encourages alternative models of education by 

promoting non-governmental philanthropic 

organizations to build schools and impart education 

without much ‘hassle’. For such organizations, 

which definitely includes those with the likes of 

RSS, regulations would be relaxed, there would be 

less emphasis on input and greater emphasis on 

output for allowing their institutions to be set up as 

part of ‘alternate models’ and impart their own form 

of ‘education’. (para 3.6) 

A public Common School System for all students 

irrespective of their socio-economic status, which 

was at least present as an aim of all previous 

education policies and commissions, although the 

implementation of which has been an abysmal 

failure, has been completely abandoned by the NEP 

2020, which in turn implicitly promotes differential 

education systems for different classes and groups in 

the society. The NEP also proposes a light but tight 

regulation of higher education system, which can 

only mean relaxed regulation as per the needs of 

the market and private capital. (para 9.3(h)) 

The NEP proposes grouping of school complexes to 

form school complexes/clusters. This would be 

done by closing down numerous government 

schools in an area in the name of resource efficiency 

and more effective functioning. In a society, 

particularly in the rural and isolated communities, 

where students drop out of schools in large numbers 

due to long distances between their residences and 

the schools, when the aim should have been to 

further deepen the school networks and increase 

their efficiency and quality, the Government intends 

to further close down majority of the schools. This is 

done without even addressing the problem of lack of 

access to a vast majority of students coming from 

toiling and marginalized sections who would be 
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forced even more severely than before to drop out, 

along with the issue of the mass layoffs of 

government school teachers. (para 7.6) 

Vocational Education has been actively 

encouraged in the NEP so much so that a separate 

chapter (para 16) has been dedicated to it. While 

quality vocational education and training is suitable 

as per need at least after one has acquired complete 

school education, the NEP has integrated vocational 

education with secondary schooling starting from 

Class 6 and has given an exit option after Class 10 to 

pursue such vocational training. (para 4.2) This not 

only would severely hamper the basic school 

education of those students coming from toiling and 

marginalized sections of the society but would also 

disguise the rampant drop outs after Class 10 of 

students from disadvantaged sections done 

involuntarily to take up informal jobs, as voluntary 

drop outs to pursue ‘vocational training’. Such 

vocational education provided from Class 6 would 

naturally involve low/entry level skills only enough 

to get involved in extremely low wage jobs in order 

to barely sustain oneself. This would create an army 

of informal workers ready to provide cheap labour, 

without any benefits or rights, to the crisis-ridden 

capitalist class, while only a handful of privileged 

and upper-class students would go on to take up the 

white-collar jobs with hefty salaries. 

In addition, the Online Education system has also 

been dedicated another chapter (para 24). Such a 

system of online education is being aggressively 

promoted by the Government, not only through the 

NEP but in its speeches and acts. Let us look at the 

real situation. According to NSSO Survey Report 

2017-18, only 8% households with young people 

have a computer with an internet connection. The 

figure is even more dreadful in rural areas. 

Notwithstanding any of these data, online education 

in the name of progress and modernization is being 

imposed upon the students at large. While some 

Universities have already commenced their new 

semesters through an online mode, numerous 

institutions are planning to admit students through 

nationwide online entrance examinations. Without 

concretely addressing the situation of the students 

and providing any effective gradual solution for the 

same, imposing an online mode of education would 

only lead to leaving the vast student masses coming 

from disadvantaged and toiling sections out of the 

education system as a whole, while promoting the 

education of a handful of students belonging to 

privileged sections.  

AN EXCLUSION POLICY OR MORE? 

While the National Education Policy 2020 is being 

criticized, and rightly so, from almost all corners of 

the progressive and democratic sections as a policy 

based on exclusion and inequality that would lead to 

the majority that comprises mainly the toiling 

masses being left out and furthering of the class and 

socio-economic divide, the NEP goes even beyond 

this in its intentions and plans.  

When and where in history did the fascists need and 

develop education and knowledge? Clearly, at no 

time and place. Their intentions have never been 

towards the dissemination of education or growth of 

knowledge, but rather, towards their demise, be it in 

the field of History, Science, Mathematics or any 

field worth its name. Education and knowledge are 

enemies of the fascists, whose regimes are based on 

falsehoods and myths. Growth of research in any 

field based on objective methodology and scientific 

process and temper would be a death knell for the 

fascist regime which is yet to finally consolidate. 
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Consequently, research under such a rule will mean 

nothing but the cultivation of falsehoods and the 

murder of knowledge. And therefore, the destruction 

of education and the severe weakening of the 

knowledge base of society become their prime aims. 

The fascists in fact need an education system where 

lies, slander, violence, conspiracy, murder, fraud etc. 

are taught. Such a long-term policy as the NEP 

would only ensure that the old university and college 

campuses are made bereft of any education and 

democratic space, and that they are turned into 

breeding grounds of fascists.  

Even now one can see this happen. IITs and other 

premier science and research institutes have been 

directed to research on the urine and dung of cows 

and buffalos. Mythological stories are being 

presented as historical facts on various science 

platforms. These are bound to become the new 

normal in some time. History will be made replete 

with a heap of lies and distorted facts. Science and 

scientific temper would simply be destroyed after 

such institutions are put to the service of the fascists. 

While the vast majority of the poor would be 

excluded from the education system after the 

implementation of NEP, it would not end there. Even 

the rich would be deprived of any real education 

worth its name, particularly higher education, which 

has already been on their target. Therefore, NEP is 

not only anti-poor, but also anti-education and anti-

knowledge. It is in this sense that one may call it 

anti-social and anti-humanity. It ought to be kept in 

mind that a policy which aggressively promotes 

Saffronization or fascism, apart from exclusion, 

informalization, privatization and commodification 

of education by granting its complete authoritarian 

control in the hands of a fascist regime, would not 

merely affect the education system with reforms but 

demolish it altogether. 

Fascists are well aware that true education can 

enlighten anyone, even those belonging to the upper 

classes, and that elements from these classes too can 

too rebel against injustice and even against the 

system based on injustice itself. They can take up the 

cause of humanity by understanding the underlying 

factors that are responsible for its gradual 

destruction under capitalism. The fascist cause of 

demolishing education and research is also because 

they know about the existence of this possibility. 

Any true, objective and scientific knowledge finally 

leads to critical thinking and the rise of progressive 

ideology as well as ideas of social progress. It also 

identifies the historical barriers of social progress. 

Such developments stand at loggerheads with the 

agenda of fascisiation of society. Any true research, 

for this matter, will lead to the recognition of a 

revolutionary ideology that believes in constant 

motion of history governed by inner general laws 

and also in establishment of a new society on the 

ruins of the old. That’s why, fascists not only 

disapprove of any real knowledge and research, but 

actively work to demolish and gag it. 

The education system is not just like any other 

productive sector. In it, what is produced i.e. what 

type of education is imparted is crucial for the 

society as well as the fascists. In the field of 

education, the relentless neo-liberal and fascist 

attacks will culminate in not just exclusion by 

promoting profiteering and privatization but mainly 

result in the destruction of the very kernel of 

education by replacing it with un-education, which 

is a prerequisite for the demolition of democracy 

itself. Today when a fascist government is 

presenting a long-term nationwide education policy, 

one must carefully assess its ultimate aim behind 

this, which must be brought into the campaign to 

oppose the NEP. 

In a nutshell, the NEP 2020 must be opposed and 

rejected by one and all and from every angle. It aims 

at the ultimate demise of Universities and Colleges 

as the centres of knowledge and critical thinking, in 

order to turn these democratic spaces into 

intellectual concentration camps. Let us not allow 

this happen at any cost.   
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‘Former Vice President Joe Biden assured rich 

donors at a ritzy New York fundraiser that 

“nothing would fundamentally change” if he is 

elected. Biden told donors at an event at the 

Carlyle Hotel in Manhattan on Tuesday evening 

(June 16 – Ed) that he would not “demonize” the 

rich and promised that “no one’s standard of living 

will change, nothing would fundamentally 

change” Bloomberg News reported. Biden went 

on to say that the rich should not be blamed for 

income inequality, pleading to the donors, “I need 

you very badly. I hope if I win this nomination, I 

won’t let you down. I promise you,” he added.’ 

Above report  essentially sums up the alternative 

to choose that American people have in the 

upcoming US presidential election vis-à-vis a 

disastrous bumbling semi-fascist incumbent 

Donald Trump. This also sums up why Donald 

Trump can still win this election despite trailing 

Democratic nominee Joe Biden for long in all 

opinion polls and notwithstanding the American 

people simmering in anger over a debilitating 

economic crisis that has made more than tens of 

millions of Americans unemployed, millions 

facing eviction from homes as  unemployment 

benefits have not been extended by Trump led 

Republican controlled Senate and deaths of nearly 

2 lakh in Covid pandemic which majority agrees 

is the result of Trump dispensation’s monumental 

mishandling of the crisis. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE – THE BOOM  

However, to have a real understanding of the 

current US elections we need to have a brief 

historical perspective first. At the end of World 

War in 1945 USA emerged as the preeminent 

power of the world Imperialist camp and leader of 

the new world capitalist financial order. In that 

position the US finance capital was able to 

appropriate huge amounts of surplus in global 

capitalist system as it became the principal 

financier for both post-war Europe-Japan capitalist 

reconstruction as well as for consolidation of 

capitalist system in the newly independent 

capitalist countries of Asia, Africa and Latin 

America. Therefore, US capitalism was able to 

enjoy couple of decades of economic boom. The 

US capitalist class was also able to handout some 

portions of this immense surplus to not only its 

domestic middle class of the baby boomer 

generation but also to share some amount of it with 

its domestic working class during this boom 

period. As a result, overwhelming majority of the 

working class movement in US became 

institutionally incorporated within the bourgeois 

reactionary political structures through the 

mediation of Democratic Party which took the 

bourgeois welfarist position vis-à-vis the Classical 

Liberal Anglo-Saxon political position of the 

Republican party. Gradually most of the unionised 

working class including those of African and 

Hispanic descent came inside the Democratic fold.  

AND THE BUST!  

But this capitalist economic boom could only be 

short-lived. The inevitable capitalist economic 

US ELECTION – NO REAL CHOICE FOR WORKING CLASS 
M Aseem 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-19/biden-tells-elite-donors-he-doesn-t-want-to-demonize-the-rich
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crises raised their head again in the 1970s and the 

amount of the surplus that capitalist class could 

share with petty bourgeois and working classes has 

continuously shrunk thereafter. Hence the resort to 

neoliberal economic policies of severe austerity in 

welfare spending and constant onslaught on 

working class which has been facing continuously 

falling wages and increasing unemployment 

thereafter. These policies were initiated famously 

during the Ronald Reagan presidency of the 

Republican party in 1980s. However, the 

Democratic party soon followed the same path 

during Bill Clinton presidency in 1990s. But the 

neoliberal policies are no panacea for the 

contradictions of the capitalist economic system 

and the crises have further intensified and one 

crisis is only resolved by the next even more 

serious economic crisis. Turn of the 21st century 

produced two massive crises in the first decade 

itself – 2001-02 and 207-08 onwards global 

financial crisis. Both have resulted in immense 

pain for the working class and bankruptcy for an 

increasingly larger number of petty bourgeois 

small medium industry. 

These increasingly severe economic crises and 

their growing burden on the working class has 

given rise to huge discontent and spontaneous 

class consciousness despite the complete betrayal 

of existing leadership and complete absence of a 

revolutionary party. Simultaneously US has seen 

rekindling of earlier somewhat calmed racial 

tensions between the White Anglo-Saxon 

Protestant (WASP) majority and oppressed Black 

and Hispanic, mostly working class, minority 

population. Hence US has been witness to, on the 

one hand, many protests and agitations, each one 

larger than previous, in last 2 decades especially 

after the global financial crisis of 2007, and on the 

other hand, increasing racial attacks and killings 

especially of Blacks. 

BARACK OBAMA – THE GREAT HOPE, AND 

DESPAIR 

Then came the 2007 election in this background of 

global financial crisis and immense anger against 

the crimes of banks and other financial capitalists 

since that had resulted in great deprivation, 

dispossessions from homes, huge increases in 

tuition fees and massive burden of crippling 

education loans, etc. crushing the ‘great American 

Dream’ of joining the middle class. Riding on the 

wave of hope generated by great but vague 

promises of change (‘Yes, We Can’) in times of 

increasing despair for vast majority of US working 

people Barack Obama emerged as a great saviour 

and messiah in 2007 and won 2 landslide victories. 

However, he gradually betrayed every single 

promise made by him. Obama administration 

protected all the criminal financial capitalists 

rather gave them handouts and did not keep his 

biggest promise of universal healthcare. 

Moreover, race attacks and killings increased 

during his presidency with no punishment to 

perpetrators. Hence Obama became a great darling 

of the Wall Street financial oligarchs and the 

neoliberal establishment in US administration.  

BERNIE SANDERS RISES, AND IS CRUSHED 

Thus, happened the great horizontal split in the 

Democratic party in 2016 when the Clinton-

Obama led Democratic Party establishment put up 

Hillary Clinton as the candidate for presidential 

nominee and she was opposed by hitherto 

independent Democratic Socialist Bernie Sanders 

who joined Democratic party and contested to 

become the presidential nominee for the party. 

Since Hillary Clinton was very well known 

neoliberal ally of Wall Street banks/financiers and 

warmongers of military-industrial complex, the 

working class rank and file of the Democratic 

party especially the youth rallied to the side of 

Sanders whose reformist platform consisted of 

providing some job security, restoration and 
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expansion of welfare policies, universal provision 

of healthcare, reducing high university tuition 

fees, concessions on student loans, opposing 

warmongering, etc.  

However, despite massive groundswell for Bernie, 

Hillary was able to win with the support of the 

might of financial capital, corporate media and 

neoliberal establishment of the party. Democratic 

Party considered Blacks, Hispanic and other 

immigrants as their captive voters who would in 

any case vote for them with just some identity 

based gestures and melodramatic appeals by the 

Obamas. They also considered working class 

voters as having no other choice except the Dems. 

Hence Hillary Clinton actually campaigned on a 

more neoliberal and rightist platform to attract 

some rich suburban republican voters by terrifying 

them with the spectre of populist hooliganism by 

Trump led uncultured rowdies, further alienating 

working class Democratic supporters looking for 

some sops like job security and welfare measures 

like public Medicare and better municipal services 

in their fast deteriorating rather rotting 

neighbourhoods. 

TRUMP THE DEMAGOGUE 

On the Republican side, real estate tycoon, broker 

and a shameless racist-cum-misogynist hooligan 

Donald Trump emerged as the nominee with the 

slogan of ‘Make America Great Again’ by stoking 

national jingoism against all immigrants in general 

and Islamic - Hispanic immigrants in special 

calling them illegal immigrants responsible for 

terrorism and crime disrupting American life and 

promising to stop the flow of immigration by 

building a wall on US-Mexico border and 

prohibition of immigration from Islamic countries. 

He also promised to bring jobs back to America by 

encouraging local manufacturing and restricting 

imports and outsourcing.  

Hence, this not only had appeal for traditionally 

conservative, racist and Christian fundamentalist 

southern voters but also deluded a vast number of 

anguished and insecure white working class voters 

who had lost their comfortable manufacturing jobs 

and small business proprietors bankrupted in the 

financial crises of previous couple of decades. As 

the Democratic party had ignored working class 

discontent and openly sided with anti-working 

class neoliberal policies and Wall Street 

financiers, large number of enraged working class 

voters, especially in swing mid-west formerly 

industrial states deserted Democratic Party and 

handed over the presidency to semi-fascist 

demagogue Donald Trump. There were even some 

analysts who said that Donald Trump would not 

have won without this working class vote if Bernie 

Sanders was the Democratic nominee.   

We will not go here into details of the immense 

disruption and upheaval in American society 

during Trump presidency primarily caused by 

intensifying capitalist economic crisis and 

exacerbated by the semi-fascist demagoguery of 

Donald Trump which has brought Americans to 

almost an open and armed class and racial warfare 

though still largely spontaneous and loosely 

organised especially on the side of the working 

class majority. Acute mishandling of Corona 

pandemic ignoring nearly 200,000 deaths with an 

almost unashamed ‘let them die’ attitude, huge 

unemployment and increasingly letting loose the 

social and institutional racial hatred against Black 

minority has further brought the contradictions in 

the US socio-economic system to the fore. All this 

is quite well known. 

BERNIE BURNS AGAIN, THEN BURNS OUT 

For the 2020 presidential elections Democratic 

party again had a contest between the Democratic 

Socialists (DSA) led by Bernie Sanders and the 

neoliberal establishment. Blinded by their 

reformist illusions about the bourgeois democracy, 

the DSA were quite confident that Bernie would 

win with a landslide because of constant grassroots 
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political mobilisation during last 4 years, victory 

of many of their candidates (Alexandria Ocasio-

Cortez, Rashida Tlaib, etc.) in several smaller 

elections during this period and a more consistent 

and aggressive progressive political platform this 

time compared to 2016.  

However, the resistance from neoliberal 

establishment this time was more bitter, better 

organised, aggressive and cunningly manipulative 

resulting in Bernie this time not being able to even 

last the contest till the end against Clinton-Obama 

backed Joe Biden despite all the massive support 

from rank and file workers especially the young. 

Joe Biden won quite easily. 

BIDEN-HARRIS, NEOLIBERAL RESURRECTION 

However, Democratic Party this time has gone 

onto campaign on a more neoliberal agenda than 

the 2016 elections. They again hope that the well 

to do middle class suburban voters can be attracted 

to Democratic side as they might not like the 

disruptions caused in their prosperous and 

comfortable lives because of the conflicts between 

fascist WASP supremacists backed by Trump 

administration and the working class protesters. 

Just concluded Democratic National Convention 

(DNC) was witness to the fact that the whole 

welfarist agenda of DSA has been jettisoned and 

most reactionary neoliberal and warmongers like 

Colin Powell, etc. were paraded there. Even the 

VP nominee for Biden ticket Kamala Harris has 

been chosen with this in mind – on the one hand, 

to throw some identity crumbs to Blacks there 

being unease due to Biden’s racial segregationist 

history and, on the other hand, to assure 

neoliberals and financial capitalists that if Biden 

wins none of the ‘crazy’ DSA proposals will be on 

the agenda as Kamala Harris is known to have 

supported many of the worst Trump proposals in 

Senate including his war policy and separating 

immigrant children from their families.  

Summing up the above David Sirota writes in 

Jacobin, ‘Democratic officials decided to turn this 

year’s convention into a promotional platform for 

Republican icons who attacked unions, laid off 

thousands of workers, promoted climate denial, 

endangered 9/11 survivors, and lied us into a war 

that killed hundreds of thousands of people …. in 

the words of the nominee himself, that “nothing 

would fundamentally change.” The lobbyists who 

run the DNC also killed an initiative to reduce the 

influence of corporate money on the party. 

Meanwhile, Joe Biden himself rolled out a whole 

package of legislative promises, and then told his 

Wall Street donors that, in fact, changing corporate 

behavior is “not going to require legislation,” and 

he won’t be proposing any. It helps make the 

whole process into exactly what Ohio state senator 

Nina Turner described: “It’s like saying to 

somebody, ‘You have a bowl of shit in front of 

you, and all you’ve got to do is eat half of it instead 

of the whole thing.’ It’s still shit.” … the 

Democratic presidential ticket is the guy who 

wrote the crime bill, spearheaded the bankruptcy 

bill, and worked with Republicans to authorize the 

Iraq War — and, oh yeah, a running mate who 

blocked her law enforcement staff from 

prosecuting Steve Mnuchin.’      

BIDEN LEADS, BUT TRUMP CAN STILL WIN 

Hence, the coming election again creates a 

scenario when many, lacking a real choice, will be 

forced to vote for Biden as a lesser evil compared 

to Trump but there is no real enthusiasm for him 

in much of the working class and progressive 

voters. His campaign is nowhere on the ground but 

almost exclusively digital. This is going to be an 

extremely tough election on November 3. Along 

with the Covid scare, Trump is using the full state 

machinery to obstruct those voting against him in 

full collusion with fascist and racist storm trooper 

militias and almost every single voter is going to 

be challenged and obstructed. How many will 

https://jacobinmag.com/2020/08/joe-biden-dnc-trump-election-democratic-convention
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ohio-unions-governor/ohio-governor-signs-anti-union-bill-idUSTRE72U62W20110401
https://www.vox.com/2015/9/16/11618630/meg-whitman-says-this-is-the-last-round-of-job-cuts-at-hp-really
https://www.vox.com/2015/9/16/11618630/meg-whitman-says-this-is-the-last-round-of-job-cuts-at-hp-really
https://grist.org/climate-energy/john-kasich-is-no-better-than-donald-trump-on-climate-change/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/10/epa-head-wrong-911-air-safe-new-york-christine-todd-whitman
https://theintercept.com/2018/02/06/lie-after-lie-what-colin-powell-knew-about-iraq-fifteen-years-ago-and-what-he-told-the-un/
https://www.salon.com/2019/06/19/joe-biden-to-rich-donors-nothing-would-fundamentally-change-if-hes-elected/
https://readsludge.com/2020/08/05/corporate-lobbyists-vote-to-keep-corporate-lobbyists-in-the-dnc/
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2020/07/joe-biden-wall-street-donors-blackstone
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/07/how-trump-could-win-reelection/612205/
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/6/20/18677998/joe-biden-1994-crime-bill-law-mass-incarceration
https://www.gq.com/story/joe-biden-bankruptcy-bill
https://www.gq.com/story/joe-biden-bankruptcy-bill
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/17/joe-biden-role-iraq-war
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/17/joe-biden-role-iraq-war
https://populardemocracy.org/news-and-publications/kamala-harris-fails-explain-why-she-didn-t-prosecute-steven-mnuchin-s-bank
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have the energy to wake up and go to vote for an 

insipid Biden-Harris campaign is a moot question. 

On the contrary, Trump supporters are 

enthusiastic, and he is having an energetic 

campaign knocking at the doors. Moreover, 

Trump is leaving no stone unturned. He is using all 

tricks like fake news storm through both 

mainstream and social media. His supporters are 

not scared off Covid to go to polling booths. 

FASCIST SUBVERSION OF BOURGEOIS 

DEMOCRATIC STATE 

Another significant feature is the subversion of 

whole US bourgeois democratic state machinery 

by Trump. Many well-meaning people, who do not 

understand and recognise that the fascism is 

nothing but a form of bourgeois state opted for by 

the financial capitalists in a period of intense 

capitalist economic crisis, have been arguing that 

US is a well-developed democracy with strong 

institutions and it will not be easily possible to 

subjugate it to the will of the fascists unlike the 

weak democracies with lots of feudal vestiges such 

as India. However, it has been proved patently 

false and all institutions of bourgeois democratic 

state have quickly capitulated to the fascist 

shenanigans. One glaring example is the US Postal 

Service (USPS). 

Postal Service plays a very significant role in US 

elections as any voter can opt to request for postal 

ballots. Owing to Covid scare, many are opting for 

that instead of in person voting and majority of 

them are expected to be Democratic supporters as 

Trump supporters are declaring Covid to be a false 

scare. Anticipating this and with some help from 

decisions of previous Obama-Biden neoliberal 

decisions to weaken USPS, Republicans have 

captured USPS board and are now using it openly 

to manipulate elections. They have reduced 

funding, removed from service many postal 

sorting machines and related staff so that postal 

deliveries can be slowed down especially during 

such high demand periods. This has already been 

witnessed during Democratic Primaries which are 

also conducted by Election Board. In New York 

primary 20% of the postal ballots were rejected for 

being late, 30 thousand of them from Black 

working class majority area of Brooklyn. In 

California rejections owing to this reason were 

more than lakh. Same thing happened across 

states. Now USPS is openly acting to slow down 

delivery of postal ballots and large number of 

ballots are apprehended to be rejected especially in 

Democratic supporting counties. Similarly, many 

of the voters are finding themselves declared as 

‘inactive’ and they will have to go through tedious 

process of filling forms and submit documents on 

the polling day if they want to vote. The situation 

is so grim that in the DNC Michelle Obama had to 

beg democratic voters to risk their health and stand 

for hours, possibly even overnight, in order to vote 

for Biden in person.  

Hence, Trump is going full steam ahead to prove 

the old adage that fascists can come to power 

through elections but cannot be removed through 

elections. Hence, there is great likelihood that he 

might be able to hijack this election despite great 

anger and discontent in US people against the pain 

and misery caused by his neoliberal economic and 

other policies. Only a huge landslide voting in 

support of Biden will be able to stop this. It is to 

be seen whether Biden/Harris ticket can inspire 

such an event.  

BIDEN WIN WILL NOT DEFEAT FASCISM 

But even if Biden wins this election this will only 

be a temporary setback for fascist upsurge in US. 

He is likely to continue as stated with more of 

neoliberal economic policies and will create 

further pain for working class families. That will 

further strengthen the fascist onslaught and bring 

them back with greater strength with a smarter but 

more sinister leader compared to clumsy Trump in 

the next election similar to what happened after 
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Obama. David Sirota writes in above quoted write 

up, ‘This is the taboo tale tying together the Obama 

and Trump eras. Though oversimplified, the broad 

strokes are clear: a populist campaign won the 

election, before an elite-run administration 

capitulated to corporate power, sowing frustration 

and disillusionment, which helped a demagogue 

peddling racism and sexism to successfully vault 

himself into the presidency. We’ve been lucky that 

Trump is so narcissistic, clumsy, and inept — in 

many cases, his own idiocy has inhibited his 

ability to make things even worse than they are. 

But I also know that the threat of fascism isn’t 

going away after November, so don’t ask me to be 

excited or feel happy. I’m not.’ 

WHERE LIES THE REAL PROBLEM?  

To understand the real problem, we need some 

more examination of the Bernie Sanders 

phenomena. Like similar others, for example, 

Jeremy Corbyn in UK Labour Party, Bernie 

represents a growing spontaneous working class 

discontent, anger and rage against the neoliberal 

economic policies of austerity, defunding of public 

services, rising unemployment, falling wages, 

disappearing pensions, dwindling savings and 

attack on trade union rights of the workers.  Hence, 

the rank and file members of these organisations 

have a yearning to go back to the good old social 

democratic days are creating such popular leaders 

against the wishes of the whole machinery and 

leadership of these parties who betrayed working 

class movement long back and became last 

defenders of the moribund capitalist system.  

However, this groundswell of rising class 

consciousness is still spontaneous and backward 

looking, desiring to bring back the good old days 

of welfare and reform within bourgeois 

democracy. They still do not realise that those 

policies were feature of a specific juncture when 

the coupon clipping financial capitalists of these 

imperialist countries could generate such an 

amount of surplus from loot of the world wide 

working class that they could share that (‘bribe’) 

their own domestic working class. But that is no 

longer possible in the days of unending global 

financial crisis and desire for the return of that past 

is only a utopia, never to be fulfilled. Rather, the 

financial capitalists everywhere will more and 

more desperately resort to rabidly reactionary and 

authoritarian fascist takeover to safeguard their 

profits. Hence, even the mildly reformist Bernies 

and Corbyns can no longer be tolerated in these 

parties of social democratic pretensions and will 

be booted out promptly. 

The working classes of not only these countries 

but everywhere in the world have to realise that 

neoliberal economic policies, fascism, racism, 

national jingoism, patriarchy all now find their 

underlying strength from private property based 

capitalist production relations and state power 

designed to protect that economic system. All 

these can only be resisted and vanquished only by 

dovetailing this resistance to proletarian led 

working class struggle to eradicate capitalism and 

build socialism guided by the revolutionary 

ideology of Marxism-Leninism. Proletariat 

everywhere needs to free themselves from 

bourgeois democratic illusions and social 

democratic revisionist reformism to build their 

own class instrument of struggle for this purpose.   
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EU foreign affairs spokesman Peter Stano said 

Timtik's "tragic" death again showed it was urgent 

that Turkey "credibly address" its human rights 

situation and the "serious shortcomings in the 

Turkish judiciary." 

Friends said Ebru Timtik weighed only 30 

kilograms (65 pounds) on death in hospital where 

she and her colleague Aytac Unsal had been 

transferred in July after going on hunger strike in 

Istanbul's Silivri prison. 

International and local groups, including the 

Contemporary Lawyers' Association (CHD), had 

been calling for their release and had questioned 

the impartiality of courts under President Recep 

Tayyip Erdogan's rule. 

VIOLENT CLASHES 

As Timtik supporters approached a northern 

Istanbul cemetery chanting "Ebru Timtik is 

immortal" and the "murderous state will be held to 

account," helmeted police with shields fired 

volleys of teargas, reported AFP.   

Earlier, as a police helicopter hovered overhead, 

police backed by armored vehicles, had clashed 

with Timtik supporters. Police tried to prevent a 

crowd gathering outside the Istanbul Bar 

Association, reported the newspaper Evrensel.    

At least one lawyer was detained in that incident, 

the paper said.  

Timtik's death, of which news emerged Thursday 

night, follows similar deaths of two left-wing folk 

musicians in April and May. 

AMONG 18 LAWYERS JAILED 

Last October, a Turkish appeals court had upheld 

lengthy jail terms imposed on 18 lawyers, Timtik 

included, facing multiple charges over alleged 

links to an outlawed Marxist organisation. 

In the past, the Revolutionary People's Liberation 

Party-Front (DHKP-C) had claimed responsibility 

for attacks, including a 2013 bombing aimed at the 

US embassy in Ankara in which a Turkish security 

guard was killed. 

Initially detained in September 2018, Timtik was 

sentenced to 13 and six months jail. Unsal was 

sentenced to more than 10 years. 

Lawyers' groups had cited flaws at her trial, 

including the removal of judges who had initially 

ordered releases from pre-trial detention. 

In February, Timtik and Unsal began hunger 

strikes inside Silivri. A forensic report at the time 

said the pair was consuming only liquids and 

vitamins. 

Reacting to her death, People's Democratic Party 

(HDP) lawmaker Garo Paylan said in a tweet on 

Friday that Timtik had been “massacred by the 

tyrants in power.” 

[Source: Deutsche Welle (DW), 28th Aug 2020]  

FASCIST JUSTICE 
HUNGER-STRIKING TURKISH LAWYER DIES — DENIED FAIR TRIAL, EU SAYS 

Ebru Timtik 
(1978 – 27th August 2020) 

https://www.dw.com/en/hunger-striking-turkish-lawyer-dies-denied-fair-trial-eu-says/a-54740190
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The achievements of Kerala state in education is 

comparable with the developed countries. This is a 

widely accepted fact till some years back. The role 

played by missionaries and progressive movements 

in the late 19th and early 20th centuries supported by 

the rulers of that time to establish schools set a new 

age in education sector of Kerala. 

But the recent fall in quality of education in school 

children is alarming. A survey conducted by the state 

Council for Educational Research and training 

nearly 2 years back indicates that among the 7th 

graders nearly 35% cannot read or write their mother 

tongue. Like that 85% of the students are poor in 

basic Sciences and 73% poor in basic mathematics. 

More or less similar result was seen in among the 

fourth graders also. 

Many reports points to the deteriorating condition of 

school education. Some time back, Mathrubhumi the 

most popular newspaper in Kerala brought this to 

attention through their editorial. Recently an order 

was circulated by the director of school education 

which directs to teach the whole school children with 

their mother tongue letters before the declaration of 

complete literacy in the State. Maybe this is the best 

certificate the present mode of education can achieve 

from the department of education itself. After such a 

self-declaratory order, there is no need to discuss 

further about the deteriorating standard of education 

in Kerala. 

But this deterioration in the standard of school 

education has not happened in Kerala alone. 

Throughout the world, wherever the same 

pedagogical methods were adopted more or less 

similar fall in the standard of education was visible. 

This has led to worldwide debate on pedagogical 

methods, standard of education, etc. It is important 

to keep an eye on such debates all over the world. 

Because, the Government of India is now 

considering and is in the process of extending the 

constructivist pedagogy to all over the country. In 

some States the change has already happened, but 

with a relatively lesser degree than Kerala. 

Earlier president of United States of America, Mr 

Barack Obama during his campaign for election in 

first term has made a promise to the public that he 

will raise the standard of education in US to same as 

in India. Mr Obama has been pushed to make such a 

promise in the backdrop of the fact that a large 

number of the highly skilled workers in US in 

different professions were from India. The native 

population is aggrieved in that. But, as a matter of 

fact, Mr Barack Obama couldn't raise the standard of 

US education. Nevertheless, the Financial 

Institutions under his dictation like the IMF and 

World Bank were able to push a particular type of 

pedagogy which bases itself on the philosophy of 

constructivism as a condition for the loan for 

reconstruction of the school education, Kerala has 

received. Many facts and evidences in this regard 

where brought out by Mr Rajan Cherukkad through 

his famous book ' imperialism and Indian education'.  

Before entering into the debate between different 

pedagogical methods and the recent researches in 

this regard, let us examine what is being 

implemented in Kerala during this time. The 

pedagogy that is being implemented in Kerala in 

school levels is gradually being extended to the 

higher education also. This system has been tried in 

different parts of the world in different times earlier. 

The minimally guided approach That is being 

implemented in Kerala has been called by several 

names including discovery learning, problem-based 

learning, inquiry learning, experiential learning, etc. 

other than constructivist learning. on the contrary, 

providing information that fully explains the 

concepts and procedures that students are required to 

learn is defined as direct instructional guidance. 

CONSTRUCTIVISM IN EDUCATION 

THE EXPERIENCE FROM KERALA – AN EXAMINATION 
Prasad V 
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Before the destruction of the time tested education 

system that was existed in Kerala, some of the so-

called superfluous progressive leaders criticized that 

system. According to their criticism, that system was 

with a reactionary content and was implemented by 

Lord Macaulay. More than that, it is alleged by those 

superfluous intellectuals that the existed system was 

based on rote memory only. In this way, they have 

problematized the central role of memory in 

learning. But they have not changed the reactionary 

content even after reconstruction. On the other hand, 

they have changed the time tested pedagogical 

approach. Let us examine this through an example. 

The children study letters, basic mathematics, etc. 

through a pedagogical system. The one who studies 

letters can write both reactionary content as well as 

progressive content. This content changes in 

accordance with the production system existing in 

that society and the relative strength of people’s 

movements and consciousness. But how the child 

absorbs that is a part of the pedagogical system. That 

is part of natural science. That develops with human 

experience and comprehension and gets verified 

through the scientific means of experimentation, 

verification, etc.  

Here we have to keep one thing in mind. Compared 

with the 19th century, significant development has 

been made in the field of biological Sciences during 

the 20th century. One of the most important area of 

study then was the functioning of the central nervous 

system. Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936) is remembered for 

his theories of learning by conditioning, which were 

developed as a result of his acclaimed research into 

digestion. In particular, Pavlov’s research during the 

1890s and early 1900s used classical conditioning to 

demonstrate conditioned reflexes. The discovery 

Pavlov made through his experiments were 

significant because his theory of conditioning can be 

applied to learning not just in dogs, but also in other 

species, including humans. Later on, Pavlov’s 

contemporaries further extended his theory of 

conditioning. B.F. Skinner (1904-1990) argued that 

operant conditioning could be used to modify 

behaviour when a schedule of reinforcement was 

used to promote or discourage an action. Like that, 

with the passage of time the understanding of the 

central nervous system in question of learning has 

been improved very much. In the last half century, 

so much research has been undertaken by different 

influential scientists throughout the world on 

different areas of pedagogy. But to explain the 

function of the higher nervous activities, the theory 

of conditioned reflex continues as the basis. No 

theory going contrary to that has got any 

experimental evidence. 

CONSTRUCTIVISM 

In Philosophy, constructivism is a world outlook that 

rejects the objective basis of knowledge.  This 

outlook is a variety of relativism. A follower of this 

philosophy will narrate like following: All of us see 

green colour. But how can we conclude that the 

green in an individual’s brain is the same as that of 

the green in another individual’s brain. There is no 

mechanism to examine that. On the other hand, each 

one constructs a green of themselves. So each green 

is different and that depends on mind. So the 

knowledge is personal in nature and depends on 

mind. But according to science, the colour green 

represents a particular wavelength of light. By 

changing the wavelength, the colour can be changed. 

So according to science, the colour green has an 

objective basis. On the contrary, according to 

constructivism, the colour green is a mental 

construct. This is the difference. Following from the 

above example, constructivism doesn't accept any 

knowledge that is applicable to all. This translate 

that, each student constructs his own knowledge. 

There is no need of a teacher imposing his 

knowledge to the child. So the followers of 

constructivism in teaching doesn't say the word 

teaching.  

According to Jean Piaget, an important propagandist 

of this philosophy,' the children can construct better 

solutions than the directives given by a teacher who 

is standing with his sticks’. For constructivists, 

individual discoveries, individual problem solving 

and free thinking matters. With regards to pedagogy, 

they put forward 3 ideas.  

1. Let the children construct their own 

questions; Let them construct their own 

answers also. 
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2. There is no need of giving explicit guidance 

to the children; even if they are mistaken, 

there is no need of correcting them. 

3. There is no need of teaching the traditional 

algorithms. 

If the above described arguments are the basis of 

Instruction, then what can be done by the teacher to 

develop the inner capacity of the child? The 

constructivists suggest three steps for that. 

1. Accept the questions the children are asking. 

They come from children's standard. So 

those questions are better for their 

development than the questions in standard 

textbooks.  

2. By imposing traditional algorithms upon the 

children, their free thinking capacity will 

deteriorate. So encourage the children to 

develop their own problem solving methods. 

3. There is no need of the teacher commenting 

whether the answer is correct or incorrect. 

That will destroy the children's initiative and 

thinking. For that reason, only encourage the 

children to support or oppose within their 

peer group. 

But the empirical evidences from the experimental 

studies in last half century points to just contrary 

results. Those studies consistently indicate that 

minimally guided instruction is less effective and 

less efficient than instructional approaches that place 

a strong emphasis on guidance of the student in 

learning process. To understand this more, we have 

to look into the structure of the human cognitive 

architecture as well as what happens with the 

learning process. 

MEMORY AND LEARNING 

The long term memory and working memory are the 

components of human cognitive architecture.   This 

will be further discussed   later. Long-term memory 

is more than a knowledge archive. It provides the 

background information that is needed for 

understanding the world. This is done so by bringing 

the relevant knowledge into the working memory as 

and when it is needed. Information in long-term 

memory could be stored indefinitely. That is why 

older people can retain their childhood memories 

even in advanced age. many older people can retain 

their knowledge about their expertise also in old age. 

As nobody has ever made any complaint that their 

memory is being exhausted, it can be considered that 

for all practical purposes the long-term memory is 

limitless. memory is kept in neuronal circuits and the 

connection in between them. humans have billions 

of neurons which can make trillions of connections. 

the basic functional unit of memory is called 

schema. Schemas are an efficient way to organize 

interrelated concepts in a meaningful way. 

The difference between an expert and a novice is that 

a novice hasn't acquired the schemas of an expert. 

Learning requires a change in the schematic 

structures of long term memory and is demonstrated 

by performance that progresses from clumsy, error-

prone, slow and difficult to smooth and effortless. 

The change in performance occurs because as the 

learner becomes increasingly familiar with the 

material, the cognitive characteristics associated 

with the material are altered so that it can be handled 

more efficiently. this process is called the 

automatisation of Schema. 

DE GROOT’S CHESS EXPERIMENT AND MEMORY 

Adriaan De Groot’s (1945/1965) work on chess 

expertise, followed by Chase and Simon (1973), has 

served as a major influence on the field’s 

reconceptualization of the role of long-term 

memory. The question, how do chess experts 

evaluate positions to find the best move, has been 

studied for decades, dating back to the ground 

breaking work of de Groot and later to work by 

William Chase and Herbert Simon. 

De Groot interviewed several chess players as they 

evaluated positions, and he concluded that experts 

and weaker players tended to “look” about the same 

number of moves ahead and to evaluate similar 

numbers of moves with roughly similar speed.  The 

relatively small differences between experts and 

novices suggested that their advantages came not 

from brute force calculation ability but from 

something else: previous memory based on 

experience.  According to De Groot, the core of 
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chess expertise is the ability to recognize huge 

number of chess positions (or parts of positions) and 

to derive moves from them.  In short, their greater 

efficiency came not from evaluating more outcomes, 

but from considering only the better options. [Note: 

Some of the details of de Groot’s claims, which he 

made before the appropriate statistical tests were in 

widespread use, did not hold up to later scrutiny—

experts do consider somewhat more options, look a 

bit deeper, and process positions faster than less 

expert players (Holding, 1992). But de Groot was 

right about the limited nature of expert search and 

the importance of knowledge and pattern recognition 

in expert performance.] 

In de Groot’s most famous demonstration, he 

showed several players images of chess positions for 

a few seconds and asked the players to reconstruct 

the positions from memory.  The experts made 

relatively few mistakes even though they had seen 

the position only briefly. He found that grandmasters 

and masters were able to recall the location of 93% 

of the pieces, while the experts remembered 72% 

and the class players merely 51%.   

Years later, Chase and Simon replicated de Groot’s 

finding with another expert (a master-level player) 

as well as an amateur and a novice.  They also added 

a critical control: The players viewed both real chess 

positions and scrambled chess positions (that 

included pieces in implausible and even impossible 

locations). The expert excelled with the real 

positions, but performed no better than the amateur 

and novice for the scrambled positions (later studies 

showed that experts can perform slightly better than 

novices for random positions too if given enough 

time; Gobet & Simon, 1996).  The expert advantage 

apparently comes from familiarity with real chess 

positions, something that allows more efficient 

encoding or retrieval of the positions. 

The finding that expert chess players are far better 

able than novices to reproduce briefly seen board 

configurations taken from real games, but do not 

differ in reproducing random board configurations, 

suggest that expert problem solvers derive their skill 

by drawing on the extensive experience stored in 

their long-term memory. Chess is always considered 

to be the game of intellect. In reality, the efficiency 

of a player in chess depends on his cognitive 

abilities. The De Groot experiment and it further 

verification by different researchers later has made 

the chess game, a game of memory. The experiments 

have placed memory as the basis of higher cognitive 

abilities. 

HUMAN COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURE  

The human cognitive architecture is the manner in 

which functionally the human cognitive structures 

are organised. even though there are many models 

proposed, the sensory memory–working memory– 

long-term memory model is considered to be the 

basis of human cognitive architecture buy modern 

researchers. The long term memory and working 

memory are the components of that. The working 

memory is the processing part. The hippocampus 

and amygdala plays the most important role in 

processing of information and sending them to the 

long term memory. Long-term memory is the 

central, dominant structure of human cognition. 

Everything we see, hear, and think about is critically 

dependent on and influenced by our long-term 

memory. Rather than a group of rote learned facts, 

the contents of long term memory are "sophisticated 

structures that permit us to perceive, think, and solve 

problems." 

WORKING MEMORY CHARACTERISTICS AND 

FUNCTIONS 

Working memory is the cognitive structure in which 

conscious processing occurs. Working memory has 

two well-known characteristics: When processing 

new information, it is very limited in duration and in 

capacity. It will be very difficult for us to remember 

a number consisting of 12 or 13 digits. This is 

because our short term memory has a capacity of 

seven plus or minus two items in numbers. An item 

varies in letters, words and numbers. This has been 

shown by George Miller 1956. His paper was named 

'the magical number seven plus or minus two: Some 

limits on our capacity for processing information'. 
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New ideas, information and procedures must first be 

processed in the working memory before passing 

into the long term memory. Too many items to 

process together leads to cognitive overload and 

impairment to learning.  

The interactions between working memory and 

long-term memory may be even more important than 

the processing limitations of working memory. The 

limitations of working memory only apply to new, 

yet to be learned information that has not been stored 

in long-term memory. When dealing with previously 

learned information stored in long-term memory, 

these limitations disappear. In the sense that 

information can be brought back from long-term 

memory to working memory over indefinite periods 

of time, the sequential limits of working memory 

become irrelevant. Similarly, there are no known 

limits to the amount of such information that can be 

brought into working memory from long-term 

memory. Problem solving, analysis or any complex 

task draws on resources from long term memory. 

IMPLICATIONS OF HUMAN COGNITIVE 

ARCHITECTURE FOR CONSTRUCTIVIST 

INSTRUCTION 

These memory structures and their relations have 

direct implications for instructional design. Inquiry-

based instruction requires the learner to search a 

problem space for problem-relevant information. All 

problem-based searching makes heavy demands on 

working memory. Furthermore, that working 

memory load does not contribute to the 

accumulation of knowledge in long-term memory.  

Because while working memory is being used to 

search for problem solutions, it is not available and 

cannot be used to learn. Indeed, it is possible to 

search for extended periods of time with quite 

minimal alterations to long-term memory. The goal 

of instruction is rarely simply to search for or 

discover information. The goal is to give learners 

specific guidance about how to cognitively 

manipulate information in ways that are consistent 

with a learning goal, and store the result in long-term 

memory.  

CONSTRUCTIVISM AND MINIMALLY GUIDED 

INSTRUCTION 

Given the incompatibility of minimally guided 

instruction with our knowledge of human cognitive 

architecture, what has been the justification for these 

approaches? The most recent version of instruction 

with minimal guidance comes from constructivism, 

which appears to have been derived from 

observations that knowledge is constructed by 

learners and so (a) they need to have the opportunity 

to construct by being presented with goals and 

minimal information, and (b) learning is personal 

and so a common instructional format or strategies 

are ineffective.  

There is no evidence that presenting learners with 

partial information enhances their ability to 

construct a representation more than giving them full 

information. On the other hand, quite the reverse 

seems most often to be true. Complete information 

will result in a more accurate representation that is 

also more easily acquired.  

Another consequence of attempts to implement 

constructivist theory is a shift of emphasis away 

from teaching a discipline as a body of knowledge 

toward an exclusive emphasis on the processes and 

procedures of the discipline. This change in focus 

was accompanied by a notion shared by many 

educators that knowledge can best be learned or only 

learned through experience that is based primarily 

on the procedures of the discipline. This point of 

view led to extensive practical or project work, and 

the rejection of instruction based on the facts, laws, 

principles and theories that make up a discipline’s 

content. naturally this notion is accompanied by the 

use of discovery and inquiry methods of instruction. 
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The addition of a more vigorous emphasis on the 

practical application of inquiry and problem-solving 

skills seems very positive. Yet it may be a 

fundamental error to assume that the pedagogic 

content of the learning experience is identical to the 

methods and processes of the discipline being 

studied.  

scientific enquiry needs and ability to systematically 

investigate with huge thinking capabilities. without 

a deep domain knowledge, it is simply not possible.  

Deep domain knowledge can be obtained only 

through systematic and formal teaching and learning 

process.  

COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY  

During the 1980s, cognitive load theory was born 

from the extensive research produced by John 

Sweller in the area of problem solving. The of 

cognitive load theory suggests that, learning happens 

best under conditions that are beneficial to the 

human’s own cognitive structure. Cognitive load 

refers to the total amount of mental effort being used 

in the working memory   during learning. Here one 

has to keep in mind, working memory has a capacity 

of seven plus or minus two items. The total learning 

process cannot broadly exceed this. John Sweller, 

demonstrated that instructional design can be used to 

reduce cognitive load in learners so as to enhance the 

process of learning. 

Cognitive load theory differentiates cognitive load 

into three types: intrinsic, extraneous, and germane. 

Intrinsic cognitive load is the inherent level of 

difficulty associated with a specific instructional 

topic. All instructional topic has an inherent 

difficulty associated with it. For example, the 

calculation of 1 + 1 takes much lesser load than 

solving a problem with integral calculus. This 

inherent difficulty may not be altered by an 

instructor usually. However, dividing the 

information into parts, many subschemata could be 

formed at the beginning which can be later combined 

together to form a comprehensive schema.  through 

this mechanism the intrinsic load of a particular 

information to grasp can be reduced. 

Extraneous cognitive load is generated by the 

manner in which information is presented to 

learners. This is under the control of instructional 

designers. An example of extraneous cognitive load 

is following - an instructor can use two possible 

ways to describe a square to a student. a square is a 

figure.  a figure can be used to explain about a 

square. the explanation about a square can be given 

verbally also. but by showing a figure, the child 

grasps what the teacher want to say in some seconds. 

but by describing verbally what is queries the square 

is, the child takes much more time and energy to 

understand that. this is because, by verbally 

describing about a square, due to the long 

description, the cognitive load is increased. In this 

instance, the efficiency of the visual medium is 

superior. This is because it does not unduly load the 

learner with unnecessary information. This 

unnecessary cognitive load is described as 

extraneous. This load can be attributed to the design 

of the instructional materials.  

Germane cognitive load refers to the work put into 

creating a permanent store of knowledge, that is the 

construction of knowledge structures (schemata) and 

its automation. by repeated use of a particular 

schema, that becomes automatized. consider a child 

using multiplication table in mathematics. by the 

continuous use of table, child becomes more and 

more familiar with that.  with the familiarisation, the 

information can be retrieved faster.  this adds to the 

child's capacity to further go to mathematics.  this 

can be put in other words -  by automatisation of the 

schema representing the multiplication table, a 

favourable condition is created for the formation of 

higher schemata that depends on the former. 

Consider the working memory as a limited capacity 

jug as in the following diagram. 
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 Intrinsic Cognitive Load is effectively fixed, but we 

should try and reduce it by breaking the task down 

into smaller parts. Extraneous Cognitive Load is the 

environment and the way we present the 

information. We should try and minimise this. 

Germane Cognitive Load is the processing that takes 

place comparing the new information to what we 

already know and encoding new learning to the long-

term memory as schema. The more we know about 

something the lower the Germane Cognitive Load 

will be. 

 

So efficient learning can occur when Working 

Memory Capacity is greater than the sum of Intrinsic 

Cognitive Load, Extraneous Cognitive Load and 

Germane Cognitive Load. today with the 

development of neurosciences in different areas and 

with the invention of so many instruments, there are 

different methods used to measure cognitive load. 

The Cognitive load theory suggests that the free 

exploration of a highly complex environment may 

demand a heavy working memory load that is 

detrimental to learning. This suggestion is 

particularly important in the case of novice learners, 

who lack proper schemata to integrate the new 

information with their prior knowledge.  

Mayer (2001) described an extended series of 

experiments in multimedia instruction that he and 

his colleagues have designed drawing on Sweller’s 

cognitive load theory. In all of the many studies he 

reported, guided instruction not only produced more 

immediate recall of facts than unguided approaches, 

but also longer term transfer and problem-solving 

skills. 

Here, cognitive load theory predicts two successful 

strategies in instruction –  

1. Teacher guides students through the context in a 

highly structured way, pointing out what is 

important and what is irrelevant, modelling his 

thinking. 

2. Simple contexts that are limited in scope are used 

early in learning and the teacher guides students 

towards more complex contexts. 

LEARNING EFFECTS PREDICTED BY COGNITIVE 

LOAD THEORY 

Many learning effects are predicted by cognitive 

load theory. The worked-example effect, expertise 

reversal effect, split attention effect, imagination 

effect, etc. are some of them. for the time being, let 

us concentrate on worked example effect alone in 

order to shorten the description. 

WORKED EXAMPLES  

A worked example constitutes the epitome of 

strongly guided instruction, whereas discovering the 

solution to a problem in an information-rich 

environment similarly constitutes the epitome of 

minimally guided discovery learning. The worked-

example effect refers to the learning effect observed 

when worked-examples are used as part of 

instruction, compared to other instructional 

techniques such as problem-solving and discovery 
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learning. According to Sweller, "The worked 

example effect is the best known and most widely 

studied of the cognitive load effects". The worked-

example effect occurs when learners based on 

constructivist instructional strategy required to solve 

problems perform worse than learners who study the 

equivalent worked examples. Accordingly, the 

worked-example effect, which has been replicated a 

number of times, provides some of the strongest 

evidence for the superiority of directly guided 

instruction over minimal guidance.  

Why does the worked-example effect occur? It can 

be explained by cognitive load theory, which is 

grounded in the human cognitive architecture as 

discussed earlier. Solving a problem requires 

problem-solving search and search must occur using 

our limited working memory. Problem-solving 

search is an inefficient way of altering long-term 

memory because its function is to find a problem 

solution, not alter long-term memory. Indeed, 

problem-solving search can function perfectly with 

no learning whatsoever. Thus, problem-solving 

search overburdens limited working memory and 

requires working memory resources to be used for 

activities that are unrelated to learning. As a 

consequence, learners can engage in problem-

solving activities for extended periods of time and 

learn almost nothing. 

In contrast, studying a worked example both reduces 

working memory load because search is reduced or 

eliminated and directs attention (i.e., directs working 

memory resources) to learning the essential relations 

between problem- solving moves. 

RESEARCHES SUPPORTING DIRECT GUIDANCE 

PROJECT FOLLOW THROUGH 

Project Follow Through, was the largest and most 

expensive experimental project in education funded 

by the U.S. federal government that has ever been 

conducted. The most extensive evaluation of Follow 

Through data covers the years 1968–1977. The 

project has its origin as an extension of Lyndon 

Johnson’s 1960s “Headstart” program for pre-school 

children. 

The Idea behind the experiment was to improve 

teaching of disadvantaged first graders. Many 

programs were tested. A large number were based 

upon constructivist and ‘child-centred’ ideas about 

learning that were popular with educationalists. 

Most of those programs continues to be popular still. 

Among them, a couple of interventions were labelled 

‘basic skills programs’ by the researchers and one of 

these was the DISTAR direct instruction program, 

led by Zig Engelmann. Although there was large 

variation between the effectiveness of the programs 

from site to site, the ‘basic skills’ programs were 

clearly found to be the most effective, with direct 

instruction the most effective of all.  

Direct instruction was labelled a ‘basic skills’ 

program because it emphasised things like basic 

arithmetic. The name has led to the misconception 

that direct instruction is good for teaching basic 

skills but not for things like problem solving and that 

it may harm motivation. In fact, direct instruction 

produced the largest gains in problem solving skills 

and in self-esteem in the Project Follow Through 

experiment.  

Carl Bereiter and Midian Kurland put it well in "A 

constructive look at Follow Through results." 

(1981):  

“When child-centred educators purport to increase 

the self-esteem of disadvantaged children and yet 

fail to show evidence of this on the Coopersmith Self-

Concept Inventory, we may ask what real and 

substantial changes in self-esteem would one expect 

to occur that would not be reflected in changes on 

the Coopersmith? Similarly, for reasoning and 

problem-solving. If no evidence of effect shows on a 

test of non-verbal reasoning, or a reading 

comprehension test loaded with inferential 

questions, or on a mathematical problem solving 

test, we must ask why not? What kinds of real, 

fundamental improvements in logical reasoning 

abilities would fail to be reflected in any of these 

tests?” 

HATTIE’S ANALYSIS 

John Hattie’s method is controversial because he 

groups together very different kinds of trials and 
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calculates an ‘effect size’. An effect size of zero 

would represent no effect and 1 represents a very 

large effect. Because ‘everything works’, Hattie 

doesn’t simply look for positive effect sizes, he 

looks for those above 0.4. 

Instructional strategies that are predicted to be 

successful by cognitive load theory fare well in this 

analysis; the strategies criticised by Kirschner, 

Sweller and Clark did not fare well. For instance, 

direct instruction and mastery learning have high 

effect sizes (0.59 and 0.57) whereas inquiry-based 

learning and problem-based learning have low effect 

sizes (0.31 and 0.15). [Hattie, John. Visible learning: 

A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses relating to 

achievement. Routledge, 2013.] 

Hardiman, Pollatsek, and Weil (1986) and Brown 

and Campione (1994) noted that when students learn 

science in classrooms with pure-discovery methods 

and minimal feedback, they often become lost and 

frustrated, and their confusion can lead to 

misconceptions. Others (e.g., Carlson, Lundy, & 

Schneider, 1992; Schauble, 1990) found that 

because false starts are common in such learning 

situations, unguided discovery is most often 

inefficient.  

Klahr and Nigam (2004), in a very important study, 

not only tested whether science learners learned 

more via a discovery versus direct instruction route 

but also, once learning had occurred, whether the 

quality of learning differed. Specifically, they tested 

whether those who had learned through discovery 

were better able to transfer their learning to new 

contexts. The findings were unambiguous. Direct 

instruction involving considerable guidance, 

including examples, resulted in vastly more learning 

than discovery. Those relatively few students who 

learned via discovery showed no signs of superior 

quality of learning. 

In a 2004 paper, Kroesbergen and colleagues report 

on a trial conducted in the Netherlands. Low-

achieving maths students were given either no 

intervention, a constructivist intervention where the 

students’ own strategies for solving problems were 

surfaced and explored, or an explicit intervention 

where a teacher directly taught problem-solving 

strategies. Students in both interventions improved 

but those given the explicit instruction improved the 

most. 

Thus a number of reviews of empirical studies have 

established a solid research-based case against the 

use of instruction with minimal guidance. Mayer 

(2004) recently reviewed evidence from studies 

conducted from 1950 to the late 1980s comparing 

pure discovery learning, defined as unguided, 

problem-based instruction, with guided forms of 

instruction. He suggested that in each decade since 

the mid-1950s, when empirical studies provided 

solid evidence that the then popular unguided 

approach did not work, a similar approach popped 

up under a different name with the cycle then 

repeating itself. Each new set of advocates for 

unguided approaches seemed either unaware of or 

uninterested in previous evidence that unguided 

approaches had not been validated. This pattern 

produced discovery learning, which gave way to 

experiential learning, which gave way to problem- 

based and inquiry learning, which now gives way to 

constructivist instructional techniques. Mayer 

(2004) concluded that the “debate about discovery 

has been replayed many times in education but each 

time, the evidence has favoured a guided approach 

to learning”. 

CONCLUSION 

Even though influential cognitive scientists have 

done half century of experimentation to compare the 

constructivist pedagogy as well as the direct 

instructional pedagogy, there is no experimental 

evidence from controlled studies, to support the 

constructivist pedagogy. On the other hand, the 

hitherto accumulated body of experimental evidence 

suggest that the direct instructional method is 

superior to the other one. This is not only applicable 

to novices and intermediate learners but also 

students of considerable previous knowledge. the 

constructivist approach is not only ineffective and 

inefficient but also in many conditions it creates 

negative results leading to misconceptions, 

frustration and incomplete or disorganized 

knowledge. In this short article, we have completely 

avoided examining the constructivist approach in 

language studies which also creates negative result 

only.  
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MASA’S MAZDOOR SANGHARSH ABHIYAN 

ALL INDIA PROTEST DEMONSTRATION / 9TH

 AUGUST ’20 

Patna, Bihar 

Bharat Vihar, Delhi 

Rohtas, Bihar 

Delhi 

Gohana, Sonipat, Haryana Jind, Haryana 

Mazdoor Adhikar Sangharsh Abhiyan (MASA), a joint platform of 15 trade union federations and 
workers’ organizations across the country, organized a nationwide protest demonstration in more 
than 15 states on 9th August and sent memorandums with thousands of workers’ signatures to the 

President, after a month-long ground campaign Mazdoor Sangharsh Abhiyan (9 July to 9 August), as 
also reported in The Truth, Issue 4. 
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  Karnataka Kerala 

Mumbai, Maharashtra Odisha 

Odisha Ludhiana, Punjab 

Hanumangarh, Rajasthan Warangal, Telangana 
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Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand 

Phuleshwar, Howrah, West Bengal Haripur, Paschim Bardhaman, West Bengal 

MASA WEBINAR SERIES 

FROM 6 SEPTEMBER 2020 

MASA has decided to organize a Webinar 
Series on labour laws as well as other 

issues of the working class. 

The 1st Webinar of the series is being 
organized on 6th September 2020 

(Sunday), 5 PM onwards, on the topic 
‘Corona Crisis & Attacks on the Working 

Class’. 

The Webinars will be organized LIVE on 
the Facebook page of ‘MASA–Mazdoor 

Adhikar Sangharsh Abhiyan’. 

https://www.facebook.com/masa.struggle
https://www.facebook.com/masa.struggle
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‘RIGHTS DAY’ OBSERVED BY PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYEES 

ON 14TH

 AUGUST ’20 ON IPSEF’S CALL 

Government employees working under the Central & State governments, Central Autonomous Bodies, 
Local Self Governments or under various schemes/ projects or programmes of the Central/State 
Governments are organizing themselves under a new umbrella organization of theirs having a new vision 
- Indian Public Service Employees’ Federation (IPSEF).  It believes that government servants are in fact 
employees of public service sector, which must be run for serving the people of the country and not for 
earning profit.  In tune with the practice prevalent in other parts of the world, government employees in 
India have also decided to call themselves as ‘Public Service Employees’. It is unique in the sense that for 
the first time in India, public service employees have declared themselves as those employees who serve 
the common people at large and are their part and parcel, and not the Government ‘servants’ who are 
expected to carry out whatever the Governments want them to do on their sweet wishes and whims.  In 
fact, a real mass organisation is taking roots.  
After Observing a Kartavya Diwas  on 1st July 2020 pledging to work for strengthening of public-funded 
healthcare, education, electricity, water supply, transport, communication systems IPSEF observed 
Adhikar Diwas on 14th August 2020 by public service employees all over the country publicly and on social 
media demanding strengthening of all public-funded public services, opposing privatization of Public 
Services, demanding full democratic and trade union rights to public service employees, abolition of New 
Pension Scheme and restoration of the old pension scheme, abolition of all types of contract system and 
outsourcing from Government sector and regularization of all in-service contract workers/employees in 
place of their work. Public Service Employees in 28 states and Union Territories joined the protests at 
various places for above demands.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) is an astounding 

character in human socio-cultural history. He is 

unparalleled in history in terms of his time, in the 

struggle for truth, in his thoughts and 

pronunciations, in terms of goals and achievement. 

Not only in Italy, his motherland, but in the world as 

a whole, we hardly find another soul comparable to 

him, who had as much courageously propagated a 

scientific truth, defended scientific reason and 

freedom of expression, as brutally murdered by the 

antiquated forces of history. To the progressive 

minded people of Italy and the science loving people 

of the entire globe, on the one hand, he is adored as 

the first martyr of science. On  the other, the sophist 

and theosophist critics as well as the factually right 

historians of science took all means to portray and 

thereby underrate him as a talkative, provocative, 

petty minded, anti-God, anti-Pope, anti-church, 

irreligious, wrangling personality inclined to black 

magic of the middle age, and finally to consign him 

to oblivion.  

Let us make a modest endeavour here to bring to 

light the real Bruno, to underscore his place in the 

intellectual journey of mankind. We have to know 

why rationalist people all over the world consider 

him a venerable character and thereby have an as 

much truthful portrayal of the man as possible.  

It is surely a tough job.  

It is not possible to gather all the facts of that period 

of history beyond all reasonable doubt, especially 

the writings of those who had tried to keep a track 

record of this fighter. Then, among the critics, all are 

hardly the spokesperson or agents of the Christian 

Church. Many of them castigated the anti-science 

role and fiat of the Roman Church and defended the 

free pursuit of science and even then misjudged 

Bruno’s character and role. For example, let us take 

the case of Samarendra Nath Sen, the first writer of 

the history of science in Bengali. He had striven to 

sail along the course of facts to the extent possible 

and narrated the works of Copernicus and Galileo in 

detail with profound emotion. But he disliked Bruno, 

undermined his battles and spent merely a single 

sentence on him. [Sen 1994, II, 306]  

There are others.  

It is true that Bruno was not a scientist, nor an 

astronomical observer; neither was he a full-fledged 

philosopher. He was a popular expositor of scientific 

truths and played in history the role of a hyphen 

between Copernicus and Galileo, and also between 

Galileo and Kepler. We have to focus on that 

hyphen. He wanted to create a space for debates, 

arguments and exchange of opinions in order to 

extend the horizons of man’s knowledge and 

wisdom beyond the textual chants of the old books 

and authorities.    

 

CHAPTER - I 

PERIL OF KNOWLEDGE 

Most men in this world have an average pattern of 

life. Few show an exception and that since their early 

childhood. The boy who was born in 1548 five years 

after the death of Copernicus, in the house of 

Giovanni Bruno and Fraulissa Savolino at Nola in 

the city state of Naples in Italy, exhibited some such 

signs of exceptional character quite sooner. The 

young boy Fillippo entered the Dominican Order in 

Giordano Bruno 
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Naples at the age of 15 and according to the rules of 

the day started to grow up as a monk. He was a good 

student too and teachers loved him. One such 

teacher, Giordano Crispo, who taught philosophy 

impressed him so much that he adopted the first 

name to his own and the parental tag—Fillippo—

was lost forever. History got Giordano Bruno.  

And the Bruno drama also set in. 

He was quite a meritorious pupil at studies, could 

grasp and remember many things usually difficult 

for his age, and he was also an avid reader at that. He 

had therefore a free access to the libraries of the 

monasteries. And his eyes roamed freely for those 

books which the church fathers did not like much, or 

could hardly conceal their contempt about. He rarely 

laid his hands on books with purely devotional cum 

compliant spirit. The writings in which the authors 

had strayed away from the established canons of the 

church and looked for earthly explanation of things 

and phenomena attracted him more.   

For example, the thinker of Alexandria and a priest 

of the early church, Rev. Arius (250-336), who 

subscribed to the idea of God, but held Jesus as a 

normal mortal and not the son of God, had 

propagated in that vein. Or consider the catholic 

priest and a renaissance personality from Holland, 

Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536), who had from 

within the church voiced a host of criticism against 

the various dogma and prejudices of the order. 

Martin Luther (1483-1546) absorbed many ideas 

from him in his protestant reforms of the established 

religious system. The senior monks did not want 

anybody to read these books of the old non-

conformists, or make any systematic study and 

research on them.  

However, Giordano was an exceptional character. 

How could he follow the banal routine and sit 

satisfied?   

So, when he had completed his novice (the first stage 

of religious training) and entered in to the curriculum 

for priesthood, he was sent to the Vatican City for 

some outdoor works. There in the central collection 

of books, he chanced upon and read the book of 

Nicolas Copernicus (1473-1543) in Latin, De 

Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium. It was not a 

much old book, published only in 1543, with a 

dedication to the Pope. The monks of the order had 

placed the book on a high up rack. They did not 

encourage the juniors to read it. Few of the teachers 

and students associated in the church had so far read 

it.  

 

He brought the book down from the rack, dusted the 

time deposit of dirt and cobweb, and began to turn 

pages. He had by then already acquired a 

commendable proficiency in Latin, and therefore felt 

little difficulties to study the contents of the book. 

Yes, there were quite a good number of 

mathematical representations of the sky and of 

motions of the heavenly objects. But that also proved 

to be no problem. He was pretty good at 

mathematics. The Revolutionibus impressed him as 

thoroughly and deeply as none else of the time.  

Today we know very well the contents and 

contention of the book. Till then this book was not 

proscribed by the Roman Catholic Church. They felt 

uneasy about the book and understood that the 

Copernicus 
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contents of the book did not thoroughly comply with 

the theological canons and the approved notions of 

astronomy as enshrined in the religious texts. 

However, it was dedicated to the Pope of the time. 

And the publisher—Andreas Osiander (1498-1552), 

a friend of the author—wrote in the preface that 

Copernicus discussed the revolution of the earth not 

as a matter of fact but as a hypothesis for the sake of 

astronomical calculations. Astronomers had to 

grapple with many assumptions in order to expedite 

the mathematical presentation of a general theory. 

They did not concern the real movements of the 

celestial bodies. Therefore, it was somehow 

tolerated or ignored. 

Any ordinary reader might have been satisfied with 

this presumptive defence. Giordano was not. He did 

not believe what was written in the preface, nor 

could he like it. He said to himself and also to his 

acquaintances: It can't be true. Why should the man 

undertake to write such a big volume and publish it 

if its main tenet was a mere speculation? The more 

he read it, the more convinced he became. Moreover, 

he had perhaps also heard about and might have even 

read the untitled manuscript of a short essay written 

by Copernicus in between 1508-14, later known with 

the title Commentariolus, which the author had 

circulated among his close friends and wherein the 

heliocentric theory was proposed as a scientific 

thesis. [Joshi 1974, 14-24][1] He had also written a 

synoptic tract titled De Libris Revolutionum 

Narration prima as a summary of the main work 

with Georg Joachim Rheticus (1514-74) in 1540. 

Bruno might have got a copy and read it too in some 

library. So he started telling his near ones, “This 

preface was written by one ass for the benefit of 

other equally ignorant asses.” [Cited, Davies 1959, 

43][2] 

Giordano lived in Nola, a south Italian city not very 

far from Venice or Naples. It took only a little time 

therefore for the guardians of religion there to learn 

this loud gossip in a village and to react. They soon 

started a hue and cry that this anti-Christ, a deserter 

from the religious faith, a renegade under the white 

robe, who dared to doubt the teachings of Ptolemy, 

was actually challenging the order of God, and 

thereby God himself. He must be stripped of his 

white robe; he must be arrested and brought to trial. 

He must be burnt alive! Bruno also heard some 

echoes of the threats coming from all around. His 

friends advised him and he also understood, it was 

no longer safe for him to move and speak freely in 

his native village. He had to leave Nola, his 

birthplace for good. 

It was 1576, and he was then 28. 

He roamed about within the country from place to 

place behind the knowledge of the church and 

continued to spell out his viewpoints. Why should 

the Copernican theory be anti-God or anti-religion? 

He is also a believer in a benevolent God and holds 

that God is everywhere and in everything (what is 

known as pantheism)[3]. He argued that the 

geocentric model was also a man-made system. 

Couldn’t man rectify mistakes if any?  

The history of this theory runs like this:  

Claudius Ptolemy (90-168), the great Alexandrian 

astronomer of the second century, had established it 

as a total theory. He had shown the Sun, Moon, 

Venus, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn as planets 

revolving round the Earth supposed to be the centre 

of the universe. Later it was sanctified by the neo-

Platonist philosophers in the third to sixth centuries 

A.D. and then falsely attributed to Dionysius the 

Aeropagite who was said to be the first Bishop of 

Athens. Much later Rev. Peter Lombard (1096-

1164), a professor of astronomy in the Paris 

University in twelfth century gave an explicitly 

divine argument: “Just as man is made for the sake 

of God—that is that he may serve Him, so the 

universe is made for the sake of man—that is that it 

may serve him; therefore, is man placed at the 

middle point of the universe, that he may both serve 

and be served.” [Cited, White 1960; I, 117] Then in 

the thirteenth century came Thomas Aquinas (1225-

74), the most powerful thinker between Aristotle 

(384-322 BC) and Leonardo de Vinci (1452-1519) 
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in the Latin Europe, who was made a saint by the 

Vatican. With an extensive learning he wrote the 

encyclopaedia of Christian religion, titled Summa 

Theologica, elaborated on the relations of all 

material beings with God and carried the sacred 

theory of the universe to finality. The subject was 

then supposed to be a closed chapter.  

How could anybody dare to oppose it again?  

But authorities, by whatever name, did not appeal to 

Bruno. To him the question was—does not man 

often err in grasping the ordination of the 

Providence? If he errs, he should correct himself, is 

it not? Does God allow man only to make mistakes 

and not to rectify it when found out? We shall see 

later, he gradually developed a new cosmology of 

his own on the basis of these and other questions, 

discussed these among his friends and gave answers. 

The bigoted clergy viewed all this as a signal for 

danger. Those who will entertain these questions 

may not stop there but go to ask questions even about 

the veracity of the scripture and then about 

Providence as such. Bruno was declared wanted by 

the Pope. He was accused of heresy at the Inquisition 

(the religious court of trial of the Roman Catholic 

Church) of Naples and immediately 

excommunicated from the order. At Rome another 

case was filed against him for a fictitious homicide. 

He saw Italy no longer safe.  

He left Italy in 1578 with a long face.  

But alas! Where could he go? Europe was then too 

small a space to accommodate men of Bruno’s kind. 

CHAPTER - II 

THAT TOMB FIRST 

We don’t know how the young wandering monk, 

Giordano Bruno had planned his journey outdoor 

and how much time he took to do so. But soon we 

see this Italian youth visit a graveyard in a corner in 

Thorn, a city in the Pomenaria Province of Poland.  

Why? What was there in Thorn to attract this 

inquisitive young mind? 

This young man had come from Naples to offer some 

flowers at the tomb of a well-known and much 

condemned astronomer. Here was the man who had 

been the cause behind his exile from the motherland. 

Mikola Kopernigk, popularly known in history in the 

Latinized version of his name, namely, Nicolas 

Copernicus, had worked in Italy but come back in 

the last years of life to settle in his own native land, 

Poland. He was lying here underneath. 

Giordano was so imbued with the ideas of the book 

this man had composed that he felt impelled to pay 

some tribute to this great scientist.  

It was somewhat difficult to find out the grave. 

When he found it out, he was astonished beyond 

limits. The epitaph on the tomb-stone read: “I ask not 

the grace accorded to Paul; neither that given to 

Peter; confer me only the favour which thou didst 

show to the thief on the cross.” [Cited, White 1960; 

I, 124][4] 

Bruno certainly found an awful lot of consolation in 

his exiled life out of this inscription the church had 

written for the man who had seen the sky more 

thoroughly.   

CHAPTER - III 

FOR THEM THE BELL TOLLED 

To understand Bruno’s mindset we have to start 

from a few pages of back history. It was a time when 

the millennium long feudal rule and institutions had 

begun to totter. Despite many a barrier blocking 

vision, man had begun to learn a lot of new things. 

The impact of renaissance had spread beyond Italy 

and reached the cities of England, Holland, 

Germany, Sweden, Switzerland and France, via 

Spain and Portugal. Just as the people of ancient 

India understood by the term "whole world" actually 

the contours of Jambudwip (North West India), 

similarly Europeans understood by that term only 

Europe. They had hardly any knowledge even about 

the history and geography of the Middle East, the 

birth place of Christianity, just on the other side of 

the Mediterranean Sea.  
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Those contours had begun to change. 

The adventurous voyages (1492) of Christopher 

Columbus (1451-1506) to discover a new trade route 

via oceans to India led to an expansion of the world. 

Amerigo Vespucci (1454-1512) within a decade 

marked the two new continents. Then Ferdinand 

Magellan (1484-1521) went out in 1519 to sail round 

the entire global coastline for three years. All these 

journeys had vehemently struck at the narrow sense 

of geography. The merchants were then searching 

for newer trade regions, newer trade routes, 

including marine routes. They were looking for 

sources of materials to buy cheaply and sell in their 

homeland dearly. They were also in search of 

conquerable peoples for making colony and running 

slave trade in countries more backward than Europe. 

But in the process passing through newer lands they 

discovered men of newer types, with many variants 

of languages, cultures, food-habits, clothing, social 

norms, religions and customs. None of these 

experiences matched with the scholastic declarations 

of the church. So questions were arising in the minds 

of men all around. The new inventions like the 

compass, the glass-wares, the clock and the printing 

machine created new opportunities for the study of 

nature and spread of knowledge.  

New ideas began to appear here and there. In the 

thirteenth century Roger Bacon (1214-94) suggested 

something that was far advanced of his time. He 

argued that diseases were not handiwork of the 

Satan, but the result of natural causes, that is, habits 

of uncleanliness, etc. On account of such 

unpardonable views he was imprisoned several 

times in his later life. In point of fact, the Church 

opposed any attempt to reduce the power—not only 

of God but also of Satan. In the fields of language, 

grammar, science, philosophy, logic, etc. he had 

bequeathed something to ponder over for a long 

time, and to be debated and discussed till today, 700 

years after his death, among the sociologists and 

historians of science. Thus it was he who had 

collected and preserved the rich store of knowledge 

of the mediaeval Islamic secular scholars for the 

European renaissance to start from.       

In the same year as Copernicus’ celebrated work 

(1543), another epoch making book came out: De 

Humani Corporis Fabrica, that is, The Structure of 

the Human Body. The author was a physician who 

had come from Belgium to Switzerland—Andreyas 

Vesalius (1514-64). In the discourses on history of 

science this book gets usually less attention. But it 

also played a major role in the transformation of 

men’s thinking. He was periodically persecuted in 

various ways and his book consigned to oblivion.  

In this context the name of another personality 

comes to our mind. Just half a century before Bruno, 

he played almost as much a courageous role and 

embraced the same tragic fate. Miguel Serveto 

(1509-53). He was—no, we cannot describe the 

accomplishments of this Spanish thinker, a great 

humanist of the Renaissance, in a few words—a 

theologian, linguist, mathematician, physician, 

astronomer, meteorologist, geographer, 

cartographer, jurist, translator, a bible expert, and, 

and, . . ., a polymath in the truest sense of the term. 

He had discovered the process of blood circulation 

through the lungs. But a small thing shadowed all his 

achievements. He wanted to rescue Christianity 

from the cobweb of the superstitions and dogma of 

Roger Bacon 
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the time. He considered Jesus an earthly man and 

propagated in that orientation.  

This Serveto committed two major crimes in his 

works: In 1531 he published three pamphlets to 

propagate his non-conventional views on the person 

of Jesus Christ and the norms of Christianity. And in 

1533 he translated the book Geographica written by 

Claudius Ptolemy from Latin into French and then 

published an edited version. The Bible showed 

Judea, the birthplace of Jesus, as a “land of milk and 

honey” overflowing all around. But from Ptolemy’s 

work one gets an inverse perception; the adjacent 

land is arid and barren. Serveto seemed to say, “If 

you respect Ptolemy and accept his wisdom, then see 

that everything the sacred book says is not true. So 

please don’t read bible at its face value, in a literal 

sense.” 

The problem of theology was that it was prepared to 

accept the wrong astronomy of Ptolemy’s, but not 

his correct geographical knowledge. Besides, the 

Church was already infuriated that he had rendered 

Jesus the son of God into a modest human being. 

When that same person edited, translated and 

published the book by Ptolemy, it became all the 

more distasteful. So they thought of—no, not 

correcting their mistakes, but dealing with the man 

who had undertaken such unsavoury tasks. Under 

fear of persecution Serveto left France dominated 

then by Catholics and moved to Sweden under the 

control of the Protestants led by the French Pastor 

Jean Calvin (1509-64). But the threats didn’t leave 

him. Calvin had criticized some of his comments. 

Serveto wanted to convince the religious guru of the 

correctness of his theses. Although these were 

personal communications, Calvin could hardly bear 

with such impertinence. In 1553 he was arrested on 

the plea of blasphemy and sentenced to death 

penalty.  

He faced a very cruel and torturous murder at the 

hands of the Protestants.  

While slaughtering many such valuable souls over 

the years, Christianity had done humanity a great 

service by invoking a rebellious spirit of conscience 

among an ever larger section of common people 

against its misdeeds with a thirst for knowledge. Till 

then the churches were the only centres of men’s 

social intercourse. Now interested people were 

forming new kinds of societies beyond religious 

orders to discuss these new acquisitions with an open 

mind. They created some platforms for free 

exchange and dialogue. In Naples itself, when Bruno 

was still a student, in 1560, one such society was 

formed—Academia Secretorum Naturae (Academy 

on the Secrets of Nature). However, the scientific 

societies were mostly dissolved either through direct 

threats or by bribing some of their important 

members to this or that lucrative regal or clerical 

position. This Academia also was dissolved under 

threats in 1578. And any non-conformism to the 

church canons was termed heresy, infidelity, 

atheism, blasphemy, etc. A person they might label 

with any of these epithets would have to undergo 

intolerable sufferings in life; any of their hands, legs, 

ears, noses, tongues, etc. might be chopped off; and 

some might even face horrible way to death. 

[Gibbon 1836, Ch. XXXVII; Jeans 1947, 99]  

Even then Europe stood then at a crossroad in 

history! It was a time of turmoil in the transition 

phase from one historical period to another and a 

new one. The long outdated feudal form of 

governance had come to a dead end. With the rapid 

rise in trade and commerce across the globe, the 

trading community had been confronting the feudal 

lords with an ever increasing ferocity. The middle 

class of free merchants (burghers) in the big cities of 

Europe had come upon the stage of history with a 

desire to bring in a new economic order in the form 

of free flow of capital and commodities and 

therefore to establish a new political order. This 

middle class was pretty much interested in the free 

cultivation of scientific knowledge. They could no 

longer do with the worn out biblical recitations; they 

needed real science. They required factual 

information about the external world and a formal 

method to learn. They patronized the scientists with 
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openly solicitous arms. All these encouraged further 

the searching minds of the time. Science began to 

flourish.  

 With every advance in scientific knowledge, 

scientific rationality went ahead and took roots in the 

minds of men. The emergence of Bruno following 

Copernicus was evidence of that. There was a new 

wind blowing in the outlook of men. Man began to 

question the divine ordinations of the world affairs, 

things permanently given once for all. Seeds of 

doubt were sown here and there. Man did not like to 

remain as tools in the whimsical divination of an all-

powerful Providence but to become the steward of 

his life. The silent mood of the time was expressed 

nicely by Leon Battista Alberti (1404-72), a great 

artist and much more—“Man can do everything it 

may will.” Man started asking the legitimacy of 

monarchy, family inheritance of power and wealth, 

landlordism, serf system, etc.  

Feudalism and theology have been mutual 

collaborators in all countries and in all times. For the 

last two millennia. The Christian church was 

inextricably linked up with the mediaeval feudal 

socio-economic system. The alliance of Christianity 

with the Western Roman Empire had already been a 

thousand years old. The feudal rule was sanctified by 

the church doctrines. Questioning these doctrines 

was tantamount to challenging the monarchy. So if a 

mistake were claimed to be found in the scriptures 

or in the theological doctrines in general, feudal 

system could hardly remain indifferent. It smelt 

danger. The king was supposed to be the earthly 

representative of God. If man began to doubt the 

existence of the God, the legitimacy of the king and 

justification of monarchy might also face a 

challenge. So both of these rulers—of the earth and 

the mind—were careful. The two fed each other in 

the temporal and spiritual matters. The Church had 

control over all the universities and other centres of 

learning through the network and hierarchy of the 

clergy.  

The Catholic Church had under its command almost 

three-third land of the entire West Europe. With its 

ecclesiastical hierarchy of structure it was itself a 

huge feudal establishment. It also owned and 

controlled all the educational institutions of the area. 

They saw to it that no person, however learned, 

could occupy any university chair if he did not 

conform to the ecclesiastical dogma; no book, 

containing anything opposed to conventional 

wisdom be written, publicized and read. They also 

suppressed all attempts at transgressing the church 

wisdom, first of all, with strong hands. The second 

manipulator was a large network of corruption and 

widespread moral depravity that had engulfed the 

entire social fabric like locust. For any offence, 

however serious, one might buy the forgiveness of 

the Almighty with appropriate price paid to the 

clergy. Thirdly, they stultified the thinking process 

of the people with the ubiquitous inculcation of a 

blind cult of belief for two millennia. In order to 

understand the fury of the Church against Serveto, 

Bruno, Galileo and others, this last aspect needs 

some elaboration.  

 

As the renowned physicist Sir James Hopwood 

Jeans (1877-1946) had noted, “the Christian 

conquerors brought with them a new technique of 

life and a revolutionary conception of human aims 

and destiny—how revolutionary it is hard for us to-

day to understand. Their citizenship was in heaven, 

their life here only a preparation for a future life 

elsewhere, so that they saw the world of matter only 

as a prison-house, and the vault of heaven only as a 

veil; both were transitory and utterly insignificant in 

comparison with what lay beyond. . . . 

Holding such beliefs, the Christians could hardly be 

sympathetic to the study of science, especially as 

many of them were fanatics; their religion was their 

all and, . . . it knew nothing of tolerance or of 

magnanimity towards those of other opinions. . . . A 

boundless intolerance of all divergence of opinion 

was united with an equally boundless toleration of 

all falsehood and deliberate fraud that could favour 

received opinions. Credulity being taught as a virtue, 

and all conclusions being dictated by authority, a 
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deadly torpor sank upon the human mind, which for 

many centuries almost suspended its action.” [Jeans 

1947, 71-73] Thus, “Christianity, with its motto, ‘Do 

not examine, only believe’, must have provided a 

powerful deterrent to the scientific spirit of free 

inquiry.” [Ibid, 99]  

The walls of the churches had inscribed on their 

surfaces the dictum of the famous Italian 

Archbishop, Saint Anselm of Canterbury (1033-

1109): “Credo ut intelligam”, that is, I believe, so 

that I may understand.[5]  

The Church and its entire ramifications were thus 

engaged in defending that outworn feudal system 

with the ecclesiastical trammels on the budding 

modern science. So while feudalism and religion 

stood united, the new middle class found support in 

the sciences and allies in the scientists. They 

supported each other for obvious reasons. Together 

they rebelled against both. 

Giordano Bruno, a bold representative of this new 

time, the herald of new democratic values and 

scientific rationality, ever committed to truth, had 

alone dared to break through the trammels of 

theology. This was nothing less than a war of an 

individual against an existing enormous order.  

CHAPTER - IV 

INFINITE UNIVERSE 

Bruno thought that he would be relatively free in the 

Protestant countries, like Sweden, Switzerland or 

Germany, etc. where Catholics were not the ruling 

clergy. He first went to Switzerland. The 

Reformation launched by Martin Luther in Germany 

and Jean Calvin in Geneva was surely a step forward 

towards liberation from the very many antiquated 

ideas of religion. It also cleared the path for new 

social and political movements in these countries. 

This might have encouraged Bruno for his decision. 

Probably he was oblivious of the fact that Serveto 

was persecuted only two decades back by the 

Calvinists themselves. Or, may be, still being a 

believer, he could not realize that religion and 

dogmatism, of whatever sect and faith, were 

inseparable. Any and every sect of a faith, whatever 

the denomination, had lost the guts to defend and 

uphold newly acquired truths which were against 

their sacred texts. While defending the church 

dogmas instead, they would stoop low to any level 

sacrificing all ethical values. This is what happened. 

As soon as he set foot in Geneva, he was given to 

understand the point. The Protestants asked him to 

join their order. He must embrace Calvinism and 

stop talking about the Copernican theory.  

Already Martin Luther, the great leader of 

Reformation, had expressed quite frankly on the 

question of Copernican theory: “People gave ear to 

an upstart astrologer who strove to show that the 

earth revolves, not the heavens or the firmament, the 

sun and the moon. Whoever wishes to appear clever 

must devise some new system, which of all system 

is of course the very best. This fool wishes to reverse 

the entire science of astronomy; but sacred scripture 

tells us that Joshua commanded the sun to stand still, 

and not the earth.” [Cited, White 1960; I, 126; also 

see: Bible, New Testament; Joshua 10/12-13][6] 

Well, well! How could Joshua have ordered the sun 

to stop moving unless it was moving? Very powerful 

logic, isn’t it? Another renowned professor of the 

Lutheran order wielded the strongest argument of 

the time: “The eyes are witnesses that the heavens 

revolve in the space of twenty four hours”, etc. 

[Cited, White 1960; I, 126] Oh yes, really we see 

with our naked eyes that . . .  

Giordano agreed for the time being. But conflicts 

brewed up sooner than expected. While working as 

a proof reader, he started talking and writing in 

favour of the Copernican theory, and obviously 

therefore opposed the Calvinists in respect of their 

theology and cosmology. In no time was he arrested 

and forced to admit mistakes. He was 

excommunicated from the Calvinist order and 

ordered to leave Geneva without further ado. 
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From Switzerland Bruno went to France in 1579. He 

taught philosophy successively in the universities of 

Lyons, Toulouse and Montpelier for two years, then 

came to Paris in 1581 and found there a more or less 

congenial atmosphere. He soon became popular 

among the students for his bold presentation of new 

ideas. Moderate members of catholic nobles and 

clergy who were tolerant to others' faith dominated 

the court of King Henry III. The King heard of his 

popularity and appointed him to a nominal post of 

Lecteurs Royaux (royal lecturer) in the College de 

France. In 1582 Bruno published three 

mnemotechnical works in which he sought to 

recover and elaborate the ancient Egyptian magical 

"arts of memory" as a means to attain an intimate 

grasp of reality. It may be noted here that Bruno had 

a very sharp memory and like many contemporaries 

he believed in the power of ancient magic to sustain 

and strengthen memory. He dedicated his first book 

to Henry III who was very much impressed by the 

power of memory of this wandering monk. He then 

wrote and published a comedy, Candelaio (the 

torch-bearer) in Italian, in which he sought to give a 

vivid picture of the social and moral turpitude in the 

contemporary Neapolitan society. 

Next year Bruno was sent by the King to London to 

work in the office of his ambassador there. The two 

years he was in England were the best and most 

productive period of his tumultuous life. He moved 

around Oxford, Cambridge and London, talked and 

lectured freely among the intellectuals and students 

of different colleges on philosophy and astronomy, 

earned both friendship and animosity from amongst 

his audience and he also wrote profusely. It was in 

this period that he gradually shook off his earlier 

fancy towards the ancient magical arts and set on to 

expound his own views on classical philosophy, 

cosmology and religion. 

He wrote, in 1584, six books in the form of dialogue 

in Italian. Three of these focussed on his 

cosmological theory: (1) Cena de la ceneri (the Ash 

Wednesday Supper), (2) De la causa, principio e 

Uno, (on the cause, principles and one), and (3) Del 

infinito universo e mondi (on the infinite universe 

and the worlds). The other three were on 

contemporary religious and moral issues: (1) 

Spaccio de la bestia trionfante (expulsion of the 

triumphant beast), (2) Cabala del cavallo pegaseo 

(cabal of the horse pegasus), and (3) De gli eroici 

furori (on the heroic frenzies). In the pamphlets 

concerning cosmology, he jotted down certain 

propositions, which seemed to have survived as true 

till date.  

His immediate precursor was the German 

philosopher and Cardinal of the Church Nicholas de 

Cusa (1401-64) who came of a fisherman's family. 

Although a high official of the Catholic Church, he 

greatly differed from the scholastic philosophy of 

theology. In his De docta ignorantia (on the 

ignorance of the scholars) he developed the ideas of 

pantheism, sought exact methods for the study of 

nature and spoke of fitting theory to observations. In 

a sense he thought the universe to be infinite and said 

that the earth is not static, nor the centre of the 

universe. 

From Nicholas de Cusa Giordano adopted this 

cosmological view and combined it with the 

Copernican theory. He was not a scientist, nor even 

a keen observer of natural phenomena. He had 

served science as a philosopher and interpreter. With 

his philosophical outlook, however, he had not only 

defended the Copernican theory of the earth's 

revolution but speculated much farther than 
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Copernicus, Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), and even 

Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) in some respects of 

cosmology. All of these three great astronomers 

thought, on the basis of their naked-eye 

observations, that the other luminous objects of the 

universe, the stars, planets and satellites were 

revolving round the sun in the same spherical in-

surface of the sky at separate positions. But in his 

Cena de la ceneri and Del infinito universo, Bruno 

argued that the universe is infinite, that the other 

stars, like the sun, may have their own planetary 

family and that there are innumerable worlds like 

ours, similarly inhabited by intelligent beings. 

For instance, in his Infinite Universe he had said, “It 

has seemed to me unworthy of the divine goodness 

and power to create a finite world, when able to 

produce beside it another and others without end, so 

that I have declared that there are endless particular 

worlds similar to this earth; . . .” [Cited, Jeans 1947, 

139] On this basis he declared a philosophical idea 

endowed with a profound mathematical 

understanding: “As the universe is infinite, nobody 

can properly be said to be in the centre of the 

universe or at the frontier thereof.” [Cited, ibid]  And 

also, “The universe comprises all being in a totality; 

for nothing that exists is outside or beyond infinite 

being, as the latter has no outside or beyond.” [Cited, 

Birx, 1997] 

Referring to the fact that more than 3700 exoplanets 

(that is, planets of other distant stars in our galaxy) 

have so far been discovered, a historian of science 

recently suggested in the Scientific American: 

“Ironically, every exoplanet confirms not the 

cosmology of Kepler, but of Giordano Bruno, the 

Italian philosopher who . . . said the universe has no 

centre, and stars are suns, surrounded by planets and 

moons. Remarkably, he thus outlined large-scale 

aspects of our cosmology . . .” [Martinez 2018]   

He developed his physical theory about the basic 

constituents of the universe in De la causa and De 

monade. Taking the cue from the great atomistic 

philosophers of classical antiquity, Democritus and 

Epicurus, as well as from their Roman disciple Titus 

Lucretius, he termed the basic units of the universe 

as monads, which he viewed as animated atoms 

carrying a miniature image of God. According to 

him matter composed of monads and its form are not 

separate entities, as in Aristotle, but identified into 

“one”: “The infinity of forms under which matter 

appears, it does not receive from another and 

something external, but produces them from itself 

and engenders them from its bosom.” He did not, 

however, stop at this idea but extended it even up to 

the case of organic life, inconceivable at that time: 

“Therefore, matter is not without form—nay, it 

contains them all and since it unfolds them, carries 

them concealed within itself, it is in truth all nature 

and the mother of all living things.” [Cited, Roy 

1943, 62-63] Moreover, since all matters are 

composed of the same monads, there can be no 

separation between the terrestrial (earthly) and the 

celestial (heavenly) bodies. These are parts of the 

same nature, same universe. There is no heaven or 

hell. [Jeans 1947, 140]  

In De la Causa he had said something that antedates 

the voice of modern science: “This entire globe, this 

star, not being subject to death, and dissolution and 

annihilation being impossible anywhere in Nature, 

from time to time renews itself by changing and 

altering all its parts. There is no absolute up or down, 

as Aristotle taught; no absolute position in space; but 

the position of a body is relative to that of other 

bodies. Everywhere there is incessant relative 

change in position throughout the universe, and the 

observer is always at the center of things.” [Cited, 

Kessler, on-line] 

His cosmological views were, in short, as follows: 

a) The universe is infinite and endless; there is 

no centre or edge; 

b) The sun is a star with the planets revolving 

round it and together they form the solar 

system; 

c) The other stars are also likely to have similar 

planetary systems; 
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d) All stars and planets have two kinds of 

motion—axial and orbital rotations; 

e) The stars, planets and satellites are in 

constant change; 

f) The position of each object of the universe is 

relative and determined with respect to other 

objects; 

g) There is no absolute up and down, right and 

left, front and back, etc.; these positional 

differences are to be understood in terms of 

other related bodies;  

h) The total quantity of stuff of the universe is 

constant and nothing is absolutely destroyed 

just as nothing is created anew from naught; 

etc.  

The Galilean relativity of the seventeenth century, 

Lavoisier’s law of conservation of matter of the 

eighteenth century and certain cosmological ideas of 

the twentieth century are lurking behind these 

statements. Surprising, no doubt!  

Now, these are about what God could do. Bruno, 

however, did not stop there. He seemed to have 

delineated the limits of what God could do. In other 

words, he went on to sharply attack some of the 

fundamental tenets of Christianity as superstitions.  

It may be worthwhile here to review the philosophy 

of Bruno in order to assess the magnitude of the 

Papal indignation against him. In terms of religion 

Bruno subscribed to deism and also to pantheism, 

God being to him incarnate in nature without 

requiring any separate or supernatural revelation. As 

a religious philosopher also Giordano struck a major 

departure from the dogmatic theology. He opposed 

the idea of special divinity of Jesus Christ and 

reasoned against the church dogma about the so-

called immaculate conception of Virgin Mary. He 

said that Jesus had been conceived and born just like 

other mortals and there was nothing distinctive or 

supernatural in that. Similarly, he also rejected the 

story of resurrection as an instance of false 

mythology. Jesus is great, he argued, not because of 

any supernatural feat but by virtue of his remarkable 

deeds. In the Cena de le ceneri he said (like Galileo 

three decades later) that the gospels should be read 

for moral teachings of true Christianity and not for 

extracting astronomical information. His Spaccio is 

a large satire on the contemporary superstitions, 

vices and corruption of the churches and the clergy 

of both the major denominations. In this work he 

accused the papal chair for the encouragement of all 

these degenerations. In opposition to the church 

dogma he upheld the dignity of human life and 

nobility of social activities. He also urged men to 

seek communion with God through virtuosity of 

character and truthfulness of mind in his De gli 

eroici furori. 

Bruno, in his Del infinito universo, reiterated the 

famous precept of the mediaeval Arab scholar Ibn 

Rushd that religion was a means to instruct and 

govern ignorant masses whereas philosophy was the 

object of cultivation of those who could instruct 

themselves and govern others. In one of his last 

works, De triplici minimo, he stated the basic 

scientific attitude of his time thus: “He who desires 

to philosophize must first of all doubt all things. He 

must not assume a position in a debate before he has 

listened to various opinions, and considered and 

compared the reasons for or against. He must never 
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judge or take up a position on the evidence of what 

he has heard, on the opinion of the majority, the age, 

merits, or prestige of the speaker concerned, but he 

must proceed according to the persuasion of an 

organic doctrine which adheres to real things and to 

a truth that can be understood by the light of reason.” 

[Cited, Gaglioti 2000, on-line]  

He therefore castigated the superstitious people, 

learned and illiterate alike in the following jibe: “The 

fools of the world have been those who have 

established religions, ceremonies, laws, faith, rule of 

life. The greatest asses of the world are those who, 

lacking all understanding and instruction, and void 

of all civil life and custom, rot in perpetual pedantry; 

. . .” [Cabal of the Cheval Pegasus (1585)] We shall 

hear similar repartee three hundred years hence—in 

the pen of the American humourist Mark Twain.  

All these opinions were enough to infuriate the 

church. James Jeans evaluated the situation thus: 

“The church had passed over the revolutionary 

doctrines of Copernicus without showing any active 

disapproval, but this new revolution touched its 

interests much more closely. Religion meant nothing 

unless the Creator was distinct from His creation; 

Bruno was preaching that they were identical. It was 

essential for the church to have room for a heaven 

and a hell; it had so far placed hell inside the earth, 

and heaven beyond the 'sphere of the stars'. Bruno's 

new cosmos left no room for a material heaven. 

Copernicus' doctrines had not called for a 

restatement of any of the fundamental doctrines of 

religion; the new doctrines of Bruno called for a 

restatement of many, unless God was to become a 

mere tribal god of the Planet Earth. Living though he 

was on a moving planet, man might still have been 

the centre of God's interest, the main concern of his 

creator; Bruno's doctrines now implied that there 

were infinite other worlds of the same kind which 

might share the interest of the creator. All this was 

too antagonistic to the established doctrines of the 

church to be passed over in silence.” [Jeans 1947, 

139-40]  

The hostility of the church towards Bruno at that 

time can be measured by the evaluation of the 

present day churchmen. The Roman Catholic 

Encyclopaedia, in its entry on Bruno in a recent 

edition pointed out his “theological errors” thus: “. . 

. his system of thought is an incoherent materialistic 

pantheism. . . . His attitude of mind towards religious 

truth was that of a rationalist. Personally, he failed to 

feel any of the vital significance of Christianity as 

religious system.” [Catholic Enclyclopaedia 1999, 

III] And a protestant commentator described Bruno 

as “a man of great capacity, with infinite knowledge, 

but not a trace of religion.” [Ibid] Hence it is this 

vicissitude of Bruno’s views with the modern logical 

mind and distance from the religious passion that 

irked the Church so much.  

So, the Church then felt, this rebel had to be silenced 

without further delay. But to do anything at all, he 

must be brought back home. And what the Church 

did to get him back home could be done only under 

the religious inspiration!  

CHAPTER - V 

THE LEAD CHAMBER 

Back to London. In the meantime the atmosphere in 

England became hot for the foreigners. The people 

had been restive against France. One day they 

violently assaulted on the French Embassy. So in 

1585 Bruno had to return to Paris with the rest of the 

ambassadorial convoy. By that time the atmosphere 

had changed there for the worse and the Catholics 

had become intolerant of the Protestants as well as 

other dissidents.  

From then onward he entered Germany once again 

and wandered from one city to another lecturing at 

the universities of Wittenberg (1588), Helmstedt 

(1589), Prague (1590), Frankfurt (1591), etc. Bruno, 

however, could find nowhere to settle down in 

peace. He could, provided he was cautious enough 

and kept silent. But silence was the last thing he 

could embrace, for he had taken up the cudgels to 

loudly pronounce the new truths acquired by 
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mankind. He went into polemics with the catholic 

intellectuals and ridiculed the mathematician 

Fabrizio Mordente in four Dialogues. The next year 

he wrote and published in Latin Centum et viginti 

articuli de natura et mundo adversus Peripateticos[7] 

(120 articles on nature and the world against the 

peripatetics) in which he publicly criticized the 

Aristotelian philosophy. The Catholics could no 

longer tolerate him. He was denounced and forced to 

leave France. 

At Wittenberg he published Articuli centum et 

sexaginta adversus Mathematicos (160 articles 

against the mathematicians) in which he strongly 

opposed the existing mode of mathematics teaching 

and urged believers of different religions to practise 

peaceful coexistence, mutual understanding and 

respect for and freedom of reciprocal dialogue. 

Expelled from Wittenberg he was denounced and 

excommunicated by the local Lutheran Church of 

Helmstedt. At Helmstedt he finished composing 

three fresh works in Latin in the form of verses 

following the tradition of the Graeco-Roman 

philosophers Epicurus, Democritus and Lucretius: 

(1) De immenso et innumerabilibus (on the 

immensities and the innumerability), (2) De triplici 

minimo et mensura (on the three fold minimum and 

measurement), and (3) De monade numero et figura 

(on the monads number and shape). Then he went to 

Prague where he got some reluctant support from the 

King Rudolf but could not stay for long. He came to 

Frankfurt to get his Latin works published, where the 

senate refused to grant him even a temporary 

residence. 

Thus wherever he went he found the place too hot 

for him. The Churchmen and the authorities of the 

entire Western Europe had by then known his name 

and were prepared to oppose his stay anywhere. He 

found shelter nowhere for long. For, he could not 

adopt the pragmatic attitude to conform to the 

situation and change the shape of his philosophy. As 

a staunch fighter for truth, he was the last person to 

compromise. Instead, he embraced the consequent 

sufferings with pleasure.  

The big continent of Europe appeared too small to 

be able to house a thinker of Bruno’s stature!  

In the early 1591, while visiting a flower exhibition 

in Frankfurt, Bruno received a letter from a book 

seller, Giovanni Battista Ciotti, who advised him to 

go back to Italy and meet a young patrician of 

Venice, Juan Mocenigo. The latter had sent an 

invitation to this rebel spirit through the letter to stay 

at his court and teach him the Egyptian magic arts of 

memory. [Garvin 2012, on-line] He would pay for 

the tuition and, what was more, give him shelter and 

protection from the tentacles of the church. He might 

find a permanent placement also for Bruno. By now 

Giordano was tired of wandering. He was ardently 

hankering in his mind to see his homeland, to be able 

to speak in his mother tongue once again. Moreover, 

Venice was at the time having the most liberal 

environment among all the states of Italy. And after 

the death of the inflexible Pope Sixtus V many 

people including Bruno thought there might be some 

ease of tension over religious differences. So, he 

started for Italy.  

And—and he fell into a trap. 

Bruno first went to Padua. A chair of mathematics 

was vacant there in the university. Bruno tried for 

the post but was flatly refused. Lastly he came to 

Venice, joined Mocenigo and started teaching him 

the new cosmology and philosophy. By this time he 

also composed a work Praelectiones geometricae 

(lectures on geometry). He delivered some talks 

among the progressive minded Venetians in the 

leisure hours. Unfortunately, by this time his original 

interest in the magical cult, the Egyptian arts of 

memory, had already faded out. His student was not 

at all being satisfied. So, when Giordano decided to 

make a trip to Frankfurt to get his latest works in 

Latin printed, Mocenigo thought he might not come 

back. He was also annoyed with his teacher's rational 

thinking in other matters. So out of desperation he 

informed the local Inquisition. 

One morning they came, a band of clergy 

accompanied by a gang of royal soldiers. Bruno was 
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taken prisoner and put on trial in May 1592. At the 

beginning of the next year, the Roman Inquisition 

demanded his extradition, brought him to Rome and 

put him into the jail of the palace of Sant Uffizio 

(holy office), the headquarters of the Pope. It was a 

prolonged trial. The room Bruno was housed in was 

provided with a lead-roof. The room became a hot 

furnace in summer and a Siberian hut in winter. He 

was meted with a small daily ration of food and 

water and a lavish dosage of physical coercion. The 

inquisitors demanded total retraction from his views. 

The person, who had so long propagated to the 

people of the world of the infinity of the universe, 

was now confined in a world of twelve feet by eight!  

The trial drama—the Tragedy of Errors— began!  

The papal authority had lodged a long list of 

allegations against this accused, Giordano Bruno. 

One hundred and thirty one in total. But the gravest 

charge against him concerned the contents of the 

pamphlet Spaccio de la bestia trionfante. The main 

character of the pamphlet was portrayed after the 

Pope himself. And the author showed that the clergy 

had neither the religious conviction nor a moral 

character. They indulged in the grossest kind of 

immoral conduct in their private as well as public 

life. What can happen to such a man is anybody’s 

guess. More so when the alleged culprits sat on the 

chairs of adjudication.  

Bruno initially tried to argue in self-defence that 

what he had propagated were philosophical issues 

having nothing to do with theology. He also pointed 

out that he did not offend the conception of God and 

creation as understood by the believers. He was even 

pliant enough to admit mistakes on some minor 

details of his viewpoint. But the church demanded 

nothing less than a formal total and unconditional 

retraction. They said: “Admit mistakes, repent and 

pray for forgiveness; you may go back to free life; 

God is merciful.” 

This is something Bruno could not accept. He did not 

succumb to torture or luring. He remained calm and 

quiet and steadfast in his philosophical speculations. 

The force of commitment to truth gave him immense 

capacity to absorb the cruelty of the Church, which 

stood on the side of falsehood. He firmly refused to 

recant. The Church thought that they might be able 

to shatter his mental power through this lengthy 

persecution. It took them seven years to give up that 

hope. 

At last in January 1600, at the insistence of Pope 

Clement VIII, the Inquisition brought the trial to an 

end. In view of the 131 allegations against the rebel, 

they condemned the prisoner as an incorrigible 

heretic and handed him over to the royal power for 

befitting punishment which implied the death 

sentence. However, the church was never devoid of 

the sense of humour and decency even when trying 

an unrepentant rebel like Bruno. So they advised that 

as per the injunctions of the Bible he was to be 

“punished with all possible clemency, and without 

shedding of blood.” The maximum clemency, it was 

implied then, was shown by burning a victim alive 

at the stake, which would shed not even a single drop 

of blood. This merciful clemency emanated from the 

religious text euphemistically called “The Gospel of 

Love”, which reportedly taught people “Love thy 

neighbour”! Serveto had tasted this love four 

decades back; now this deserter will also be drowned 

in a deluge of love.  

On 8 February 1600, Bruno was brought before the 

inquisitors and the final judgment was read. Smiling 

with efforts at them he somberly said: “Maiori forsan 

cum timore sententiam in me fertis quam ego 

accipiam” (perhaps you who condemn me are in 

greater fear than I who am condemned). 

This candid utterance in the Italian language stands 

as an immortal statement of a science loving free 

mind even after the lapse of more than four 

centuries.  

Giordano Bruno had already mentally prepared 

himself for such a day. Shortly before his arrest he 

had written in one of his books: “The wise soul is not 

afraid of death; rather she sometimes strives for 

death, she goes beyond to meet her. Yet eternity 
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maintains her substance throughout time, immensity 

throughout space, universal form throughout 

motion.” [Cited, Singer 1950, 201; language style 

changed]  

He kept to his words.  

CHAPTER - VI 

THE FINAL TRIUMPH 

17 February 1600. A black day in the annals of 

science, of the on march of the free thinking, in the 

history of development of good senses. It was the 

day when the religious bigots had been shouting in 

glee of immediate success and the well-meaning 

truth seeking community underwent a shocking 

sensation!   

It was the day of birth of the great martyr for science 

and truth!  

On this day of execution Giordano Bruno was taken 

to the Campo de’ Fiori of Rome, a large market place 

with much open space. He was stoutly bound to the 

towering stake so that the large audience could 

observe the details; the mouth was fitted with a gag 

on the tongue, so that he might not cry in pain; or 

perhaps so that he might not utter any fresh heresy to 

the visitors at the last hour. One of the inquisitors 

asked him for the last time: “Would you like to 

repent to God at this last hour of your life so that He 

may not throw you in the eternal fire of hell?” Bruno 

said—actually he only moved his head slightly to 

and fro to indicate—“No”. At the gesture of the 

inquisitor, fire was lit up with high flames which 

engulfed the body of the rebel. Thus with a much 

higher level of ethics, created by his scientific spirit, 

Bruno died the heroic death of a martyr. In the last 

ordeal of his life he stood firm in his allegiance to 

truth and scientific reason. With a semblance of 

smile on the silent profile of the tormented person of 

Bruno till sense remained, he defeated the enemy of 

reason and progress.  

More than two centuries later, the great English poet 

Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) depicted in 1813 

the folly of the audience who attended the open 

roasting of this living man in a few lines of a verse 

thus:   

 

“. . . I was an infant when my mother went 

To see an atheist burned. She took me there. 

The dark-robed priests were met around the pile,  

The multitude was gazing silently; 

And as the culprit passed with dauntless mien, 

Tempered disdain in his unfaltering eye, 

Mixed with a quiet smile, shone calmly forth; 

The thirsty fire crept round his manly limbs; 

His resolute eyes were scorched to blindness soon; 

His death-pang rent my heart; the insensate mob 

Uttered a cry of triumph, and I wept, 

Weep not child, cried my mother, for that man 

Has said, There is no God.”  

[Shelley 1910, Section VII] 

 

The church wanted to wipe out his name from 

history through prohibition. The verdict of the 

Inquisition on 20 January 1600 which had uttered 

death sentence on Bruno, also declared: 

"Furthermore, we condemn, we reprobate and we 

prohibit all your aforesaid, and—your other books 

and writings as heretical and erroneous, containing 

many heresies and errors, and we ordain that all of 

them which have come or may come in future into 

the hands of the Holy Office shall be publicly 

destroyed and burnt in the St. Peter square before the 

steps and that they shall be placed upon the Index of 

Forbidden Books." Accordingly, in 1603 all the 

available copies of his works were collected together 

and set on fire. His name became a taboo among the 

students, teachers and educated people. All the trial 

documents were moved to safe custody beyond 

anybody’s reach and some were even destroyed.  
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But alas! Giordano Bruno still lived on. His name 

endured through time.  

Nothing done could undo the achievements of the 

fighter.  

Today nobody remembers the names of those idiots, 

the scripture experts, the bigoted members of the 

Inquisition who had tried Bruno. Hardly does a 

modern soul know who the Pope was at that time, 

unless reading the biography of Bruno. But Bruno 

earned immortality in history. 

The advancing frontiers of science, the truth-seeking 

scientists and historians kept his name alive. William 

Gilbert (1540-1603), the personal physician to 

Queen Elizabeth, wrote a book De Magnete 

magneticisque Corporibus et de magno Magnete 

Tellure (on the magnet and magnetic bodies and on 

the great magnet the earth) which was also published 

in 1600. It was the first book of physics dealing with 

magnetism and statical electricity. Its last chapter 

gave a hypothetical model of the universe which was 

Bruno's cosmology in toto without mentioning his 

name. In 1651 another book of the same author was 

posthumously published, On Our Sublunary World, 

a New Philosophy, in which the same ideas were 

found to be elaborated and attributed to Bruno. 

Thomas Harriot (1560-1621), a noted 

mathematician, astronomer, ethnographer and 

cartographer of England of the time, was another 

contemporary admirer of Bruno. He tried to 

convince Kepler through correspondence about the 

infinite universe theory of Bruno. He and his friends 

founded a large collection of Bruno's works to be 

made privately available to those interested despite 

the church prohibition. 

Then came Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) in the 

centre-stage of science in Italy. It was he who was 

offered the chair of mathematics in the Padua 

University in 1592. In his earlier career, he gave 

birth to theoretical and experimental systematics in 

mechanics and physics discarding all the wrong 

propositions of Aristotle in the fields held so long as 

the unshakeable truths. Then later, with the help of 

telescopic observations, he extended the Copernican 

theory in various directions, answered all questions 

raised by the old school against Copernicus as 

regards astronomy and ensured its final victory.  

Almost at the same time was published another book 

by the German astronomer Johannes Kepler, 

Astronomia Nova (1609). He made a thorough use 

of the large volumes of observations made by his 

Danish teacher Tycho Brahe over thirty years and 

derived the laws of rotation of the planets around the 

sun in elliptical orbits. In this way a clear picture 

emerged about the movement of the heavenly 

bodies, increasingly at variance with the biblical 

description, and finally broke from the Ptolemaic 

paradigm.  

Christianity in its last efforts to save the face of 

biblical wisdom (or rather lack of wisdom) did not 

spare Galileo, the most respected scientist of all 

Europe of that time but ran a trial over his scientific 

contributions, humiliated him to the extreme and 

interned him in-house deprived of all scopes of 

professional activities. Even then they were not 

successful; Bruno’s predictions came true, the 

“bestia trionfante” was shortlived. The pursuit of 

modern science went over to countries where the 

papal hands could not reach.  

That is what Bruno had initiated. He was not a 

scientist, neither an observer. He is an interpreter of 

science, a philosopher. The historic hyphen-role we 

had attributed to him commenced here. He helped 

Galileo 
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create the edifice of social psychology, the fusion of 

open mind and rational thinking, which were then a 

necessity for the free growth of science. He dared to 

attempt to clip the octopod tentacles of theocracy in 

order to steer clear the path for Galileo, Kepler and 

Newton, and thence for many others to come. His 

was a lone and single voice in this adventure in the 

beginning. The cultural impact of this battle, 

however, fell on the posterity who trod the same path 

in the future, especially on Shelley, as we have 

already seen. And he did not stop at the wonder of a 

child, but continued his protest on the pedestal of 

reason and history in the next verse:  

There is no God! 

Nature confirms the faith his death-groan sealed. 

. . .  

The exterminable spirit it contains 

Is Nature’s only God; but human pride 

Is skilful to invent most serious names 

To hide its ignorance. 

’the name of God 

Has fenced about all crime with holiness, 

Himself the creature of his worshippers, 

. . . 

Earth groans beneath religion’s iron age, 

And priests dare babble of a God of peace, 

Even whilst their hands are red with guiltless blood, 

Murdering the while, uprooting every germ 

Of truth, exterminating, spoiling all, 

Making the earth a slaughter-house!  

[Shelley 1910, Section VII] 

 

The impact was felt by another romantic poet of 

England, Samuel Tailor Coleridge (1772-1824). He 

wrote of Bruno in his prose writings, in personal 

letters, in conversations with others. He selected the 

very book severely condemned by the Catholic 

Church, Spaccio de la bestia trionfante, to point out 

that Bruno had revolted against false pretensions of 

the church, which indulged in multitudinous 

immoralities in the name of divine ordinances. He 

said:  

“The worship founded on them, whether offered by 

the Catholic to St. Francis or by the poor African to 

his Fetish, differs in form only, not in substance. 

Herein Bruno speaks not only as a philosopher but 

as an enlightened Christian; the evangelists and 

apostles everywhere representing their moral 

precepts, not as doctrines then first revealed, but as 

truths implanted in the hearts of men, which their 

vices only could have obscured.” [Cited, Singer 

1950, 198] 

Three centuries later, in the second part of the 

nineteenth century, when the Italian Resorgimento 

(a patriotic mass movement for political unification 

of Italy) was launched by Mazzini and Garibaldi, 

Bruno became a great source of inspiration, a 

symbol of individual freedom and free thinking. In a 

retaliation to the affront of the Church on Bruno in 

the name of theology, the right thinking people 

founded an international memorial committee, 

which included in its fold renowned personages like 

Victor Hugo (1802-85), Ernest Renan (1823-92), 

Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), Henrik Ibsen (1828-

1906), Ernst Häckel (1834-1919), and others. In 

1889 the committee installed two tall statues of 

Bruno, one at Nola, his birth place, and another at 

the Campo de’ Fiori, where he was incarcerated, 

upon a three-story high pedestal in both places, 

mimicking the stake Bruno was burnt at, amidst 

loudest opposition from the clergy (see overleaf). 

There is an inscription on one side of the pedestal in 

Italian: “A BRUNO — IL SECOLO DA LUI 

DIVINATO — QUI DOVE IL ROGO ARSE” (i.e., 

To Bruno—the century predicted by him—here 

where the fire burned). In another statue installed at 

Piazza de’ Fiori, it was written in an inscription at 

the base: “Farewell ye ashes. Yet in these ashes is 

the seed which reneweth the whole world.”  
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On this occasion an author wrote and published a 

biography of Bruno. He wrote in the preface: 

“Monuments are our great instructors: I would that 

from this statue of Bruno our youth should learn the 

quality and the amount of sacrifice which is the price 

of loyalty to our own conscience. It behoveth us all 

to see that the grand records be not lost and that 

every noble nation pay regard to them.” [Berti 1889, 

Preface] 

Next year another book was published in the USA 

with two essays on Bruno—Giordano Bruno: 

Philosopher and Martyr. Walt Whitman, the 

democratic and humanist poet, wrote a brief 

introduction to that book, in which he appealed: “As 

America's mental courage (the thought comes to me 

today) is so indebted, above all current lands and 

peoples, to the noble army of old-world martyrs past, 

how incumbent on us that we clear those martyrs' 

lives and names, and hold them up for reverent 

admiration as well as beacons. And typical of this, 

and standing for it and all perhaps, Giordano Bruno 

may well be put, today and to come, in our New 

World's thankfullest heart and memory.” [Cited, 

Paterson 1970, ix]   

And in the twentieth century the physicist James 

Jeans commented, “In this and similar ways the 

spirit of Bruno lived on, and in its own time 

produced even greater changes in thought than the 

hypotheses of Copernicus.” [Jeans 1947, 141] 

Science and rationality won battles with theocracy 

and theology in ever newer fronts. 

CHAPTER - VII 

STILL RELEVANT 

More than four centuries have passed by since 

Bruno's death. By this time science won a 

resounding victory over religion—both as an 

intellectual force and as a collective human 

enterprise. The clergy of all denominations has 

fallen from the citadel of spiritual and temporal 

power in all countries and is unable to control and 

contain the growth of science, even if they like. On 

the other hand, scientific information has also long 

surpassed the boundary of knowledge of Bruno’s 

time. In this situation it may be worth-while to ask: 

What is the relevance of recalling and cultivating 

Bruno today? What is the use of recollecting the old 

stories of the bygone days? Where does he fit in in 

our times? 

Actually, in the present situation the lessons of 

Bruno’s tempestuous life are acquiring more and 

Campo De' Fiori 
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more importance. Religion, superstitions and bigotry 

of various shades till today create obstacles for the 

free pursuit of science—although not physically but 

in the mental arena. Vested groups in power 

encourage cultivation of science and technology to 

the extent it serves production and delivery 

techniques, produces ever newer commodities 

including the saleable S&T information and service 

goods. But they prefer to block the process in which 

science fosters the scientific outlook to judge all 

questions of life in the yardsticks of fact, reason and 

coherence. 

Naturally, some men of letters of the present society 

criticized the educational and intellectual activities 

orienting the courses in a way that the system 

appears just, rational as well as permanent. James 

Harvey Robinson (1863-1936), an American scholar 

in history and founder of the New School for Social 

Research, New York, wrote in 1921: “While we 

have permitted our free thought in the natural 

sciences to transform man's old world, we allow our 

churches, schools and even our universities to 

continue to inculcate beliefs and ideals which may 

or may not have been appropriate to the past, but 

which are clearly anachronisms now.” [Robinson 

1934, 125] These are geared to serve “the now all 

potent business interests, backed by the politicians 

and in general supported by the ecclesiastical, legal 

and educational classes. Many of the newspapers 

and magazines are under their influence, since they 

have become the business man's heralds and live off 

his bounty.” [Ibid, 127] What could be truer today 

than this cogent description? 

Now there is no serious quarrel of the earlier kind 

between global trade and high religion. “Most 

religious institutions make easy terms with business, 

and far from interfering with it or its teachings, on 

the whole cordially support it.” [Ibid, 120] The role 

of religion among the people in the present social life 

is not only comparable to a sedative drug like opium; 

it can also be used as a strong frenzy producing 

narcotic. So, all over the world religious faiths are 

being encouraged by the elite system. Books on 

unscientific fads, irrational beliefs, spiritualistic 

faiths supported by pseudo-scientific assertions and 

interpretations abound in the print market. Those of 

the kind written by renowned but confused scientists 

are given wide media coverage, review and cross-

reviews as the genuine message of science. People 

are enticed to buy and read them. Books and articles 

written by other equally qualified scientists but 

opposing and exposing these rubbish are denied 

publication or suppressed in silence. Thus an 

ordinary reader gets only one side of the picture and 

thus unconsciously become conditioned to credulity. 

Modem Brunos and Galileos are not physically 

persecuted but subjected to manipulated silence and 

effectively undermined. 

What Robinson wrote a whole century back seems 

to be a current report: “[Man’s] views of property, 

government, education, the relations of the sexes, 

and various other matters he reaffirms and 

perpetuates by means of schools, colleges, churches, 

newspapers and magazines, which in order to be 

approved and succeed must concur in and ratify 

these established standards and practices and the 

current notions of good and evil, right and wrong”, 

so that “the present system can be made to work 

satisfactorily on the basis of ideas of a hundred or a 

hundred thousand years ago.” [Ibid, 124-25]  

In the post-Second World War period, Stillman 

Drake (1910-93), a historian of science in Canada 

and a specialist on Galileo, expressed grave concern 

at the rising threat before free cultivation of science: 

“Recent events have created an new alarm 

concerning the unchecked progress of scientific 

knowledge. This time it is not the church but the state 

which feels morally obliged to impose external 

limitations upon the freedom scientific inquiry and 

the communication of knowledge and opinion.” 

[Drake (ed.) 1957, 6] 

As regards our country, unlike in Europe, the fetters 

of religious beliefs and antiquated mode of thinking 

were never seriously broken but rather adorned as 

national glories. Mythologies are often branded as 

truths and historical realities; false and absurd claims 
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are made as regards discovery of the modern 

achievements in ancient India. A few decades back, 

Professor S. N. Bose (1894-1974), in an article (in 

Bengali) on Galileo, wrote: “The orthodox 

churchmen tried as usual to strangle science. As a 

result Italy fell backward. France, England and other 

countries availed the fruits of lifelong strivings of 

Galileo and marched ahead.” [Bose 1992, 175; 

translations ours] He wanted to point out that the 

country which had first embarked on the path of 

Renaissance, which had produced in the fields of 

arts, literature, science, men of genius like Francesco 

Petrarca (1304-74), Giovanni Boccaccio (1313-75), 

Leonardo de Vinci (1452-1519), Michelangelo di 

Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni (1475-1564), 

Raphaello Sanzio da Urbino (1483-1520), Bruno, 

Galileo, Evangelista Torricelli (1608-47) and others, 

gradually faltered behind France, England, Holland, 

Germany, etc., because it could not arrest the 

domination of religion in time. On the other hand, 

those countries which had been able to subdue the 

supremacy of religion over social and public affairs 

could go forward and prosper. 

This is an important lesson. Recapitulating the old 

history we can understand what religious bigotry can 

do to a country. Looking at the present reality we can 

realize why the present plutocracy is encouraging 

religious fundamentalism in both its liberal as well 

as fanatic forms and also how. And lastly, the lessons 

of the tumultuous life of Giordano Bruno may show 

us what we are to do in this situation. 

Recently, attempts have been made by some scholars 

to undermine his struggle by branding it as excessive 

anti-church action, or by drawing attention to his 

fascination towards ancient Egyptian magic arts or 

occult practices. [Catholic Encyclopaedia 1999] 

They hold that the Church did not punish Bruno for 

his defence of Copernican theory. He used to bully 

people with his black magic, and denounce 

Christianity, church, and even the Pope in the most 

abusive words. These are motivated, consciously or 

unconsciously, by the desire to cleanse the church of 

its age-old passion for subverting reason, science 

and freedom of inquiry and persecuting those who 

dared to go beyond dogmatic theology. 

The point is: whatever the contents of Bruno’s 

preaching, that does not justify his imprisonment for 

eight years, continuous torture, and finally burning 

alive at the stake. And we must keep in mind that 

even though the Catholic Church gradually repented 

the humiliation of Galileo at the hands of its 

predecessors, it did not regret the least for the cold 

blooded murder of Bruno. Even in 2000, when it 

ultimately said some regretful words for Bruno, it 

also put up a defence for the members of the 

Inquisition. [See, Seife 2000, on-line] This is 

nothing short of an implicit support for the murder.   

The fact is that in spite of Bruno’s fascination for 

Egyptian magic, which he later gradually overcame, 

most of the progressive intellectuals of Europe have 

held him in high esteem, as we have already seen. 

Even George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, who was an 

idealist thinker and subscribed to Protestantism as 

the best religion of the world, found in Bruno a 

different light: “Giordano Bruno was of an equally 

restless and effervescent temperament, and we see in 

him a bold rejection of all Catholic beliefs resting on 

mere authority. . . . Eye-witnesses . . . recount that he 

met death with the most unflinching courage. . . . His 

philosophic thoughts, to express which he 

sometimes made use of Aristotle’s concepts, give 

evidence of a peculiar, highly strung and very 

original mind. The substance of his general 

reflections is found in the greatest enthusiasm for the 

above-mentioned vitality of Nature, divinity, the 

presence of reason in Nature. His philosophy is thus 

on the whole certainly Spinozism, Pantheism. The 

separation of man from God or the world, all such 

relations of externality, have been superadded to his 

living idea of the absolute, universal unity of all 

things, for the expression of which idea Bruno has 

been so greatly admired. In his conception of things 

the main points are that, on the one hand, he gives 

the universal determination of matter, and, on the 

other hand, that of form.” [Hegel 1974, III, 119] He 

was so much inspired by Bruno’s insightful ideas far 
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ahead of time that he allotted a big chapter for Bruno 

in his history of philosophy (1805-06). [Hegel 1974, 

III; on-line]   

Probably influenced by Hegel the English poet 

Coleridge, as one of his writings in 1818 shows, was 

fascinated by the Greek dialectic upgraded in 

Bruno’s works: “As far as human practice can 

realise, the sharp limits and exclusive proprieties of 

science, law and religion should be kept distinct. 

There is in strictness no proper opposition but 

between the two polar forces of one and the same 

power. Every power in nature and in spirit must 

evolve an opposite, as the sole means and condition 

of its manifestation: and all opposition is a tendency 

to re-union. This is the universal law of polarity or 

essential dualism, first promulgated by Heraclitus, 

two thousand years afterwards republished and made 

the foundation both of Logic, of Physics, and of 

Metaphysics by Giordano Bruno. The principle may 

be thus expressed. The identity of thesis and 

antithesis is the substance of all being; their 

opposition the condition of all existence, or being 

manifested; and everything or phaenomenon is the 

exponent of a synthesis as long as the opposite 

energies are retained in that synthesis.” [Cited, 

Singer 1950, p. 199; on-line]  

Many people since then viewed Bruno in the same 

light. For instance, Dorothea Wales Singer (1882-

1964), wife of Charles Singer (1876-1960), the 

historian of science, who was herself a renowned 

scholar on the development of science in the 

Renaissance period, pointed out: “Though he came 

in time between Copernicus (1473-1543), whom he 

constantly cites, and Galileo (1564-1642), who had 

considered his views, it would nevertheless be 

altogether misleading to regard Bruno as developing 

the tradition of the one or as leading to the work of 

the other. Rather his place is in the line of 

philosophic thought which has taken its somewhat 

surprising course from the mystic Pseudo-Dionysius 

(fifth century) to modern exponents of dialectic 

materialism. But though in no sense a man of 

science, he betrays certain remarkable premonitions 

of modern physical thought.” [Singer 1950, Preface; 

on-line] 

Paterson also indicated the same line of thought 

evolving in Bruno over time. “It should not be 

supposed,” writes Paterson of Bruno and his 

“heliocentric solar system”, that he “reached his 

conclusions via some mystical revelation. . . . His 

work is an essential part of the scientific and 

philosophical developments that he initiated.” He 

echoes Hegel in writing that Bruno “ushers in a 

modern theory of knowledge that understands all 

natural things in the universe to be known by the 

human mind through the mind's dialectical 

structure”. [Paterson 1970, 16, 61]  

According to John Desmond Bernal, the author of a 

comprehensive historiography of science, “Bruno 

made people think and argue about the Copernican 

theory.” Far more important than his direct opinions 

on the theory of the universe was the fact that he 

fought for freedom, for the right to argue things out, 

for a space where nothing had been taken for 

granted. “He was a martyr not so much to science as 

to freedom of thought, for he made neither 

experiments nor observations, but insisted to the end 

on his right to draw what conclusions he chose from 

the facts of science.” [Bernal 1954, 289]  

Dr. H James Birx, a Professor of anthropology, 

recently found a large area in modern scientific 

thought, where Bruno’s works provides the seeds of 

the ideas: “In the history of Western philosophy, 

Bruno's iconoclastic ideas and unorthodox 

perspectives remain a symbol of creative thought 

and free inquiry. He advocated religious and moral 

reforms, and heralded the modern cosmology 

through his emphasis on an infinite universe and an 

infinite number of inhabited worlds. During the past 

four centuries, advances in descriptive astronomy 

and theoretical physics have given empirical and 

conceptual support to the Brunian philosophy. No 

longer is there a split between the terrestrial world 

and the celestial realm. Moreover, the principles of 
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relativity and uniformity pervade the modern 

interpretation of this cosmos. . . . 

Having rejected any ontological separation of the 

superlunary and sublunary realms, Bruno would be 

delighted with the modern scientific quest for a 

unified-field-theory to explain everything 

throughout this physical universe in terms of several 

equations; especially since such an undertaking is in 

step with his own cosmic monism. . . .  

In general, Giordano Bruno paved the way for the 

cosmology of our time. To his lasting credit, the 

most recent empirical discoveries in astronomy and 

rational speculations in cosmology (including the 

emerging science of exobiology) support many of 

his brilliant insights and fascinating intuitions. This 

is an appropriate legacy from a daring and profound 

thinker, who presented an inspiring vision which still 

remains relevant and significant for our modern 

scientific and philosophical framework.” [Birx 

1997]  

Hilari Gatti, an Italian researcher on the history of 

Renaissance highlighted this aspect in no uncertain 

terms: “Bruno was claiming for the philosopher a 

principle of free thought and inquiry which implied 

an entirely new concept of authority: that of the 

individual intellect in its serious and continuing 

pursuit of an autonomous inquiry. . . . It is impossible 

to understand the issue involved and to evaluate 

justly the stand made by Bruno with his life without 

appreciating the question of free thought and liberty 

of expression. His insistence on placing this issue at 

the center of both his work and of his defense is why 

Bruno remains so much a figure of the modern 

world. If there is, as many have argued, an intrinsic 

link between science and liberty of inquiry, then 

Bruno was among those who guaranteed the future 

of the newly emerging sciences, as well as claiming 

in wider terms a general principle of free thought and 

expression.” [Gatti 2002, 18-19; on-line] 

Thus Bruno’s lifelong struggles and brutal death 

created an immensely congenial scope for the 

coming generations to continue the spirit of enquiry 

in a gradually better way.  

 

Bruno's works are not important today as sources of 

knowledge. Most of them are only of historical 

interest having little to do with present day teachings 

of science. To the historians of science it is quite 

clear that the details of what Bruno wrote or 

speculated on are no longer valid in the light of the 

scientific knowledge acquired till today. But the fact 

that he had challenged the authority of religion and 

the sacred scriptures in order to defend the cause of 

truth, science and reason, and that he had done all 

what he did with the known consequence of fatal 

punishment is something different. That puts the 

question squarely on our face: Whether we should 

cultivate science for career, money, comforts, 

benefits, name and fame, foreign trips, national and 

international awards, or, for upholding truth, for 

serving the people, for enlightening the laity, in 

order to keep the wheels of progress running.  
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[1] The history behind this small work of 

Copernicus, Commentariolus, is quite interesting. 

He had circulated the manuscript among his close 

friends. The feedback that he received from most of 

them was hardly any encouraging. It was doubtful 

how the people in general including the learned ones 

would receive his work on the heliocentric theory of 

the solar system. So he had left this work lying on 

the safe for a long time. In the last years of his life 

he came in contact with a mathematician, Georg 

Joachim Rheticus, quite junior a student but with 

proximity of mind. Copernicus entrusted the 

manuscript with confidence to this man as a gift of 

the teacher. Just one year before his death Rheticus 

handed it over to a Check noble Tadeáš Hájek (1525-

1600). In 1575 Hájek met the Danish astronomer, 

Tycho Brahe in a royal dinner party, and when he 

was convinced in course of conversations that this 

man, though critical of Copernicus’ theory, 

appreciated his scholarship, he left the manuscript to 

him. Brahe read the copy, felt interested and made 

several copies to be sent to different astronomers in 

Germany.  As there was no title of that tract, he 

added one: Nicolai Copernici de hypothesibus 

motuum caelestium a se constitutis commentariolus, 

(Nicholas Copernicus' little treatise on the 

hypotheses formulated by himself for the heavenly 

motions). Incidentally, let us note, the last word, 

Commentariolus, acquired prominence and 

acceptance as the title of the essay. 

Then the manuscript was lost (just as the manuscript 

of the larger book was also not found for a long 

period). Its fate was in a sense more tragic, for it was 

not printed and published and so its handwritten 

copies fell in very few hands. Tycho Brahe did not 

live much longer after its distribution. So there was 

none to monitor its circulation and preservation. Just 

three centuries later, a research worker found by 

chance a copy of the manuscript in a safe of the 

Austrian National Library in Vienna.  He copied the 

text and got it printed and published in 1878 for the 

first time. This is how Commentariolus found 

readers and commentators at large.  

 

[2] Incidentally, Bruno was right. After finishing the 

manuscript of Revolutionibus Copernicus had 

entrusted the same Rheticus with the task of 

publication of the book. Rheticus assigned the job to 

a common friend, a Lutheran minister, Andreas 

Osiander, for completion of the press work. The 

latter was both eager to publish the book and afraid 

that it might cause displeasure to both Catholics and 

Lutherans as well. He therefore suggested to 

Copernicus in a letter that he describe his inference 

regarding the revolution of the earth round the sun 

as a hypothesis for the sake of convenience of 

calculation, and not as articles of faith as 

representing the reality as it is. Copernicus did not 

agree with this suggestion. But on the contrary he 

was physically in too bad a situation to interfere into 

the process. Osiander had the things solely at his 

discretion.    

Osiander played a very despicable role in this regard. 

First, he changed the title of the book and added two 

extra words—orbium coelestium, meaning “of the 

heavenly bodies”, which reversed the thesis of 

rotation of the earth and enveloped the book with a 

Ptolemaic pretension. Secondly, he substituted his 

own preface for the one Copernicus had written. It 

appeared that the new scheme of the planetary 

system he had labored to give birth to was not a real 

description of nature but mathematical assumptions 

to make the picture of the solar system simpler. 

Thirdly, He deleted all references adduced by 

Copernicus to Aristarchus, Plutarch, Pythagorean 

School, and others who had earlier proposed the 

thesis of earth’s rotation.  As a result, the post-print 

text showed that Copernicus had adopted an idea 

from the ancient scholars without proper 

acknowledgement. Several authors continued to 

accuse Copernicus of plagiarism. Last but the most 

ADDENDA 
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important of all, our minister obviated all the 

passages where the author had proceeded to confront 

the objections against a rotating earth, raised by 

other scholars of the classical age, and answer them 

one by one with sufficient skill. As a result, the 

defence of the earth’s rotation around the sun lost 

much of its theoretical rigour. 

For two and a half centuries nobody could check the 

printed text with the original manuscript. Rev. 

Osiander kept it somewhere so well protected that it 

could not be found till the end of the seventeenth 

century. When it was finally discovered from some 

obscure place, the magnitude of Protestant 

tampering of the book sent a shiver through the spine 

of the readers and scholars. [Jeans 1947, 129-33; Sen 

1994; II, 304-06]  

 

[3] Some such terminologies used in Europe in 

connection with different kinds of religious 

philosophy and their understanding of God may be 

unclear to many readers. So here are some 

explanations: 

(a) Theism: This is the most popular conception of 

God in all religions including Christianity. In it God 

is a personal being, a strong and masculine entity, an 

active guardian of the believers, the creator and ruler 

of the world, arbiter of good and bad, arbitrator of 

reward and punishment, and a supervisor of 

everything in the world. He is angry and happy in 

different situations. He may cause to kill a thousand 

to avenge the sin of one. Believers must pray to Him 

regularly in the hope to gain benefits from Him and 

to please Him. Theology prefers such a personal God 

easy to portray to the common people.    

(b) Pantheism: It is a philosophical conception of 

God, where God is identified with the world or 

nature; whatever is, is God, or everything is a 

manifestation of God. God is revealed through the 

forces and phenomena of nature. It is still a personal 

God but much distilled and sophisticated an idea. 

Giordano Bruno actually subscribed to this 

conception of God. This conception became popular 

among the literate community in Europe in the post-

Renaissance period. Then religious reform 

movements had been challenging Roman Catholic 

and other orthodox orders in different countries, and 

there was a marked attraction towards atheism out of 

the reaction against the bigotry of the church. The 

idea of pantheism arose in the form of a compromise 

between theistic God and outright rejection of God. 

According to Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860), 

pantheism is a polite form of atheism. They identify 

God with nature; then they deal with nature and 

forget about God. 

(c) Deism: This is a conception of God where the 

personal element is thoroughly eliminated and 

abstracted from the idea of divinity and God 

represents here the supreme power of goodwill, 

knowledge, intelligence and governance of the 

world and mankind. It opposes all the rituals and 

customs of established religions and devotion to God 

is supposed to supersede institutions. It also rejects 

all superstitions and supernaturalism entertained in 

all formal theologies and asks men to seek God 

through reason and scientific knowledge.   

(d) Pandeism: The German physicist and 

theosophist Marx Bernhard Weinstein proposed this 

terminology in 1910 in order to describe and 

distinguish Bruno’s cosmology of infinite universe 

with the immanence of God. He thought that the 

standard idea of pantheism did not accurately 

represent Bruno’s views. Hence this new term. 

[Weinstein 1910, 321] However, this message was 

not popular and accepted by the analysts.  

(e) Atheism: As against the believers’ acceptance of 

the idea of God in any of the above forms, atheism 

denies the existence of God and of anything 

supernatural. Sometimes atheists are depicted as 

non-believer; but this is grossly a misnomer and 

misses the moot point. For atheism is not a question 

of belief or disbelief in God but the simple and 

overall rejection of such and kindred ideas.  To an 

atheist the ideas of God, reincarnation, incorporeal 

soul, transubstantiation, resurrection, oracles, 

transmigration of soul, heaven and hell, and so forth, 
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are all rubbish in the light of hard facts of life, 

scientific and historical knowledge and critical 

reason; these are all product of early man’s 

ignorance and fear, continued through organized 

churches and formal instruction to the effect. With 

the spread of knowledge, more and more people will 

be free from all these imbecile ideas.  

 

[4] Let us recall that it was only in 1822 that the 

Catholic Church removed Copernicus’ book from its 

Index of Prohibition and allowed the catholic 

teachers and scientists to teach, preach and practice 

his new theory (don’t ask please why the Index as 

such was not removed from the registrar). Then in 

1992, the Church totally retracted from its original 

position and admitted frankly that it had committed 

a gross mistake in regard to the theory of Copernicus 

and its ignominious treatment of Galileo. By this 

time a large group of scientists from Poland and 

other countries had been striving to find out the 

grave of this father of modern science in a Polish 

cathedral. In 2005 the grave was supposed to be 

identified. [Scislowska 2009] Then on 22 May 2010, 

the residues rescued from the grave were reburied 

like a heroic figure amidst a gorgeous function 

paying proper honour to this great scientist. On this 

occasion members of the local catholic clergy were 

present and they earnestly recanted their old follies. 

[Gera 2010] However, the plaque with the notorious 

epitaph placed on his grave in 1543 had worn out in 

the wake of time. So the clergy were spared the 

misfortune of another admission of guilt.    

 

[5] Saint Anselm of Canterbury was an important 

philosopher of the Roman Church between St. 

Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas. This maxim 

was taken from one of his famous adages in Latin: 

“Neque enim quaero intelligere ut credam, sed credo 

ut intelligam. Nam et hoc credo, quia, nisi credidero, 

non intelligam”, that is to say, ‘and I do not seek to 

understand that I may believe but believe that I might 

understand. For this too I believe since, unless I first 

believe, I shall not understand’. Similarly he urged: 

“The Christians ought to go forth to understanding 

through faith, not journey to faith through 

understanding.” This kind of statements upraised 

blindness of faith to an honourable and desirable 

status in the minds of the believers.  

 

[6] The relevant statements in the Bible are given 

below:  

12. Then spake Joshua to the Lord in the day when 

the Lord delivered up the Amorites before the 

children of Israel, and he said in the sight of Israel, 

Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon; and thou, Moon, 

in the valley of Ajalon. 

13. And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, 

until the people had avenged themselves upon their 

enemies. Is not this written in the book of Jasher? So 

the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and hasted 

not to go down about a whole day. [Joshua 10:12-

13] 

 

[7] Peripateticos: This term suggests Aristotle and 

his disciples in general. In the ancient Greek it 

implied a wandering group. It is said that Aristotle 

used to stroll while lecturing to his students in his 

school. The word may have originated therefrom. 

There is another possibility. Aristotle had no land of 

his own in Athens. So he had to travel from time to 

time to Athens and teach at Plato’s Academy. This 

may also lead to the birth of the epithet. However, 

the term then entered in Roman literature and stayed 

for a long time to indicate Aristotle and his school of 

thought. In Bruno’s time Aristotle’s thoughts 

reigned supreme in all fields of knowledge. Bruno 

therefore while fighting that school used this term—

either as a commonly used terminology or as 

camouflage. Which—we know not for sure.  

 

The first draft written in 2002 and published in 

Jiggasa  

(an Oriya magazine based in Rourkela)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credo_ut_intelligam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credo_ut_intelligam
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[FROM WIKIPEDIA; TITLES AND SPELLINGS 

UNALTERED] 

1. De umbris idearum (Paris, 1582) 

2. Cantus Circaeus (1582) 

3. De compendiosa architectura (1582) 

4. Candelaio (1582) (The Candle Bearer, play) 

5. Ars reminiscendi (1583) 

6. Explicatio triginta sigillorum (1583) 

7. Sigillus sigillorum (1583) 

8. La Cena de le Ceneri (Le Banquet des Cendres) 

(1584) 

9. De la causa, principio, et Uno (1584) 

10. De l'infinito universo et Mondi (1584) 

11. Spaccio de la Bestia Trionfante (L'expulsion de 

la bête triomphante) (London, 1584), allégorie 

où il combat la superstition 

12. Cabala del cavallo Pegaseo–Asino Cillenico 

(1585) 

13. De gli heroici furori (1585) 

14. Figuratio Aristotelici Physici auditus (1585) 

15. Dialogi duo de Fabricii Mordentis Salernitani 

(1586) 

16. Idiota triumphans (1586) 

17. De somni interpretatione (1586) 

18. Animadversiones circa lampadem lullianam 

(1586) 

19. Lampas triginta statuarum (1586) 

20. Centum et viginti articuli de natura et mundo 

adversus peripateticos (1586) 

21. Delampade combinatoria Lulliana (1587) 

22. De progressu et lampade venatoria logicorum 

(1587) 

23. Oratio valedictoria (1588) 

24. Camoeracensis Acrotismus (1588) 

25. De specierum scrutinio (1588) 

26. Articuli centum et sexaginta adversus huius 

tempestatismathematicos atque Philosophos 

(1588) 

27. Oratio consolatoria (1589) 

28. De vinculis in genere (1591) 

29. De triplici minimo et mensura (1591) 

30. De monade numero et figura (Francfort, 1591) 

31. De innumerabilibus, immenso, et infigurabili 

(1591) 

32. De imaginum, signorum et idearum 

compositione (1591) 

33. Summa terminorum metaphisicorum (1595) 

34. Artificium perorandi (1612) 
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